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Abstract

During the past decades, many areas of speech processing have benefited from

the vast increases in the available memory sizes and processing power. For exam-

ple, speech recognizers can be trained with enormous speech databases and high-

quality speech synthesizers can generate new speech sentences by concatenating

speech units retrieved from a large inventory of speech data. However, even in to-

day’s world of ever-increasing memory sizes and computational resources, there

are still lots of embedded application scenarios for speech processing techniques

where the memory capacities and the processor speeds are very limited. Thus,

there is still a clear demand for solutions that can operate with limited resources,

e.g., on low-end mobile devices.

This thesis introduces a new segmental parametric speech codec referred to

as the VLBR codec. The novel proprietary sinusoidal speech codec designed for

efficient speech storage is capable of achieving relatively good speech quality at

compression ratios beyond the ones offered by the standardized speech coding so-

lutions, i.e., at bitrates of approximately 1 kbps and below. The efficiency of the

proposed coding approach is based on model simplifications, mode-based seg-

mental processing, and the method of adaptive downsampling and quantization.

The coding efficiency is also further improved using a novel flexible multi-mode

matrix quantizer structure and enhanced dynamic codebook reordering. The com-

pression is also facilitated using a new perceptual irrelevancy removal method.

The VLBR codec is also applied to text-to-speech synthesis. In particular, the

codec is utilized for the compression of unit selection databases and for the para-

metric concatenation of speech units. It is also shown that the efficiency of the

database compression can be further enhanced using speaker-specific retraining

of the codec. Moreover, the computational load is significantly decreased using

a new compression-motivated scheme for very fast and memory-efficient calcula-

tion of concatenation costs, based on techniques and implementations used in the

VLBR codec.

Finally, the VLBR codec and the related speech synthesis techniques are com-

plemented with voice conversion methods that allow modifying the perceived

speaker identity which in turn enables, e.g., cost-efficient creation of new text-to-

speech voices. The VLBR-based voice conversion system combines compression
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with the popular Gaussian mixture model based conversion approach. Further-

more, a novel method is proposed for converting the prosodic aspects of speech.

The performance of the VLBR-based voice conversion system is also enhanced

using a new approach for mode selection and through explicit control of the de-

gree of voicing.

The solutions proposed in the thesis together form a complete system that can

be utilized in different ways and configurations. The VLBR codec itself can be

utilized, e.g., for efficient compression of audio books, and the speech synthesis

related methods can be used for reducing the footprint and the computational load

of concatenative text-to-speech synthesizers to levels required in some embed-

ded applications. The VLBR-based voice conversion techniques can be used to

complement the codec both in storage applications and in connection with speech

synthesis. It is also possible to only utilize the voice conversion functionality, e.g.,

in games or other entertainment applications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Speech is generally regarded as the most natural and intuitive form of communi-

cation between humans. In human-machine interaction, other means of commu-

nication have been dominant and the role of speech has traditionally been rather

small. However, thanks to the recent advances in the related fields of technology,

such as speech synthesis, speech recognition and dialogue management, as well

as the recent trend of minimizing the costs related to manual labor, e.g., in cus-

tomer service, it seems likely that voice-based user interface solutions are going

to become increasingly popular in the future.

In mobile devices, speech technology has other uses than just those related to

the user interfaces. The first and the most obvious example is the usage of speech

coding solutions to enable real-time mobile phone calls. In addition, there are

also many other potential applications for speech technology. Examples of such

applications include storage and listening of audiobooks, recording and storage of

discussions during a meeting or a lecture (assuming that the local legislation al-

lows this), personal voice memos, voice dialing, as well as dictation applications.

This thesis deals firstly with the topic of efficient speech storage. In the work

described in this thesis, the goal was to go well beyond the compression ratios of-

fered by the standardized speech coding solutions designed for real-time process-

ing of conversational speech, e.g., during mobile phone calls. The main outcome

of this work was the very low bitrate codec capable of achieving relatively good

speech quality at bitrates of about 1.0 kbps (kilobits per second), referred to as the

VLBR codec.

In addition to introducing the VLBR codec and some of the main techniques

contributing to its efficiency, this thesis also discusses certain issues related to the

topic of speech synthesis. Particular emphasis is placed on the compression of

speech databases needed in concatenative unit selection based speech synthesis

using the VLBR codec. Furthermore, the topics of VLBR-based concatenation

and signal generation are also discussed, and some methods for further reducing

the footprint and the complexity are introduced as well.
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The above parts of the work were carried out mostly in 2002–2006, i.e., during

a period when the memory capacities of mobile devices were typically rather small

and when the memory requirements related to unit selection based synthesis were

severely limiting the usefulness of this otherwise successful synthesis approach.

Regardless of the recent increases in the memory sizes of mobile devices and

smart phones, the ability to store speech data efficiently is still beneficial today: It

is a common experience of many users of personal computers that no matter how

big the memory or the hard drive is, it is likely that the space will run out sooner

rather than later.

In addition to the speech coding and speech synthesis related issues, this thesis

also deals with the topic of voice conversion. The research field of voice conver-

sion relates to the conversion of the perceived speaker identity. In the context of

speech synthesis, voice conversion techniques can be used for creating new syn-

thetic voices. In this thesis, the topic is approached from the perspectives of the

VLBR codec and VLBR-based speech synthesis.

1.1 Scope of the thesis and the main objectives

Since the content of this thesis covers many areas of speech processing, such as

speech coding, speech synthesis and voice conversion, the scope is narrowed down

heavily to keep the size of the thesis manageable. As the first rule, only those parts

of the author’s work on speech coding, speech synthesis and voice conversion that

are directly related to the VLBR codec are included in this thesis. Furthermore,

since a full and detailed description of the VLBR codec alone, together with all of

the relevant background information, would already most likely require hundreds

of pages of text, the scope is further narrowed down by focusing only on the

narrowband version of the codec and on items that contain the strongest personal

contributions from the author and at the same time contain important novelties

compared to other similar solutions proposed in the literature. Also, since most of

the work was carried out while working in the industry, further balancing acts were

needed to keep all the confidential aspects of the work outside the thesis while

still providing all the pieces of information necessary for keeping the discussions

academically relevant.

In the discussions related to speech synthesis, only the acoustic synthesis part

of the synthesis process is considered. The focus is also further placed only on

unit selection based concatenative speech synthesis, leaving out closely related

work done on statistical speech synthesis and hybrid synthesis. Moreover, all the

other criteria explained above are also used for limiting the scope. In particular,

only those parts of the work that deal with VLBR-based synthesis are included. A

similar approach is chosen with the topic of voice conversion, i.e., only the work

carried out particularly in the context of the VLBR-based voice conversion system

is included. Furthermore, in the discussions related to spectral voice conversion,
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only the work based on the use of Gaussian mixture model based conversion is

included to further limit the scope.

The first primary goal in the work described in this thesis was to develop

high-quality methods for efficient speech storage. More precisely, the aim was to

achieve roughly the speech quality level of traditional solutions operating at 2.4

kbps and above but with much lower bitrates (in the neighborhood of 1.0 kbps). In

addition to the design goals related to the compression efficiency and speech qual-

ity, the leading design constraints concerned the run-time memory usage and the

computational complexity of the decoder. The second main objective was success-

ful application of the developed speech storage solutions for efficient compression

of text-to-speech unit selection databases. The main driver behind this objective

was the inhibitively large memory consumption of the unit selection based text-

to-speech systems. The third main objective was the development of compatible

voice conversion solutions that would allow creation of new voices in VLBR-

based synthesis. All of these main objectives were commercially motivated but

the work also produced results with academic value.

1.2 Main contributions

This thesis introduces a novel parametric framework that is suitable for highly

efficient speech storage, flexible speech synthesis and voice conversion. At a more

detailed level, the main contributions of this thesis work are:

• Development of a new segmental parametric speech coding approach ca-

pable of achieving relatively good speech quality at very low bitrates (at

about 1 kbit/s or below). The resulting very low bitrate speech codec re-

ferred to as the VLBR codec and the related novel techniques are outlined

in Chapter 3. In particular, the first developmental version of the codec

and an overview of the overall segmental coding approach are introduced

in Section 3.2. (The segmental coding approach used already in this first

version of the VLBR codec was originally first patented [Räm05] and then

academically published in [Räm04].)

• In addition to the significant amounts of general development, implementa-

tion and team leading work, the most important of author’s contributions to

the first version of the VLBR codec described in Section 3.2 was the idea to

utilize adaptive parameter downsampling and quantization techniques, to-

gether with mode-based segmental operation and variable bitrates. (These

parts of the work were also included in the descriptions presented originally

in [Räm05] and [Räm04].)

• A novel method for efficient compression based on multi-mode matrix quan-

tization of adjacent parameters using a low-complexity vector-based predic-
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tion scheme. The proposed quantizer structure described in Section 3.3 is

very flexible and it can be used more widely than just in the VLBR codec. In

addition to the introduction of the quantizer structure, an algorithm for train-

ing quantizers having the proposed structure is introduced as well. (Origi-

nally published in [Nur03b].)

• Enhanced dynamic codebook reordering for advanced quantizer structures,

introduced in Section 3.4. The proposed enhancements extend the applica-

bility of the dynamic codebook reordering method from basic vector quan-

tizers to more complicated quantizer structures. In the context of the VLBR

codec, the proposed approach enables significant further bitrate reductions

through lossless compression of the reordered codebook indices. (Origi-

nally first patented [Nur07a] and then academically published in [Nur06a].)

• A preprocessing method for improving the compression efficiency of nar-

rowband speech codecs. This novel preprocessing approach described in

Section 3.5 is based on the author’s ideas related to perceptual irrelevancy

removal. Even though the method can be used for further enhancing the

efficiency of the VLBR codec, it is not tied to any particular speech codec

and it can even be used to enhance the coding efficiency of standardized

speech codecs. (Originally published in [Läh03b], and also made public in

a Master’s thesis [Läh03a] supervised by the author.)

• Development of a VLBR-based concatenative text-to-speech back end al-

lowing highly efficient speech database compression and high-quality con-

catenation. The synthesis approach described in Section 4.1 also facilitates

flexible parametric modifications. In addition, the simple playback speed

alteration technique, discussed in Section 3.1.3, can be used for modify-

ing the timing-related prosodic aspects of the output speech. (Originally

published in the patent application [Nur07b].)

• Introduction of the simple but effective concept of dynamic quantizer struc-

tures. As discussed in Section 4.2, the proposed idea enables flexible codec

retraining and run-time quantizer updates, which in turn enhance the cod-

ing efficiency, e.g., in the case of text-to-speech database compression.

(Originally published in the patent [Nur11b] and then partially published

in [Nur13a].)

• A novel compression-motivated method for very fast computation of con-

catenation costs. The proposed method is based on the author’s ideas and

implementations related to the use of multistage vector quantization and

pseudo-gray coding for computationally-efficient approximation of concate-

nation costs. Even though originally developed for VLBR-based synthesis,

using building blocks also used in the VLBR codec, the method is more
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widely applicable for concatenative speech synthesis as demonstrated by

the results provided in Section 4.3. (Originally published in [Din08].)

• Development of a VLBR-based voice conversion system. The first version

of this voice conversion system, introduced in Section 5.1, utilizes the clas-

sic Gaussian mixture model based conversion functions. (Originally first

patented [Nur06d] and then academically published in [Nur06c].)

• Development of an enhanced version of the VLBR-based voice conversion

system that not only converts spectral information but prosody as well. The

novel prosody conversion method discussed in Section 5.2 can be applied

to practically any voice conversion system, in addition to the evident use in

VLBR-based voice conversion. (Originally first patented [Nur11a] and then

academically published in [Hel07a].)

• A novel method for data clustering and mode selection. The method de-

scribed in Section 5.3 was originally designed for enhancing the conversion

accuracy in VLBR-based voice conversion but the same approach could be

applied in other types of voice conversions systems, too. (Originally first

patented [Tia10] and then academically published in [Nur06e].)

• New thinking related to unwanted changes in the effective degree of voic-

ing, and a new approach for explicit control of voicing in voice conversion

to avoid this problem. The use of the approach described in Section 5.4

reduces the conversion-induced noise and enhances the speech quality in

VLBR-based voice conversion. Similar benefits could be enjoyed in other

voice conversion systems that allow the required control of the effective de-

gree of voicing. (Originally first patented [Nur08a] and then academically

published in [Nur07c].)

A separate section is dedicated to each of these main contributions.

1.3 Thesis outline

This thesis is organized as follows. After the introduction provided in Chapter 1,

Chapter 2 provides background information on the aspects of speech processing

that are the most relevant from the viewpoint of the work described in this thesis.

The main topics covered in the chapter include fundamental issues such as speech

production and perception, as well as introductions to the main areas of speech

processing covered in this thesis, i.e., speech coding, speech synthesis and voice

conversion. A separate section is also dedicated for quantization related topics

due to their importance in this thesis.
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The detailed description of the main contributions of this thesis begins in

Chapter 3 where the VLBR codec is introduced. In particular, the first two sec-

tions describe the parametric representation used in the codec and the main aspects

of the segmental coding approach, and provide an overview of the first version of

the VLBR codec and its performance. The rest of the sections of Chapter 3 cover

a set of additional coding-related solutions that can be used for further enhancing

the performance of the VLBR codec.

Chapter 4 discusses the topic of VLBR-based speech synthesis. The first sec-

tion of the chapter focuses on the integration of the VLBR codec into concate-

native unit selection based text-to-speech systems while the second section dis-

cusses codec retraining. Section 4.3 introduces a compression-motivated method

for very efficient calculation of concatenation costs. While originally developed

for VLBR-based synthesis, the method is applicable to practically any unit selec-

tion based text-to-speech system.

The next chapter, Chapter 5 deals with the topic of VLBR-based voice con-

version. First, the initial version of the VLBR-based voice conversion system is

introduced in Section 5.1. Then, the next three sections are dedicated to the intro-

duction of three additional techniques that enhance the performance of the initial

VLBR-based voice conversion system.

Finally, conclusions are drawn in Chapter 6. This last chapter both provides

a very brief summary of the work introduced in the thesis and indicates the most

attractive directions for future research.
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Chapter 2

Overview of speech processing

Speech has a central role in human interaction. Thus, it is not surprising that

different aspects of speech processing have received a lot of research attention.

In addition to the extensive work on digital signal processing based methods, the

areas of human speech production, speech perception and spoken language under-

standing are constantly under rigorous study.

The first section of this chapter summarizes the most important aspects of

speech production and speech perception, from the viewpoint of this thesis. In

addition, some general issues related to the processing of discrete-time speech

signals are discussed. Next, the research area of speech coding is briefly intro-

duced in Section 2.2. The topic is approached from the perspective of low or very

low bitrates. The basic tool of linear prediction is introduced as well.

Section 2.3 discusses the topic of quantization, mainly from the perspective of

vector quantization that is one of the basic compression tools used in this thesis.

Next, Section 2.4 introduces the topic of text-to-speech synthesis. The emphasis

is placed on the acoustic synthesis part, and especially on unit selection based

concatenative synthesis. Finally, the research area of voice conversion is briefly

introduced in Section 2.5.

2.1 Speech production, perception and processing

Children usually learn to produce speech at a very young age, and babies can per-

ceive speech sounds at even younger ages. Even though exact modeling of the

related natural mechanisms is not required in speech processing, it is beneficial to

discuss, and later on utilize, some of the most relevant aspects. In addition to pro-

viding very brief introductions on speech production and perception, this section

also covers some basic issues related to discrete-time speech signal processing.
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Figure 2.1: Some of the organs involved in speech production. (From [Wik13].)

2.1.1 Speech production

The production of speech is a complex process requiring a coordinated action of

a number of muscles [Dut97, Chapter 1]. The process also involves many organs,

some of which are illustrated in Figure 2.1. As described in many text books

(including, e.g., [Par87], [Qua02], and [Dut97]), the human speech production

system can be considered to consist of three main parts, the respiratory organs,

the larynx, and the vocal tract. The respiratory organs act as a power supply, i.e.,

the lungs create an airflow that is forced into the system via the trachea. The

air flows into the larynx and through the vocal cords (located in the larynx). The

larynx effectively modulates the airflow to provide either a periodic pulse-like or a

noisy airflow source into the vocal tract. The vocal tract is usually considered to be

comprised of the pharyngeal, oral, and nasal cavities, and it gives the modulated

airflow its "color" or timbre by spectrally shaping it. Constrictions along the vocal

tract itself can also be used for generating impulsive sound sources. The variation

of air pressure at the lips results in an audible speech sound wave.

The perspective of human speech production can be conveniently used for in-

troducing the important concepts of voicing, pitch, and the fundamental frequency

F0 needed in this thesis. Roughly speaking, voiced sounds are produced by forc-

ing air through the opening between the vocal cords, referred to as glottis, with the

tension of the vocal cords adjusted so that they vibrate in oscillation. Unvoiced

sounds, on the other hand, are produced without the oscillation of the vocal cords.

In human speech, vowels can generally be considered voiced sounds and some of

the consonants can be considered unvoiced but often voiced and unvoiced speech

characteristics co-exist, leading to the need to be able to deal with different de-

grees of voicing between the fully voiced and fully unvoiced extremes.

The term pitch relates to the fundamental frequency of the vibration in the

vocal cords during voiced sounds. Sometimes the terms pitch and the fundamental

frequency, also referred to as F0, are used as synonyms in the literature, sometimes
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F0 refers to the speech production related fundamental frequency and pitch to the

perceived frequency [Hua01]. Both terms, pitch and F0, can be used for referring

to the fundamental frequency estimated from the speech signal based on its quasi-

periodic nature, even though the estimate may not accurately correspond to neither

the actual rate of the vibration in vocal cords nor the perceived pitch. In this thesis,

this last approach is taken, and the terms pitch and F0 are used interchangeably

because the term pitch is most commonly used in the field of speech coding and

the term F0 in speech synthesis and voice conversion.

Detailed modeling of the human speech production is extremely difficult due

to the many physical components involved and the complex relationships between

the different components. However, a simplified model of the human speech pro-

duction system can be obtained using the source-filter theory [Fan60], in which

the sound sources can be thought to form a source signal and the vocal tract acts

as a filter. The filter can be separated into different subparts, e.g., the effect of lip

radiation can be modeled separately from the vocal tract contribution, but often it

is more convenient to consider only a single filter and its transfer function.

The different speech sounds produced by humans can be studied, labeled, and

categorized in many different ways. Links can also be created between different

levels of description, e.g., between the acoustic and the phonological levels, as

discussed, e.g., in [Dut97]. For example, phonemes can be considered basic units

of a language that can be combined together to form words. A single phoneme

of a language can be regarded to represent a class of speech sounds called phones

that are acoustically close enough to each other so that variations within the class

do not cause a change of meaning.

More detailed information on speech production related issues can be found,

e.g., from [Mac87] as well as from the other references mentioned above.

2.1.2 Speech perception

The task of speech perception involves highly complicated mechanisms and not

all details of the human auditory system and the processing of speech sounds are

known or fully understood despite active research on the topic. Nevertheless, a lot

of information on the related processes has been gathered and some of the findings

are particularly useful in digital speech processing.

The human auditory system is typically considered to consist of two main

parts, the peripheral part and the part containing the nervous system and certain

areas of the brain. From the viewpoint of this thesis, the former can be considered

more important. The peripheral part of the auditory system, i.e., the human ear,

can be considered to be a preprocessor of sounds [Zwi90], and its structure can be

considered to consist of the outer ear, the middle ear and the inner ear. The outer

ear captures the sound energy and conveys it to the middle ear via the tympanic

membrane, also referred to as the eardrum. The main functions of the middle ear
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are amplitude limiting and impedance transformation to ensure efficient transfer

of the acoustical energy [Par87]. The most complicated part of the ear is the inner

ear comprised of the cochlea and the vestibular organ.

The details of physical structure of the ear are clearly outside the scope of

this thesis but the physical properties of the ear cause interesting phenomena, dis-

cussed more closely, e.g., in [Moo95a] and [Moo95b], that can be exploited in

speech processing. The first of these phenomena is the uneven sensitivity across

the audible frequency range (from about 20 Hz to about 16 kHz). The studies on

this topic have resulted in the introduction of the concept referred to as the abso-

lute threshold of hearing. The absolute threshold of hearing at a given frequency

indicates the minimum sound pressure level that a tone having that frequency

needs to have to be audible in an otherwise quiet environment. Extensive mea-

surements have indicated that the threshold varies tremendously over the audible

frequency range, and also between different individuals. A useful approximation

for the absolute threshold of hearing has been given in [Ter79].

Masking is another interesting phenomenon related to human hearing. Mask-

ing is caused by the finite accuracy of the human auditory system and, basically, it

means the process by which the perception of one sound is suppressed by another,

louder sound. The overall masking effect is mainly determined by the relative

levels and frequencies of the maskee and the masker, as well as by their temporal

characteristics. The nature of a sound also has a prominent impact on its masking

capability. An approximate measure of the amount of masking can be obtained by

evaluating a masking threshold that indicates the sound pressure level at which a

test sound is just audible in the presence of a masker. A speech signal typically

contains multiple maskers and maskees at any given time and there are two distinct

types of masking, simultaneous masking and non-simultaneous masking, that can

be also present at the same time. Thus, when considering complex signals such

as speech, the exact evaluation of the masking threshold is extremely difficult and

coarse simplifications must be made.

Yet another interesting phenomenon is a result of the physical structure of

the inner ear and entails the concepts of auditory filters and critical bands, as

well as the power spectrum model. The power spectrum model approximates the

peripheral part of the auditory system using a bank of linear overlapping bandpass

filters referred to as auditory filters. Furthermore, the frequency-dependent critical

bandwidth is considered to be the noise bandwidth limit at which the detection

threshold of a sinusoidal signal located at the center of the noise band does not

increase anymore. The experimentally determined critical bands, in turn, can be

used for deriving the Bark scale that takes into account the frequency resolution of

the auditory system at different frequencies. In practice, the frequency resolution

gets less accurate as the frequency increases, i.e., the widths of the critical bands

increase with increasing frequency. The same phenomenon has also motivated the

development of other perceptual scales such as the mel scale.
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In speech coding, the masking effects, as well as other main properties of the

human hearing, are typically very roughly taken into account through the use of

perceptual weighting schemes and/or postprocessing techniques. It is also possi-

ble but not very common to use more sophisticated psychoacoustic models. One

such model, the psychoacoustic model proposed by Johnston [Joh88], is used in

Section 3.5.

More information on the human auditory system and its properties can be

found, e.g., from [Zwi90], [Par87], [Moo95a], and [Moo95b].

2.1.3 Processing of discrete-time speech signals

Speech signal is fundamentally a continuously varying acoustic pressure wave. In

this thesis, and more widely in digital signal processing, the term speech signal

refers to a discrete-time speech signal, i.e., a measurement of the speech signal

sampled at a regular interval. The number of samples per second corresponds

to the sampling frequency in Hz. For example, a speech signal containing 8000
samples per second is said to have a sampling rate or a sampling frequency of

8 kHz. Speech signals with an 8-kHz sampling rate are referred to as narrowband

speech signals.

Discrete speech signals are typically processed in a frame-based manner. The

frame rate depends on the application. For example, many narrowband speech

codecs operate using a frame rate of 50 or 100 frames per second and consequently

each new frame of speech contains 160 or 80 samples of new speech signal data,

respectively. Signal analysis is typically performed on windowed speech. Any

signal processing windows, such as rectangular windows, Hann/Hanning win-

dows or Blackman windows, can be used. The length of the window does not

have to match the length of the frame. In fact, it is common to use longer than

frame length windows but to use a step size equal to the frame length.

In addition to time-domain processing, speech signals are often analyzed and

processed in frequency domain. The conversion from time domain to frequency

domain is typically performed using Fourier transformation. In addition to spec-

tral representations, cepstral representations and in particular mel-frequency cep-

stral coefficients (MFCCs) [Dav80] are sometimes used as well, also in this thesis.

The perceptually motivated MFCC parameters are commonly obtained by map-

ping the spectral power spectrum onto the mel scale using triangular overlapping

windows, taking logarithms of the resulting filterbank energies, and by taking the

discrete cosine transform (DCT) of the mel-scale logarithmic energies.

More information can be found from speech processing related literature. For

example, an excellent introduction to discrete-time processing of speech signals

is provided by Quatieri in his book [Qua02].
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2.2 Speech coding

All speech coding systems consist of an encoder and a decoder. The encoder

converts a speech signal into a bitstream that is conveyed to the decoder via a

digital channel. The decoder then reconstructs the speech signal based on the

bitstream. The digital channel between the encoder and the decoder can be a

communication channel or a storage medium.

The simple and straightforward Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) [Oli48] is usu-

ally considered to be the first method developed for digital speech coding. In

PCM, the encoder only performs the basic operations of sampling of the input

signal, quantization of the samples, and coding of the quantized sample values

using their binary representations. Similarly, the decoder merely restores the sam-

ples by decoding the received binary information and reconstructs the signal based

on the restored sequence of sample values.

The sampling and the reconstruction phases used in PCM, and in all digital

speech processing, allow perfect reconstruction of the original signal assuming

that it does not contain information above the Nyquist frequency, i.e., above half

of the sampling frequency. For this kind of band-limited input signals, the only

source of possible quality loss is the quantization process, assuming that the dig-

ital channel is error-free. The quantization process also determines the bitrate of

the PCM codec, together with the sampling frequency. For example, with the

quantization accuracy of 16 bits per sample, a narrowband speech signal sampled

at 8 kHz would require a PCM bitrate of 128 kbps.

Reducing the bitrate by simply adjusting the quantization accuracy used in

PCM is possible but the resulting quantization noise quickly deteriorates the out-

put speech quality. This is where the different speech coding strategies developed

since the introduction of PCM step in. For example, the GSM (Global System for

Mobile communications) full rate speech codec [ETS94] operates at the bitrate of

13 kbps and the standardized adaptive multi-rate (AMR) coder [ETS00][Eku99]

operates at eight bitrates from 4.75 to 12.2 kbps.

This thesis deals with speech coding at very low bitrates. There is no exact

definition for the term very low bitrate but in practice the bitrates considered in

this thesis are below 3 kbps, and often in the neighborhood of 1 kbps or even

below that. The remaining parts of this section introduce the important concept

of linear prediction (Section 2.2.1) and give an overview of the task of coding

speech at low or very low bitrates (Section 2.2.2). More detailed and extensive

general background information on speech coding can be found, e.g., in [Spa94]

and [Kon04].

2.2.1 Linear prediction and line spectral frequencies

The vast majority of modern speech coders are based the linear prediction (LP)

technique [Mak72] [Mak75] that is also one of the basic tools in all speech pro-
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cessing. This source-filter model can be used for separating a discrete speech

signal s(t) into an excitation signal and into linear prediction coefficients that

roughly model the vocal tract contribution. More precisely, the excitation signal,

r(t), also referred to as the residual signal, can be obtained through LP analysis

filtering,

r(t) = s(t)−
g∑

j=1

ajs(t− j), (2.1)

where {aj} are the linear prediction coefficients and g is the order of the LP

analysis filter that has the form

A(z) = 1−
g∑

j=1

ajz
−j . (2.2)

Similarly, 1/A(z) is the corresponding LP synthesis filter that can be used for

filtering the excitation signal to generate speech.

In linear prediction, as can be seen from the above equations, each predicted

signal value is calculated as a weighted sum of a predetermined number of recent

signal values in accordance with the auto-regressive predictor model [Par87]. The

linear prediction coefficients {aj} can be estimated using either the autocorrela-

tion method or the covariance method [Mak72]. Slightly different variants of the

two methods also exist, as mentioned already in [Mak72]. The autocorrelation

based methods possess the important property of ensuring that the resulting linear

prediction filters are stable. With all variants, the aim in coefficient estimation is

to minimize the short-term correlation, in practice by minimizing the mean energy

of the resulting excitation signal r(t).
Because the properties of speech signals vary in time, a new set of linear

prediction coefficients is estimated at certain time intervals. Typically, the speech

signal is processed using 5-25 ms frames and the estimation of LP coefficients

is performed once per frame. A typical analysis window length is roughly 20-30

ms [Kon04] and is usually larger than the frame length. Windowing can be done

using, e.g., a Hamming window.

To obtain smooth changes in the filter, the LP coefficient set can be updated

more often than once per frame. The coefficient values between the estimates

can be calculated using interpolation. However, direct interpolation of the LP

coefficients is rather troublesome since the stability of the resulting filters cannot

generally be ensured. To overcome this problem the LP coefficients are usually

converted to the line spectral frequency (LSF) representation [Ita75] before the

interpolation.

The conversion to the line spectral frequencies can be established by first cal-

culating the roots of the polynomials

P (z) = A(z) + z−(g+1)A(z−1)

Q(z) = A(z)− z−(g+1)A(z−1)
, (2.3)
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using, e.g., the discrete cosine transform as in [Soo93] or Chebyshev polynomials

as proposed in [Kab86]. Now the angular positions {ωj} of the complex roots of

the polynomials, that lie on the unit circle between 0 and π, form the LSF repre-

sentation. Moreover, the line spectral frequencies are defined to be in ascending

order,

0 < ω1 < ω2 < ... < ωg < π (2.4)

that ensures the stability of the filters after the interpolation. The filter A(z) can

be calculated using

A(z) =
P (z) +Q(z)

2
(2.5)

and thus the conversion to the LSF representation is fully reversible.

From the viewpoint of speech coding, one of the advantages of the linear pre-

diction comes from the fact that it lowers the energy and the average entropy of

the signal to be coded by removing redundant and predictable information from

the original signal. Because the predicted part of the speech signal can also be

efficiently compressed by coding the linear prediction coefficients using, e.g., the

LSF representation, linear prediction facilitates efficient compression of the sig-

nal.

2.2.2 Speech coding at low bitrates

Speech coders can generally be classified as waveform coders and parametric

coders [Kle95b][Spa94]. The waveform coders attempt to model and transmit

the shape of the speech waveform as accurately as possible. This approach attains

good or even excellent speech quality provided that the bitrate is high enough.

However, at lower bitrates, the quality of the reconstructed speech deteriorates

quickly and thus for example the wide and popular family of speech codecs based

on the idea of code excited linear prediction (CELP) [Sch85] are not generally

applicable at very low bitrates. On the other hand, the parametric coders, also

referred to as voice coders, transmitting a set of parameters that describe the per-

ceptually most important features of the speech signal have the potential to pro-

duce intelligible and relatively good-quality speech at very low bitrates. Thus, the

focus in this thesis is on parametric speech coding.

In low bitrate speech coding, the most evident design goal is to achieve a low

bitrate. Alternatively, the goal could be to achieve a given speech quality level

with the lowest possible bitrate. In addition to the goals related to the bitrate

and speech quality, there are typically several other design goals or constraints

that have to be taken into account. Traditionally, the design of speech coders has

been heavily affected by the design constraints related to conversational speech.

The most common constraints relate to encoding delay and complexity, sensitivity

to channel errors and background noise conditions, frame size, bitrate and bit

allocation, decoding complexity, and memory requirements. In the storage-related
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Figure 2.2: Block diagram demonstrating parametric encoding and decoding of

speech. (From [Nur01a].)

scenarios studied in this thesis, some of these traditional design constraints can be

relaxed which in turn can lead to enhancements in the compression efficiency, as

will be discussed in Chapter 3.

Figure 2.2 depicts the basic operation of a parametric speech codec. Similarly

as in the case of the basic PCM method discussed in the beginning of this section,

the main parts of the speech coding system are the encoder and the decoder. In

parametric speech coding, the encoder can be further split into two parts, a speech

signal analysis stage that estimates a set of parameters for each frame of speech

and a compression stage that compresses the set of parameters into a compact bit-

stream. Similarly, the decoder can be considered to consist of a decompression

stage that restores the parametric representation based on the bitstream and a syn-

thesis stage that produces the reconstructed speech signal. Typical errors caused

by the encoding and decoding processes in low bitrate speech codec include both

modeling errors caused by imperfect analysis/synthesis and quantization errors

caused by the compression and decompression.

Various different approaches have been proposed for parametric speech cod-

ing. [Kle95b] categorizes the different approaches into three classes: linear pre-

diction based coders, sinusoidal coders and waveform interpolation coders. With-

out further explanations, this division could be a bit misleading since actually

almost all speech coders designed for low bitrates are based on linear prediction,

including many codecs based on the sinusoidal and waveform interpolation ap-

proaches. It is therefore important to note that the first class of linear prediction

based coders does not include all the speech coders that utilize linear prediction.

Rather, this class includes linear prediction based codecs that utilize very sim-

plistic excitation models. A typical example of a codec belonging to this class

is the classical linear predictive coding (LPC) based LPC-10 vocoder [Tre82]

that regards all segments of speech as either fully voiced or fully unvoiced. The

voiced excitation is modeled as periodic pulses while the unvoiced excitation is

represented using random noise. Even though this approach is quite well in line

with a simplified view of the human speech production, the model has been found
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inadequate for producing high quality speech, regardless of the accuracy of quan-

tization.

The second and the third class of parametric speech coders, the sinusoidal

coders and the waveform interpolation coders, offer more sophisticated approaches

for modeling the excitation signal and can be considered more relevant from the

viewpoint of this thesis. Both approaches can also be used for direct modeling of

speech signals but it is more common to model the LP residual signals. The ap-

proaches also share another important property: with specific design choices, both

approaches can obtain perfect reconstruction, i.e., the modeling errors caused by

the analysis and synthesis stages in Figure 2.2 can be completely avoided. Such

designs are discussed, e.g., in the case of the sinusoidal modeling in [Fer02] and in

the case of waveform interpolation in [Yan98] and [Ruo00]. At very low bitrates,

however, obtaining perfect reconstruction is not mandatory and typically better

results can be achieved using more approximative versions of the models because

those tend to result in parameter sets that are easier to compress efficiently.

Most sinusoidal speech coders are based on the model presented in [McA86].

The main idea of this model is to represent the signal using sinusoidal components

of arbitrary amplitudes, frequencies and phases. Each sinewave is represented by

a time-varying envelope and a phase equal to the integral of a time-varying fre-

quency track [Qua02, Chapter 9]. During voiced speech, the frequency tracks of

the sinewaves are roughly harmonically related. Even though the model is more

intuitive for voiced speech, noise-like and transient speech sounds can also be

approximated by a sum of sinewaves but now, in contrast to the case of voiced

speech, the frequencies have arbitrary values and their tracks come and go ran-

domly in time over shorter durations (see, e.g., [Qua02, Chapter 9]). More infor-

mation on the sinusoidal model is given in Section 3.1.

In waveform interpolation (WI) coding [Kle95a], a characteristic waveform

(CW) is extracted at regular intervals. These pitch-cycle waveforms are placed

along an axis perpendicular to the time axis to obtain a two-dimensional signal that

represents the evolution of the characteristic waveform in time. After alignment,

the two-dimensional representation can be further separated via filtering into a

low-pass slowly evolving waveform (SEW) component that corresponds to the pe-

riodic component of speech and a high-pass rapidly evolving waveform (REW)

component that represents the noise-like component. Even though both compo-

nents are typically present (non-zero) most of the time, the SEW component is

dominant during voiced speech while unvoiced speech is mainly modeled by the

REW component. At the decoder, the characteristic waveforms can be recovered

by summing up the SEW and REW components. The successive CWs can be

thought to form a surface that can be upsampled to the sampling rate of one CW

per output speech sample using interpolation between the CWs. The speech signal

can be reconstructed by sampling the waveform surface along a phase track. The

phase at each time instant is equal to the integral of the fundamental frequency.
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2.3 Quantization

The term quantization was briefly touched upon in Section 2.2 as a part of the

high-level description of the PCM coding approach. In that context, the term sim-

ply refers to the representation of the exact sample values with a limited accuracy

in a discrete manner. With adequate scaling, this can be thought to correspond to

rounding off that is generally considered to be the simplest and oldest example of

quantization [Gra98].

In the examples of classical PCM coding and rounding off, the quantizers are

uniform, i.e., the possible quantization output values are equally spaced. In gen-

eral this is not the case, and it is also very common to quantize multiple values

simultaneously, i.e., to quantize vectors instead of scalars. In addition, it is pos-

sible to use special quantizer structures and/or prediction. This section provides

a brief introduction to these topics, in a manner that meaningfully supports the

description of the main contributions of this thesis. More complete introductions

to the topic of quantization can be found, for example, in [Ger92] and [Gra98].

2.3.1 Vector quantization

Vector quantization (VQ) is one of the most efficient and powerful tools that can

be used in data compression. A fundamental result of Shannon’s rate-distortion

theory [Sha59] shows that better performance can always be achieved by coding

vectors instead of scalars, even for uncorrelated or independent data, as discussed

in [Gra84]. The basic idea in vector quantization is to compress the input vectors

by representing them using a predefined set of symbols. The symbols can be de-

compressed and converted into vectors using a reproduction codebook. Optimally,

the process is performed in a way that minimizes the resulting distortion.

A k-dimensional vector quantizer consists of two mappings [Gra84]. The first

mapping is an encoder γ that assigns to each input vector x = [x1, x2, ..., xk]
⊤

a

channel symbol γ(x) in a channel symbol set ζ. The symbol is then conveyed to a

decoder β that performs the second mapping by assigning to each channel symbol

h in ζ a code vector in a reproduction set C. This finite set is usually referred to

as the codebook of the quantizer and is defined as

C = {ch|h ∈ ζ} , (2.6)

where ch = β(h). Consequently, the quantized vector x̂ can be obtained through

the two mappings as

x̂ = β (γ(x)) = cγ(x). (2.7)

The accuracy achievable using a quantizer is dependent on the size of the repro-

duction codebook. The resolution, or rate, of a k-dimensional VQ is
log

2
N

k , where

N denotes the number of elements in the channel symbol set [Ger92]. The rate of
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a quantizer measures the number of bits needed for representing one vector com-

ponent [Ger92]. Another, often even more popular way for describing the rate

of a quantizer is to define the number of bits needed for representing the channel

symbol for the whole vector. E.g. if the rate of the quantizer is 3 and k = 2, the

quantizer can also be referred to as a 2-dimensional 6-bit vector quantizer.

Optimality conditions and distortion measures

A vector quantizer is considered optimal if two conditions are fulfilled. First, the

encoder must always select a mapping that minimizes the resulting distortion

γ(x) = argmin
h∈ζ

d (x, β(h)) , (2.8)

where d(·) is a distortion measure such as, for example, the squared error

d(x, c) = (x− c)⊤(x− c). (2.9)

In low bitrate speech coding, it is typical to complement the distortion measure

in Equation (2.9) with perceptually motivated weighting. The resulting weighted

squared error can be expressed as

d(x, c) = (x− c)⊤W(x− c), (2.10)

where the weighting matrix W is typically diagonal. The second condition for

the optimality of a vector quantizer states that the decoder must assign to each

channel symbol h the generalized centroid of all vectors mapped into h,

β(h) = cent(h) = argmin
x̂

E (d(x, x̂|γ(x) = h)) . (2.11)

In other words, the average distortion caused by the two mappings in the quanti-

zation process should be minimized [Gra84].

From the optimality condition in Equation 2.8, it follows that full search

should be employed in the encoder, meaning that the distortion is measured for

every code vector in the codebook and the channel symbol corresponding to the

code vector leading to minimum distortion is selected. The condition in Equa-

tion 2.11 implies that the reproduction codebook C must be optimal. The two

optimality conditions together imply that an optimal vector quantizer can be fully

described by the distortion measure d and the reproduction codebook C (and a

mapping rule for cases where more than one mapping leads to equal minimum

distortion).
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Codebook training

Since the reproduction codebook, along with the distortion measure, determines

the performance of a vector quantizer, it is essential that the codebook is well

designed. As stated in Equation (2.11), a reproduction codebook is considered

optimal if it consists of the distinct centroids of the source vectors mapped into

each channel symbol. However, since such codebooks can be constructed in many

ways, it is obvious that the optimality conditions alone only ensure that the code-

book is locally optimal. A reproduction codebook that minimizes the overall dis-

tortion of the quantizer among every possible codebook is considered a globally

optimal codebook.

The objective in codebook design is to find a space partitioning that minimizes

the expected overall distortion between the input and the reproduction. The overall

distortion is usually approximated using the long-term sample average [Gra84],

i.e., the empirical average distortion for all the vectors in the training set. Since

the source distribution is estimated using a training sequence consisting of a finite

number of training vectors, one of the most fundamental problems in codebook

training is the selection of the training sequence. There are no strict rules or

solutions to this problem. However, the training data should always consist of

representative pieces of the typical input data. Moreover, it is recommended that

the training set should consist of at least 50 vectors per available channel symbol

[Mak85].

Once the training data is selected, the actual codebook can be constructed in

several ways. The most commonly used basic approach is to employ the gener-

alized Lloyd algorithm (GLA) [Lin80], also referred to as the Linde-Buzo-Gray

algorithm (the algorithm is also essentially similar to the well-known K-means

algorithm). The main idea is to begin with an initial codebook, and then to alter-

nately encode the training sequence using the minimum distortion rule in Equation

(2.8) and to replace the old reproduction codebook by the centroids of the training

vectors mapped into each channel symbol according to Equation (2.11). The iter-

ation is carried on until the overall distortion or the change in the overall distortion

is considered low enough, or a predetermined maximum number of iterations has

been reached.

The generalized Lloyd algorithm can be shown to converge to a local optimum

[Gra84]. However, an inherent problem with the GLA approach is that it often

gets greedily attracted to a nearby local minimum instead of finding the global

minimum. Finding a globally optimal codebook is possible but only if the process

is started with an initial codebook that converges to the global minimum. Thus,

the selection of the initial codebook can be considered the most crucial step in the

GLA method.

Many techniques have been proposed for constructing the initial codebook

(several alternatives were already introduced in [Gra84]), but the method for gen-

erating an initial codebook always yielding a globally optimal codebook is yet to
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be found. The most simple technique that provides reasonably good results is to

use GLA with a set of different random initial codebooks and to select the code-

book that results in the lowest distortion. More refined approaches have also been

proposed in the literature. For example, deterministic annealing [Ros93] has been

reported to achieve promising results [Ros98a], and particle swarm optimization

has also been found a valid approach [Sun10]. Despite the often slightly improved

quality, the related additional complexity makes many of these improved methods

less appealing. In practice, satisfactory performance can be usually achieved by

using the simple technique of repeated random initializations.

2.3.2 Multistage vector quantization

Vector quantization can be considered the best possible memoryless compression

tool in the sense that no other memoryless coding scheme that maps a signal vector

into one of N binary words can outperform vector quantization as there always

exists a vector quantizer with codebook size N that provides at least the same

accuracy [Ger92]. However, in many application scenarios, the related memory

consumption and the computational complexity of the codebook search can of-

ten make direct use of the basic vector quantization approach impractical. Con-

sequently, many alternative quantizer structures and search strategies have been

proposed in the literature. Examples of such alternative approaches include split

vector quantization, gain-shape quantization, binary search codebooks, and lattice

vector quantization (see, e.g., [Ger92], [Gra84], and [Kon04] for more informa-

tion on the different alternative quantizer structures and search strategies). From

the viewpoint of this thesis, multistage vector quantization (MSVQ) [Jua82] is of

particular interest due to the excellent tradeoff between the performance and the

resource needs in terms of the computational load and memory usage that it of-

fers. MSVQ can also be considered an excellent choice because it can regarded as

a generalization that also represents many of the other alternatives. For example,

split vector quantizers and gain-shape quantizers can be realized as special cases

of the multistage vector quantization approach.

A multistage VQ [Jua82] quantizes the vectors in two or more additive stages.

The objective is to find a vector combination, in other words a sum of the selected

vectors at different stages, that minimizes the resulting distortion. The quantized

vector can be defined as

x̂ =
K∑

j=1

c
(j)
lj
, (2.12)

where c
(j)
m denotes the mth reproduction vector from the jth stage , K is the total

number of stages, and lj is the index of the vector selected at the jth stage.
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Figure 2.3: Block diagram of a multistage vector quantizer using sequential

search. (From [Nur01a].)

Codebook search in MSVQ

The use of multistage codebooks can drastically reduce the memory consumption

but the computational complexity of a multistage vector quantizer depends on the

applied search algorithm. If full search is used, i.e., the distortion measure is

calculated for every possible vector combination, the computational complexity

is higher than with the normal unconstrained vector quantizer, due to the extra

additions needed to sum up the codevectors from the different stages. However,

an efficient search algorithm can significantly reduce the complexity.

The simplest search algorithm for multistage quantization is the sequential

search. The process begins with a full search quantization using only the code-

book of the first stage. Then, the quantization error is calculated as the error

between the original vector and the quantized vector. After that, the error vector

is quantized using only the second stage codebook and the resulting error vector

is computed. This is carried on until the quantization for every stage has been

performed. Finally, the quantized vector is the sum of the quantized vectors at

different stages. This procedure is illustrated in Figure 2.3.

The sequential search algorithm is simple, but the resulting quantization per-

formance is rather poor. A better choice is to use the M-L tree search depicted in

Figure 2.4, in which the M best vector combinations are searched at each stage.

That is, at the first stage, the M vectors that result in the lowest distortion are

selected. Then at the second stage each reproduction vector is combined with the

M vectors selected at the first stage and again the M paths that achieve the lowest

overall distortion are selected. This is carried out for all stages. Finally, the full

path with the lowest distortion determines the channel symbols for each stage.

It is easy to see that setting M = 1 corresponds to a sequential search. Natu-

rally, it is beneficial to use a larger M in the search algorithm since usually larger

values of M lead to smaller overall distortion. However, it has been found that

the M-L tree search achieves performance close to that of the full search with a

relatively small M [LeB93].
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Figure 2.4: Example of M-L tree search procedure with M = 4 in a 4-stage VQ.

(From [Nur01a].)

Codebook training for MSVQ

Training the codebooks is more complicated for a multistage VQ than for a con-

ventional VQ because the final reproduction vector depends on the codebooks of

all the stages. The simplest applicable training method is to train the codebooks

sequentially. In this approach, the codebook for the first stage is computed in a

traditional manner using, e.g., the generalized Lloyd algorithm. Next, the training

data is quantized with this one-stage VQ and the quantization error vectors are

calculated. Then, the codebook for the second stage is trained using these error

vectors as the training data. This is repeated for all the stages, with each new code-

book calculated using the error between the original vector and the reconstruction

vector including all the previous stages as the training data. The training proce-

dure is terminated when the codebooks for all the stages have been computed.

The basic sequential training method is simple, but unfortunately the resulting

codebooks are only sub-optimal with respect to the overall performance [Cha92].

The algorithm fails to efficiently exploit the inter-stage dependencies in the code-

book optimization. The performance of the sequential training can be improved

by making two modifications to the algorithm. Firstly, the error vectors can be

calculated as the error between the original vector and the multistage reproduc-

tion vector including all the stages except the current stage (that the codebook is

currently trained for). Secondly, the algorithm is repeated until the relative change

in the distortion is low enough or the total number of repetitions has reached a cer-

tain predetermined limit. The resulting algorithm is referred to as the joint design

of the stage codebooks [Cha92].
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The joint codebook design algorithm offers a performance improvement over

the traditional sequential codebook training. However, the improvement is rather

modest [Cha92] and the codebook optimization is still performed for one code-

book at a time. Furthermore, the convergence of the algorithm is quite slow. The

simultaneous joint design algorithm proposed in [LeB93] offers yet another step

towards better performance and faster convergence. The basic idea in this method

is to jointly optimize the codebooks after each pass over the training sequence.

The resulting multistage VQ simultaneous joint design algorithm [LeB93] will be

used extensively in this thesis.

The simultaneous joint design algorithm is usually initialized with sequen-

tially designed random codebooks. In theory, it is assumed that the quantization

is performed using full search. However, it has been experimentally found that

good performance can be achieved by employing the M-L tree search with a mod-

erate value of M [LeB93]. This is partially enabled by the fact the codebooks

are reordered at each training iteration in such a manner that the energy at any

given stage after subtracting the codebook mean is less than the corresponding

energies at all the previous stages. See [LeB93] for more detailed information on

the algorithm.

2.3.3 Predictive vector quantization

The vector quantization methods described in this section can achieve very good

coding quality for a given bitrate. However, the performance can still be im-

proved by incorporating memory into the vector quantizer, provided that there is

some correlation between successive vectors. The memory can be used to store

information about one or more previously quantized vectors. Based on this pre-

viously obtained information, a prediction of the current vector to be quantized is

calculated. Then, instead of quantizing the vector itself, only the error between

the original vector and the prediction is quantized. This approach is referred to

as predictive vector quantization (PVQ) [Cup85]. (It should be noted that while

PVQ best fits the needs in this thesis, there are also other quantization approaches

that utilize memory. Finite-state vector quantization [Fos85] is one example of

such an approach. See, e.g., [Ger92] for more information.)

The basic idea in predictive vector quantization is close to that in the linear

prediction approach introduced in Section 2.2.1. There are two major differences

between these methods. Firstly, the PVQ method operates on vectors instead of

scalars. Secondly, the "prediction coefficients" or the predictor matrices are often

constant in predictive vector quantization. Thus, the prediction cannot usually

adapt to changes in the input data like in the case of linear prediction described

earlier.

Mathematically, in predictive vector quantization the prediction x̃n of the in-

put vector xn is calculated using information about a finite number of previously
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Figure 2.5: Predictive vector quantizer. (From [Nur01a].)

quantized vectors. Then, the prediction error

en = xn − x̃n (2.13)

is quantized instead of the original input vector. Finally, the output of the PVQ is

computed by adding together the prediction and the quantized prediction error,

x̂n = x̃n + ên. (2.14)

Consequently, a predictive vector quantizer can be seen simply as a normal vector

quantizer operating with the prediction errors. The resulting quantizer structure is

depicted in Figure 2.5. There are alternative methods for obtaining the prediction

errors, or predictions, and in principle there are no limitations on how to compute

them, as long as the same predictions can be made both at the encoder side and at

the decoder side. Usually, the predictions are calculated in a linear manner using

either the auto-regressive (AR) or the moving average (MA) approach.

Common predictor types

In the auto-regressive method, the prediction is established using the quantized

values of previous input vectors. Each involved vector is multiplied with the cor-

responding predictor and the prediction is computed as a sum,

x̃n =

mA∑

j=1

Ajx̂n−j . (2.15)

By plugging Equation (2.14) into Equation (2.15), the prediction can also be ex-

pressed in terms of earlier predictions and quantized prediction errors as

x̃n =

mA∑

j=1

Aj (ên−j + x̃n−j). (2.16)

In both Equation (2.15) and Equation (2.16), mA is the predictor order and Aj is

the jth AR predictor matrix.
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The prediction in the moving average approach is based only on the preceding

quantized prediction errors. The prediction vector can be conveniently expressed

as

x̃n =

mB∑

q=1

Bqên−q, (2.17)

where mB is the MA predictor order and Bq is the qth predictor matrix. It is also

possible to combine the moving average method with the auto-regressive approach

as

x̃n =

mA∑

j=1

Ajx̂n−j +

mB∑

q=1

Bqên−q (2.18)

to form an ARMA predictor.

The difference between the two introduced methods is that the MA approach

uses only the earlier quantized prediction errors while AR takes advantage of the

previous predictions as well. It has been reported that potentially lower distortion

with a lower predictor order can be achieved by employing the auto-regressive

prediction [Sko97]. However, this advantage is only true for an error-free en-

vironment because there is no mechanism to limit the propagation of the effect

of the occurring bit errors. The error propagation in moving average prediction

is limited by the predictor degree and thus the performance for noisy channels is

better [Ohm93]. This makes MA the most popular predictor type in speech coding

applications despite its slightly inferior performance in error-free situations.

Training of predictive quantizers

The coding performance in predictive vector quantization depends on both the

predictor and the reproduction codebook. Optimally, the codebook of a predictive

vector quantizer and the predictor matrices should be jointly optimized to obtain

the best possible quantization quality. However, this approach is rarely applied in

practice since it leads to somewhat complicated and computationally burdensome

optimization techniques such as the stochastic gradient and coordinate descent

methods (see for example [Cha86] and [Zeg91]). Furthermore, it has been re-

ported that joint optimization is not usually worth the effort and much simpler

techniques can achieve nearly identical performance [Ger92][Chapter 13]. In par-

ticular, it has been found that good overall performance can be achieved if the

codebook is optimized for the predictor even when the predictor is not optimized

for the codebook [Cha86].

In [Cup85], two popular basic techniques were introduced for the training of

predictive quantizers. The first technique, referred to as the open-loop approach, is

the simplest. In this approach, the predictor is designed first and then a training set

of prediction error vectors is obtained directly using the predictor and the original,

unquantized source vectors. Finally, the codebook is trained for this training set

using conventional training methods.
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The second basic approach proposed in [Cup85] is the closed-loop approach.

Both the original version presented in [Cup85] and the later version described in

[Ger92] utilize a closed-loop system for generating the prediction errors in an iter-

ative fashion. At each iteration, a new training set is generated by computing the

prediction error vectors using the quantizer of the previous iteration, alternating

between the computation of x̂n and en for all the vectors in the training sequence.

The initial quantizer is typically generated using the open-loop method. Even

though both of these simple basic techniques fulfill the criterion of [Cha86] by

optimizing the codebook for the predictor, better performance can be obtained by

modifying the training algorithm.

The asymptotic closed-loop (ACL) design algorithm, proposed in [Ros98b]

and further studied and developed, for example, in [Kha01b], is one of the most

appealing methods developed to tackle the problems related to the basic approach-

es. The ACL technique has been shown to provide a stable design process and to

produce high-quality predictive quantizers. In the asymptotic closed-loop design

algorithm, when implemented as described in [Kha01b], the predictive quantizers

are trained using alternate optimizations of the predictor and the codebook. The

stability of the training procedure is improved using a simple trick: the predictions

are always based on a fixed set of vectors obtained during the previous iteration.

Thus, the training is effectively carried out in an open-loop fashion and the insta-

bility problems associated with the closed-loop approach can be avoided. How-

ever, the optimization is ultimately performed for closed-loop operation [Kha01b].

Due to the good performance and simplicity, the predictive quantizers used in

this thesis work are trained using the asymptotic closed-loop design technique. A

practical example demonstrating effective use of the ideas behind the ACL design

method is provided in Section 3.3.

2.4 Text-to-speech synthesis

The term text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis refers to technology that produces artifi-

cially-generated speech based on an input text, in essence "reading aloud" the in-

put text. TTS synthesis can be applied, e.g., whenever a computerized application

needs to deliver information to a human user via voice-based interaction. Typical

examples of potential applications include applications designed for reading e-

mails or SMS messages, as well as entertainment applications such as games. The

possibility to use TTS synthesis is especially useful for visually-impaired people

but people with normal visual acuity can benefit from speech synthesis, too. For

example, on embedded devices speech synthesis can provide a meaningful addi-

tional means for delivering information to the user, e.g., while driving a car. TTS

technology can be regarded as one of the key enablers that make the current and

the future voice-based interaction solutions feasible.
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Figure 2.6: Functional diagram of a TTS system.

2.4.1 Overview of the text-to-speech process

While most humans learn how to read text aloud at a young age, even the most

sophisticated modern text-to-speech (TTS) systems sometimes fail at the same

task. The overall process of converting text into artificially-generated speech is

a complex task, and the development of text-to-speech systems requires multi-

disciplinary insights from numerous areas of research, and the expertise of both

engineers and linguists is needed extensively. Detailed introduction of the differ-

ent aspects of TTS and the processes needed in text-to-speech systems is clearly

outside the scope of this thesis but at a very high level, the text-to-speech synthesis

process can be thought to consist of two main parts, a first part dealing with natural

language processing and a second part dealing with digital signal processing. This

division depicted in Figure 2.6, and also used by Dutoit in his excellent introduc-

tion to text-to-speech synthesis [Dut97], offers a meaningful level of abstraction

from the viewpoint of this thesis.

The first part of the TTS system in Figure 2.6 deals with the analysis of the

input text. A wide range of natural language processing techniques and often a

lot of language-specific knowledge is required for turning the text to be read into

its phonetic transcription and the related prosodic information (describing the de-

sired intonation and rhythm). The exact form of this narrow phonetic transcription

is system-specific. From the viewpoint of this thesis, it is sufficient to know that

the front-end of the TTS system, i.e., the natural language processing part, pro-

duces some kind of narrow phonetic transcription that consists of a list of phone

or speech sound names (typically phoneme names) that together form the desired
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output speech, along with side information that describes the desired prosody of

the output speech.

Chapter 4 of this thesis deals with the second part of the TTS system of Fig-

ure 2.6. This second part converts the narrow phonetic transcription into audible

speech. Many digital signal processing techniques have been proposed for this

acoustic synthesis part in the literature. The following subsections discuss the

most prominent approaches and the particular aspects that are important for the

work described in this thesis.

2.4.2 Acoustic synthesis

In [Dut97], the different acoustic synthesis strategies are categorized into two

main classes, synthesis by rule and synthesis by concatenation. Another general

view, that better serves the purpose of this brief introduction, is to consider four

main categories of techniques that can be used for handling the acoustic synthe-

sis, i.e., the conversion of the narrow phonetic transcription into synthetic speech.

These main synthesis technique categories are formant synthesis, articulatory syn-

thesis, concatenative synthesis, and statistical synthesis.

Formant synthesizers are generally rule-based systems that represent speech

as the dynamic evolution of different parameters mostly related to formants, an-

tiformants, and glottal waveforms, controlled by a series of rules. The Klatt syn-

thesizer [Kla80] is the most well-known example of a formant synthesizer, and its

wide-spread use can be partly explained by the fact that phoneticians and phonol-

ogists favor rule-based synthesizers because they constitute a cognitive generative

approach of the phonation mechanisms [Dut97]. Articulatory synthesis takes even

one step further into this direction by trying to directly model the human speech

production system, in the hope that a more realistic articulatory model might lead

to simpler, more elegant rules [Kla87].

From the viewpoint of this thesis, concatenative synthesis is the most relevant

of the synthesis technique categories since Chapter 4 deals with VLBR-based con-

catenative unit selection based synthesis. Consequently, this approach based on

the concatenation of pre-recorded units of speech is introduced in a more detailed

manner in the following subsection.

The remaining fourth main category of speech synthesis techniques is sta-

tistical speech synthesis in which the synthesis is typically based on the use of

context-dependent hidden Markov models (HMMs) and many of the core tech-

niques originate from HMM-based speech recognition summarized in [Rab89]. In

HMM-based speech synthesis [Tok02], a parametric speech model is employed,

and all the speech parameters are typically modeled simultaneously within a sin-

gle multi-stream HMM. The model parameters, including the means and the co-

variances of the state output probability distributions and the probabilities of the

state transitions are determined based on a training data set. Detailed operation of
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statistical HMM-based speech synthesizers is beyond the scope of this thesis but

the author acknowledges the fact that HMM-based synthesis is currently the most

actively studied synthesis method. Hybrid synthesizers, based on the combination

of concatenative synthesis and HMM-based synthesis, have also recently received

an increasing amount of attention, e.g., in [Lin07], [Pol08], [Sil10], and [Tio11].

2.4.3 Concatenative synthesis and unit selection

Partially due to historical reasons, the group of concatenative speech synthesizers

is typically considered to consist of two types of synthesizers, diphone synthesiz-

ers and unit selection based synthesizers. Diphone synthesizers, such as the early

diphone synthesizer called Sparte [Cou82], utilize a database that contains one in-

stance of each possible diphone in the given language (diphone is a unit consisting

of two half-phones, covering a transition from one phone to another). The num-

ber of diphones to be stored in the database is language-dependent, for example,

the French language contains about 1200 diphones, corresponding to about three

minutes of speech [Dut97]. Thus, a small speech database is sufficient provided

that it covers all the possible diphones. As a consequence, a lot of signal process-

ing is needed to make the concatenation smooth and the output to have the desired

prosody, and consequently the resulting speech quality tends to be compromised.

The recent increases in the available memory sizes and in the processing power

have made diphone synthesis largely an obsolete solution.

Unit selection based synthesis [Hun96], on the other hand, is currently the

predominant technology behind most of the existing commercial TTS systems and

applications. The main difference between diphone synthesizers and unit selection

based synthesizers is the size of the database. Whereas only small databases are

used in diphone synthesis, the unit selection based systems typically operate using

large or sometimes even very large speech databases. As the name implies, there

is now a need to select appropriate units, instead of just performing concatenation,

because the large database typically contains numerous possible instances for each

of the units (e.g., each of the diphones).

To clarify the process of unit selection, let us assume that the natural lan-

guage processing front-end of a TTS system converts the input text into a tar-

get sequence, {t1, t2, . . . , tT }, where T denotes the total number of units to be

concatenated to form the synthesized waveform. The units are picked from the

entire speech database, and one candidate sequence could be expressed as U =
{u1, u2, . . . , uT }. This brings us to a first central issue of the unit selection based

concatenative synthesis approach: How to find an appropriate sequence of units

from a large speech database in which multiple instances of each of the speech

units would be available for concatenation? The classical solution proposed in

[Hun96] is to define two costs for the evaluation of the distances between the can-

didate sequence and the target sequence: a target cost Ct and a concatenation cost
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Cc [Hun96]. The target cost is an estimate of the difference between a database

unit and the desired target unit. It is typically calculated as a weighted sum of

sub-distances computed based on different pieces of phonetic and prosodic in-

formation. The concatenation cost estimates the quality of the concatenation of

consecutive units, and it typically considers the acoustic characteristics at both

sides of the concatenation boundary.

The total cost of using a candidate sequence to represent the desired target

sequence can be calculated as the sum of the two costs, the target cost and the

concatenation cost,

C = Ct + Cc. (2.19)

The total cost is computed over the entire sequence, and the overall objective in

unit selection is to find the optimal sequence U that satisfies

U = argmin
u

C, (2.20)

i.e., the sequence having the lowest total cost over all the possible sequences

should be selected.

Another central issue of unit selection based synthesis is the concatenation of

the units. Compared to the case of diphone synthesis, the requirements for the sig-

nal processing techniques used for handling the concatenation are less stringent.

If the database is large enough, there may not be any need to change the prosody

of the concatenated speech. Nevertheless, it is still important to avoid audible

discontinuities at the concatenation boundaries.

In theory, there is no upper limit for the quality of speech generated using a

unit selection based system, besides the quality of the database recordings. Pro-

vided that particularly suitable units are found, the resulting speech quality can

be excellent. In the extreme case, for example, an entire input sentence could be

available in the database as such. In practice, however, it is very hard to achieve

consistently excellent speech quality because inconveniently large database would

be needed to be able to synthesize any input text with high quality. Thus, the

output quality of a typical unit selection based TTS system is inconsistent and

sometimes the system fails at finding a good unit from the database. The prob-

lems become even more pronounced if the aim is to produce highly natural and

expressive speech.

As a rule of thumb, it can be concluded that the better the unit selection

database, the better the resulting speech quality, provided that the unit selection

algorithm works sensibly and that adequate signal processing is applied to treat

the concatenation boundaries (and naturally also assuming that the front-end does

not cause any problems). In addition to the coverage provided by the database

design and the selected unit sizes, another crucial issue is the annotation of the

database. In high quality TTS systems, the annotation, including the placement

of the unit boundaries, is in practice performed manually, or at the very least the

possible automatic annotations are manually verified and adjusted.
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The final major issue in unit selection based synthesis is the compression

and/or the representation of the speech databases. Since large databases are pre-

ferred, practical memory limitations often raise a need for the use of compression,

especially in embedded applications. Moreover, even in cases where memory is

not an issue, alternative parametric representations may be considered to facili-

tate the concatenation of the units. Chapter 4 addresses both of these issues. In

addition, Section 4.3 presents a novel compression-motivated method for com-

putationally efficient calculation of the concatenation cost. All the other parts of

the unit selection based TTS systems are considered to be outside the scope of

the thesis, and the discussions provided in the remaining chapters assume that the

main TTS system and the required databases, including high-quality annotations,

are readily available.

2.5 Voice conversion

The term voice conversion refers to the modification of the perceived speaker

identity by modifying the speech signal uttered by a source speaker to sound as

if it was spoken by a second speaker called the target speaker, without changing

the lexical content of speech. In general, a voice conversion system is first trained

using a relatively small amount of speech data from both the source and the tar-

get speakers, and then the trained models can be used for performing the actual

conversion. This is demonstrated in Figure 2.7 that depicts a block diagram il-

lustrating a typical stand-alone voice conversion system, i.e., a voice conversion

system that can be used for modifying speech signals without support from any

other systems. In addition to such stand-alone voice conversion systems, another

main class of voice conversion systems can be thought to involve the use of adap-

tation techniques for modifying the speaker identity in statistical speech synthesis.

Commercial usage of voice conversion techniques has not been popular yet

but potential applications for voice conversion include security related usage (hid-

ing the identity of the speaker), entertainment applications, and text-to-speech

synthesis in which voice conversion techniques can be used for creating new and

personalized voices in a cost-efficient way. The topic of voice conversion has been

an active area of research for more than two decades, and a large number of dif-

ferent voice conversion approaches have been proposed in the literature. Roughly

speaking, one way to categorize the voice conversion techniques is to consider

three different aspects: the requirements concerning the training material (and the

processing of this material), the domain of the conversion, and the techniques used

for the actual conversion. These issues are briefly discussed in the remaining parts

of this section. A more thorough introduction to voice conversion is provided, e.g.,

in [Nur12].
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Figure 2.7: Block diagram illustrating stand-alone voice conversion. (From

[Nur12].)

2.5.1 Requirements for the training data

For the training, the most common approach is to require parallel speech materials

from the speakers, i.e., the same training sentences are spoken by both speakers.

The training data is then typically further aligned as a preprocessing step, as de-

picted in Figure 2.7. Voice conversion systems that use parallel training materials

are also sometimes referred to as text-dependent systems.

In some voice conversion approaches, such as in the one proposed in [Sün04b],

the requirement to have parallel training materials is relaxed by allowing the usage

of different speech content from the two speakers. The ultimate goal in this type

of work is to establish a high-quality solution for cross-lingual voice conversion,

i.e., for cases in which even the phoneme sets can be different for the source and
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the target speakers. Voice conversion systems that can cope with non-parallel data

can also be referred to as text-independent voice conversion systems.

2.5.2 Domain of conversion

Concerning the domain of conversion, many different, mostly parametric, ap-

proaches have been proposed in the literature. Most voice conversion systems

utilize the source-filter model in some way, and the vocal tract contribution and the

excitation are typically converted separately. However, other kinds of approaches

have also been studied. For example, the direct frequency warping can be used for

handling the conversion, either using a simple warping function formed based on

a spectrum representing a single voiced frame [Shu06] or using vocal tract length

normalization [Sün03].

The use of linear prediction, or in particular the LSF representation has been

relatively popular in voice conversion systems. This approach has been used, e.g.,

in [Ars99], [Tur06], and [Err10]. In addition to the linear prediction based meth-

ods, cepstrum-based parameterization has been widely used, for example in the

form of MFCCs [Sty98]. Yet another popular approach, used widely both in voice

conversion and in statistical speech synthesis (e.g., in [Tod07], [Des10], [Hel10],

and [Tok02]), is to utilize mel-cepstral coefficients (MCCs) computed using the

generalized mel-cepstral analysis method [Tok94] that provides a flexible method

controlled via two parameters that adjust the balance between the cepstral and

linear prediction representations and the frequency resolution of the spectrum.

There are also several different proposals for the modeling and conversion of

the excitation signal in voice conversion. For example, in [Abe88] the excitation

was modeled in a very simple manner using only pitch and energy parameters,

and in [Kai98] the source excitation was used with only pitch modification. In

contrast, a more sophisticated harmonics + noise model was used in [Sty98]. Nat-

urally, the selection of the excitation model and the related conversion require-

ments depend also largely on the parameterization used for modeling the vocal

tract contribution.

Even though the aim of this section is not to provide a complete list of voice

conversion approaches or parameterizations proposed in the literature, there is

still one more alternative that needs to be mentioned: the STRAIGHT vocoder

[Kaw99]. The use of STRAIGHT has recently been widely popular in HMM-

based speech synthesis, and consequently also in voice conversion research, espe-

cially in studies dealing with adaptation based voice conversion techniques used

in HMM synthesis.

2.5.3 Conversion methods

The most popular approach for the actual conversion task has been Gaussian

mixture model (GMM) based conversion, proposed in slightly different ways in
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[Kai98] and [Sty98]. The former approach uses GMMs for modeling the density

of the source features while the latter models the joint density of both source and

target features. The GMM-based conversion approach, implemented as proposed

in [Kai98] is also used in Chapter 5. More information on this simple but effective

approach is provided in Section 5.1.

In addition to the GMM-based approach, a wide variety of different conver-

sion techniques have been proposed in the literature. Examples of different ap-

proaches include neural network based conversion studied in [Nar95], [Wat02],

and more recently in [Des10], hidden Markov model based conversion [Kim97],

codebook based conversion studied, e.g., in [Abe88], [Ars97], and [Esl11], and

non-linear conversion techniques such as [Son11] and [Hel12]. In addition, there

have been proposals that combine these different approaches. For example, a

hybrid approach combining GMM-based conversion and codebook based conver-

sion has been proposed in [Kan05]. More information on the different conversion

methods can be found, e.g., in [Nur12], and in the other references mentioned in

this section.
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Chapter 3

VLBR – segmental speech coding

for efficient storage

In speech storage applications, many of the traditional speech codec design con-

straints discussed in Section 2.2 can be relaxed in order to achieve higher quality

and/or lower bitrate [Won92][Mud98]. For example, the limitations regarding en-

coding delay can be relaxed or omitted and the lack of bit errors in most storage

applications enables the use of lossless coding and/or all kinds of predictors and

memory-based solutions. In addition, variable bitrate can be conveniently used

to adaptively adjust the parameter update rate [Rou82][Lee01] and the quantiza-

tion accuracy based on the short-time properties of the input speech. All of these

aspects are considered in the development of the VLBR codec and the related

compression techniques presented in this chapter.

Since the aim was to achieve relatively good speech quality, speech coding

solutions such as the ones presented, e.g., in [Rou82], [Rou83], [Shi88], [Pic89],

and [Cer98], aiming at producing intelligible speech at extremely low bitrates as

low as 0.15 kbps, were considered too coarse, and the usual limitation to only one

speaker was also seen undesirable. Furthermore, since the memory consumption

of the decoder had to be kept as small as possible, solutions based on the use of a

large speech database (see, e.g., [Lee01] and [Lee02]) were also readily out of the

question. Thus, the development approach chosen was to start with the models

and techniques typically used at bitrates between 1.2 and 4.0 kbps and to develop

further solutions for making the overall process more efficient.

The first section of this chapter introduces the parametric representation used

in the VLBR codec. The parametric representation itself or the parameter estima-

tions are not considered to be core contributions of this thesis but short descrip-

tions are provided due to their important role in the VLBR codec and consequently

in the whole thesis. Section 3.2 can be regarded as the central section of this chap-

ter since it provides an overview of the first developmental version of the VLBR

codec and introduces the related mode-based segmental processing and quantiza-
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tion solutions. The remaining parts of the chapter discuss additional techniques

that can be used to further enhance the efficiency of the VLBR codec. In Section

3.3, a specific general-purpose quantizer structure, based on the multi-mode ma-

trix quantization of adjacent parameter vectors using low-complexity vector-based

predictions, is introduced. In Section 3.4, further bitrate reductions are sought for

by considering the possibility to compress the quantizer index data using loss-

less compression. In particular, an enhanced version of the conventional dynamic

codebook reordering technique [DeN96] is proposed and evaluated. The final core

contribution of this chapter, a novel preprocessing method based on perceptual ir-

relevancy removal, is presented in Section 3.5.

The discussions provided in the main parts of this chapter, i.e., Section 3.2,

Section 3.3, Section 3.4, and Section 3.5, are largely based on the publications

[Räm04], [Nur03b], [Nur07a], [Nur06a], and [Läh03b].

3.1 Parametric representation

The selection of the parametric model is one of the crucial issues when designing

a parametric speech codec. The main reason for this is that the chosen paramet-

ric representation directly sets an upper limit on the achievable speech quality.

The parametric model also indirectly affects the bitrate of the codec because the

perceptual importances of different parameters are different, and there are also dif-

ferences in the achievable compression efficiencies, i.e., the number of bits needed

for perceptually accurate representation of a parameter value or a set of parameter

values varies a lot.

As discussed in Section 2.2, most of the modern speech codecs utilize the idea

of linear prediction due to its beneficial properties. Thus, it was an easy decision

to base the operation of the new storage codec on linear prediction. The selection

between the excitation models based on waveform interpolation and sinusoidal

modeling was not as straightforward but the sinusoidal modeling approach was

eventually chosen. One of the reasons for this selection was the fact that the

resulting parameter set is slightly more compact but it is worth noting that a similar

codec could be built around the waveform interpolation approach as well.

3.1.1 Excitation modeling

The sinusoidal modeling approach used in this thesis is based on the fact that a

vocal tract excitation signal, or alternatively a speech signal, can be represented

as a sum of sine waves of arbitrary amplitudes, frequencies and phases [McA86]

[McA95]. To obtain a frame-wise representation, the parameters are assumed to

be constant over each analysis frame. Consequently, the discrete excitation signal
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r(t) in a given frame can be approximated as

r(t) =
L∑

m=1

Amcos(tωm + θm), (3.1)

where Am and θm represent the amplitude and the phase offset of each sine-wave

component associated with the frequency track ωm, and L denotes the number of

sine-wave components.

One way to utilize the above model would be to model only the voiced con-

tribution using Equation (3.1) and the unvoiced contribution could be modeled

separately as a spectrally shaped noise. However, it is also possible to gener-

ate both voiced and unvoiced content using Equation (3.1). One alternative is

to assume that the sinusoids can be classified as continuous or random-phase si-

nusoids. The continuous sinusoids represent voiced speech and at low bitrates

they can be modeled using linearly evolving phases. Due to this crude modeling,

the original phase information is lost but the resulting quality loss is not severe

(the human ear is generally not considered to be very sensitive to phases, and the

model works relatively well). The random-phase sinusoids, on the other hand, are

used for modeling unvoiced noise-like speech. A separate voicing decision can

be made for each sinusoid separately or for different frequency bands. With split-

band voicing, the voicing information can be represented using a single value that

represents a voicing cut off frequency: below this frequency all the sinusoids are

deemed voiced whereas the content above this frequency is considered unvoiced.

It is also possible to allow voiced and unvoiced content to co-exist at the same

frequency. In this scenario, the model can be rephrased as

r(t) =
L∑

m=1

Am(vmcos(tωm + θVm) + (1− vm)cos(tωm + θUm)), (3.2)

where vm is the degree of voicing for the mth sinusoidal component ranging from

0 to 1, while θVm and θUm denote the phase of the voiced and unvoiced portions of

the mth sine-wave component, respectively. This model, together with the above-

mentioned approach of using linearly evolving phases for the voiced content and

random phases for the unvoiced content, allows for a reasonably accurate approx-

imation of the original speech signal from the perceptual point of view, despite

the fact that the waveform-level modeling will not be accurate anymore.

To further simplify the representation with only a very small loss in modeling

capability, it is also possible assume that the sinusoids used in the modeling are

always harmonically related, i.e., that the frequencies of the sinusoids are inte-

ger multiples of the fundamental frequency ω0. With this assumption, the model

becomes

r(t) =
L∑

m=1

Am(vmcos(tmω0 + θVm) + (1− vm)cos(tmω0 + θUm)). (3.3)
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During voiced speech, ω0 corresponds directly to the F0 associated with the anal-

ysis frame, i.e.,

ω0 = 2πF0/Fs, (3.4)

where Fs denotes the sampling frequency. During unvoiced speech, there is no

physically meaningful F0 available but it is possible to use a fixed value for ω0

because the random phases used for generating unvoiced signal ensure that the

resulting signal will not be periodic. The use of Equation (3.3) simplifies the

selection of the parameter L as it can always be set to the number of harmonics

that fit into the available frequency band.

3.1.2 Parameter estimation

The speech representation used in this thesis consists of three elements: i) the

vocal tract contribution modeled using linear prediction and more specifically line

spectral frequencies, ii) overall gain/energy, iii) normalized excitation spectrum.

The third of these elements, i.e. the residual spectrum, is further parameterized

using the fundamental frequency F0, the amplitudes of the sinusoids, and voicing

information, as described above. Each of these parameters is estimated at 10-ms

intervals from 8-kHz input speech signals.

The detailed parameter estimation methods are not considered to be a core

contribution of this thesis. Nevertheless, a high-level description of the main steps

of the parameter estimation process is provided in this subsection. It should be

noted that the topic of parameter estimation for sinusoidal modeling is a widely

studied and challenging research topic on its own, and the estimation methods and

design choices briefly summarized below are definitely not the only alternatives

and almost certainly they are not the most accurate and robust alternatives either.

Discussions on parameter estimation related issues can be found in a plethora

of publications, for example, in [McA86], [McA90], [McA95], [Sty01], [Vil01],

[Qua02, Chapter 9], [Hei02], [Kon04, Chapter 8], [Yan09], just to name a few

examples.

Line spectral frequencies

The coefficients of the linear prediction filter are estimated using the autocorrela-

tion method and the well-known Levinson-Durbin algorithm, together with mild

bandwidth expansion. This approach ensures that the resulting filters are stable

and helps in preventing unnatural spectral peaks due to interactions of pitch and

the formants. Each analysis frame consists of a 25-ms speech segment, windowed

using a Hamming window. The degree of the linear prediction filter is set to 10

for 8-kHz speech. For further processing, the linear prediction coefficients are

converted into the line spectral frequency representation. This widely-used repre-

sentation is very convenient since it has a close relation to formant locations and
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bandwidths, and it offers favorable properties for different types of processing and

guarantees filter stability.

Pitch / fundamental frequency

The first step in F0 estimation is frequency-domain pitch estimation. A Fourier

transform is computed using a variable-length window, with the window length

determined by the previous F0 value. For all integer-length pitch periods, a

frequency-domain metric is computed using a sinusoidal speech model match-

ing based approach [McA90]. A time-domain metric measuring the similarity of

successive pitch cycles is computed for a fixed number of pitch candidates with

the highest frequency-domain scores. The actual pitch estimate for each analysis

frame is obtained by applying a pitch tracking algorithm for a fixed number of

potential candidates that received the highest combined scores based on the two

above-mentioned metrics. The pitch tracking algorithm utilizes a fixed number

of previous pitch values and favors continuous evolvement of pitch tracks. As

the last step, the pitch estimate is further refined using a sinusoidal speech model

matching based technique to provide an accuracy higher than one-sample that is

essential for perceptually accurate F0 modeling.

Voicing

The voicing information is estimated based on the refined F0 value. Again, the

estimation is performed using the frequency domain representation generated by

Fourier transform with variable-length windowing. The voicing information is de-

rived for the residual spectrum and the analysis of voicing-specific spectral prop-

erties is carried out separately at each harmonic frequency. A voicing likelihood

in the range from 0 to 1 is determined for each F0 harmonic by evaluating the nor-

malized correlation between the spectral shape of the frequency band surrounding

the harmonic frequency and the spectral shape of the variable-length window ap-

plied on the signal. The voicing likelihoods can be used as vm in Equation (3.3).

To enable efficient compression at the lowest bitrates and easy segmentation

(to be discussed in Section 3.2.2), the harmonic likelihoods are also simplified

to a single voicing parameter, a voicing cut-off frequency. The voicing cut-off

frequency divides the residual spectrum into a voiced lower part and an unvoiced

higher part, i.e., the voicing values for the harmonics below the cut-off frequency

are set to unity and the voicing values above it are set to zero. The determination

of the voicing cut-off frequency is performed already during parameter estimation

as opposed to performing it as a separate quantization step to be able to also utilize

waveform level information: the cut-off frequency leading to the lowest possible

modeling error is selected. In the implementation discussed in this chapter, the

voicing cut-off frequency is represented as an integer in the range from 0 to 7.
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The value of 0 corresponds to a fully unvoiced frame and the value 7 represents a

fully voiced frame.

Harmonic amplitudes

Once the F0, or equivalently ω0, and the voicing parameters have been estimated,

the next step is to compute the spectral harmonic amplitude values from the fast

Fourier transform (FFT) spectrum. Each FFT bin is associated with the harmonic

frequency closest to it. This results in estimated harmonic amplitude values for

each integer multiple of F0. It should be noted, however, that for unvoiced seg-

ments where there is no true periodicity, a constant forced F0 is used.

Energy

The overall energy is estimated from the time-domain speech signal, using the root

mean square energy. Since the frame-wise energy varies significantly depending

on how many pitch peaks are located inside the analysis frame, the estimation

computes the energy of a pitch-cycle length signal instead. The pitch cycle that

is located closest to the center of the analysis frame is used for representing the

energy level of the given frame.

3.1.3 Speech signal reconstruction

At the decoder, a speech signal can be reconstructed simply using Equation (3.3),

together with linear prediction synthesis filtering. The signal generation could

be realized frame by frame, e.g., using overlap-add but in the implementation

discussed in this thesis, pitch-synchronous processing is used, partially to obtain

low computational load. Thus, Equation (3.3) is applied one pitch cycle at a time.

The parameter values for the pitch cycle are obtained using interpolation. Once

the residual signal is reconstructed, it is scaled using the energy parameter and

filtered using the corresponding LP analysis filter to generate the speech signal.

Finally, the energy level is readjusted to take into account the changes caused by

the LP filtering.

Due to the parameter interpolation, the parametric representation can be con-

sidered to consist of piece-wise continuous parameter tracks. This interpretation

enables simple high-quality playback speed alteration as explained in [Nur06b].

Due to the simplified model, the process is much more straightforward than, e.g.,

in [Qua92]. The playback speed can be taken into account simply by requiring at

the decoder that the center of the pitch cycle, tcenter, must satisfy the condition

2
(
tcenter − tboundary

)
= νp(tcenter), (3.5)

where ν is the relative playback speed, p(t) denotes the time-domain pitch pa-

rameter at the time instant t, and tboundary denotes the "virtual boundary" of the
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Figure 3.1: Three examples illustrating the use of different playback speeds.

(From [Nur06b].)

previous pitch cycle (at the beginning of the synthesis process tboundary is set to 0).

After a center that satisfies the above condition is found, tboundary is updated using

tboundary = tboundary + 2
(
tcenter − tboundary

)
, (3.6)

before finding the next pitch cycle center. The pitch cycle centers obtained in this

manner are the time instants for which the parameter values are computed during

pitch-synchronous signal generation.

It is easy to see that if the pitch contour is continuous, there always exists

a center satisfying the condition in Equation (3.5). If the contour is only piece-

wise continuous, as is the case in the model described in this section due to the

use of constant pitch values during unvoiced speech, the discontinuity points have

to be regarded as special cases. With the simple piece-wise linear representation

used in [Nur06b] and in the practical implementation discussed in this chapter, the

search for the next pitch cycle center should be done one linear piece at a time.

Furthermore, tcenter can be found by first finding the candidate

tcandidate =

(
2tboundary

ν + p(tn−1)
)
(tn − tn−1)− tn−1 (p(tn)− p(tn−1))

2(tn−tn−1)
ν − (p(tn)− p(tn−1))

, (3.7)

and by checking whether the obtained tcandidate is in the current interval between

tn−1 and tn. If it is, then tcenter = tcandidate. Otherwise, n is increased by 1 and the

equation is solved for the next interval, etc.

The process of finding the center of the next pitch cycle using different play-

back speeds is demonstrated in Figure 3.1. The figure illustrates the center loca-

tions found in three different situations:

1) Playback using double speed (ν = 2)

2) Normal playback speed (ν = 1)

3) Half speed (ν = 0.5)

In the figure, these situations are denoted with the corresponding subscript. For

example, tboundary1 denotes the value of tboundary when searching for the center

tcenter1.
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Figure 3.2: Proposed speech coder structure. (From [Räm04].)

3.2 VLBR speech codec

As discussed in the beginning of this chapter, it is possible to relax many of the

traditional design constraints when designing a speech codec for storage appli-

cations. In this section, this is exploited in the development of a new paramet-

ric speech codec structure for low-bit-rate storage applications. In the proposed

segmental speech coding technique, each speech parameter is estimated, tracked,

downsampled, and quantized at a variable bitrate based on its time-varying per-

ceptual relevance. The performance improvement achieved using the proposed

structure is confirmed in a formal listening test. The results presented in this sec-

tion have been published in [Räm04].

3.2.1 Overview of the proposed coder structure

The high-level encoder structure of the proposed speech coder is illustrated in

Figure 3.2. In this structure, the encoding starts with the estimation of the pa-

rameter values from a preprocessed speech signal. Then, a tracking procedure is

performed on the parameter values to remove possible outliers that might nega-

tively affect the compression efficiency or speech quality. The tracked parameter

values are grouped into variable-length segments that are coded using adaptive

downsampling and quantization. As can be seen from Figure 3.2, this encoding

procedure can be illustrated using five high-level blocks that take care of pre-
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processing, parameter extraction, parameter tracking, segmentation, and adaptive

downsampling and quantization. This subsection will briefly go through the first

three blocks. The last two blocks are described in the subsequent subsections. In

addition to the blocks listed here, lossless compression could be applied as the last

block as well, to make the bitstream even more compact. In this section, lossless

compression is not considered but this topic will be discussed in Section 3.4.

Preprocessing

In the proposed speech coding approach, the input speech signals can be prepro-

cessed to enhance the speech quality and to increase the coding efficiency since

exact reproduction of the original speech signal is not required. The optimal oper-

ation of the preprocessing step depends on the target application and on the prop-

erties of the input signals but the most obvious goals are to make the input signals

possibly recorded in slightly different conditions more uniform and to attenuate

possible background noise. In the practical codec implementation discussed and

evaluated in this section, as well as in all the other parts of this thesis, the input

signals were expected to be clean speech signals and consequently the preprocess-

ing block only included a modified intermediate reference system (IRS) [ITU00]

filter and a block for adjusting the signal energy to a specified level. If the codec

were to be used for noisy speech, a noise suppressor could also be included as an

additional preprocessing block.

Another, yet a bit less obvious, option is to modify the input signal in such a

manner that more efficient compression becomes possible, while still keeping the

modifications perceptually inaudible or insignificant. In this section, this option

is not exploited but Section 3.5 will introduce a preprocessing method that can

effectively remove perceptually irrelevant content from speech input. This reduces

the amount of information stored in the signal which in turn enables more efficient

compression. While the method is very suitable for the VLBR codec, it is fully

codec-independent and can also improve the efficiency of standardized speech

codecs, as will be shown in Section 3.5.

Parameter estimation

The time-varying speech parameters are estimated from the preprocessed input

speech. In principle, the proposed codec structure could be utilized with different

parameterizations but in this thesis and in the implementation evaluated in Sec-

tion 3.2.5 the parameterization described in Section 3.1 was used. Consequently,

the parameter set consisted of linear prediction coefficients represented as LSFs,

gain, pitch, voicing, and harmonic excitation amplitudes. As in Section 3.1, in-

put signals with a sampling rate of 8 kHz were used and the parameter estimation

interval was 10 ms for all the parameters. The degree of the LP filter was set to

10.
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Figure 3.3: Segmental nature of speech (the frame length used in these plots is

10 ms). (From [Räm04].)

Parameter tracking

The coding efficiency can be improved with additional processing of the speech

parameter tracks, i.e., using parameter tracking. The main target of the parameter

tracking step is to remove possible perceptual artifacts caused by incorrectly esti-

mated parameter values. Another target is to remove possible parameter outliers

that might unnecessarily effect the segmentation decisions to be discussed in Sec-

tion 3.2.2. These targets were achieved in the implementation discussed in this

section first by searching for possible gross pitch detection errors and by replac-

ing clear outliers with values fitting a continuous pitch track. Then, the second

step was to find and manipulate voicing and gain values that would result in very

short segments that could also be compressed using a neighboring mode. For ex-

ample, very short unvoiced segments with low energy can be filtered out without

significantly decreasing the speech quality.

3.2.2 Segmentation

Different properties of different types of speech signals are exploited in mode-

based speech coding solutions. The mode selection can be based on the mini-

mization of the coding error (see, e.g., [Tan88], [Jay89], and [Kro88]) or on sig-

nal analysis, typically through the estimation of a parameter or a set of parameters

that can be used for determining the signal type, as proposed, e.g., in [Tre82],

[Oza94], and [Pak97]. Typically, the mode selection is performed frame by frame
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but the relaxation of the requirements for the encoding delay allows the segmental

nature of the speech to be further exploited in the coding system. Consequently, in

the proposed approach, the input speech signal is divided into segments of voiced

speech, unvoiced speech, transitions (mixed voiced speech) and pauses (silence).

The motivation behind this four-mode approach is that these four types of speech

segments have clearly different physical and perceptual properties. Support for

this approach was also found in [Pak97] that also proposed to use four modes that

were roughly similar except for the case of the silence mode (a noise mode was

used instead of the silent mode). Furthermore, the division into these four classes

is consistent with the approximately segmental nature of speech illustrated in Fig-

ure 3.3. The upper half of the figure shows a short part of a speech signal and the

lower half illustrates the segmentation. The segment boundaries are denoted with

dash-dotted vertical lines.

The segmentation of the speech signal can be based either on the paramet-

ric representation used in the speech modeling or on additional information de-

rived from the speech signal itself, as long as the segments are chosen so that

the intra-segment similarity of the speech parameters is high. In the implementa-

tion evaluated in this section, the segmentation was based on the gain and voicing

parameters. First, inactive segments were detected by classifying all the 10-ms

frames having a gain value below a predetermined threshold as inactive and by

combining adjacent inactive frames into longer segments. Second, the remaining

frames were classified into three distinct classes based on the voicing parameter

values. The classes were voiced, unvoiced, and mixed. The maximum segment

length was set to 640 ms.

To further improve the coding efficiency, the initial segmentation achieved

using the procedure discussed above was modified using backward and forward

tracking. The aim of this tracking approach is to improve the segmentation by

reducing the effect of single voicing outliers. For example, very short mixed seg-

ments between two voiced segments are eliminated by merging them with the

neighboring segments. This tracking scheme, along with the whole segmenta-

tion process, is illustrated in Figure 3.4 where it can be seen how the tracking

smoothes single voicing outlier peaks. As a consequence, the average segment

length is increased which in turn improves the coding efficiency.

After successful segmentation, each segment can be efficiently quantized us-

ing a coding scheme designed specifically for the corresponding segment type.

These coding schemes include quantizer designs, bit allocations for the quantizers

and information on the perceptually sufficient update rates. The bit allocations for

the quantizers depend directly on the segment type: more bits are allocated for

quantizing the parameter values inside voiced or mixed segments than for values

inside unvoiced or silent segments. In the implementation evaluated in this sec-

tion, the update rates were determined as presented in Table 3.1. As can be seen

from the table, the update rates are adaptively adjusted for most of the parameters.
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Figure 3.4: Practical example illustrating the segmentation process. (From

[Räm04].)

3.2.3 Adaptive downsampling and quantization

Adaptive downsampling and quantization is performed for one speech segment

at a time and within each segment the process is gone through in two phases.

First, the target accuracy for the coded parametric representation is adaptively se-

lected based on the segment type. The selected accuracy level also determines

the number of bits used in the quantization of a single parameter value. Then, a

downsampling ratio and quantization that just meets the accuracy requirement is

searched and used. At the decoder, the reduced update rate used in the quantiza-

tion is upsampled back to the original fixed update rate of 100 Hz. The down- and

upsampling steps can be performed using any appropriate method. In the practi-

cal implementation tested in this section, these update rate conversions were com-

puted using discrete cosine transform. This approach is described more closely in

Section 3.2.4.

The search for the optimal downsampling rate is illustrated in Figure 3.5. Let

k denote the number of parameter values (for one parameter) inside the current

segment. The iteration begins by downsampling the k parameter values to i values

(during first iteration i = 1). Then, the i values are quantized and upsampled back

to k parameter values. After this, the distortion caused by these processing steps

is measured using one or more distortion measures (in the practical implementa-

tion discussed in this section, the distortion was measured using weighted mean

squared error and maximum absolute error). If the distortion is low enough, ac-
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Table 3.1: Update rates used for the speech parameters during different segment

types. The symbol - indicates that the corresponding information is not needed.

In the ~1.0 kbps mode, the amplitudes were set to a fixed value, whereas in the

~2.4 kbps mode they were coded for all active frames (100 Hz).

Voiced Mixed Unvoiced Silent

LSFs adaptive adaptive 50 Hz -

Gain adaptive adaptive adaptive adaptive

Pitch adaptive adaptive - -

Voicing once 100 Hz once -

Amplitudes -/100Hz -/100Hz -/100Hz -

cording to the target accuracy defined for the segment, the iteration can be finished

and the found k:i is the optimal downsampling ratio. Otherwise, i is incremented

by one and compared to a limit determined in such a manner that a downsampling

ratio k:limit provides perceptually satisfactory quality. If i is smaller than this

limit, the iterative process is continued; otherwise, the process is terminated and

the downsampling ratio k:limit is used.

The adaptive downsampling and quantization scheme significantly increases

the coding efficiency when compared to conventional approaches with fixed bit al-

locations and parameter update rates. The improvement is achieved because both

the parameter update rate and the bitrate are locally optimized for each speech

segment, individually for each parameter. Consequently, the update rate and the

bitrate can always be kept as low as possible while still maintaining an adequate

perceptual quality. During perceptually sensitive portions of speech, a sufficiently

high update rate and/or bitrate can be temporarily used without significantly in-

creasing the average bitrate.

3.2.4 Update rate and vector dimension conversions

As mention above, in the VLBR codec implementation discussed in this section,

the update rate conversions were carried out using discrete cosine transform. DCT-

based conversion was also used in the quantization of the variable-dimension har-

monic amplitude vectors.

The decision to use DCT for the update rate conversions and vector dimension

conversions was based firstly on the beneficial properties of the method, supported

by concrete vector dimension conversion related results in numerous publications,

e.g., in [Cup95], [Lup95], [Lup96], and [Li98]. The DCT based approach used

in these publications can be regarded as a special case of non-square transform

vector quantization (NSTVQ) [Lup94] that offers a generalized tool for describ-

ing vector quantizers that utilize some linear dimension conversion scheme. In

this technique, a non-square transform is employed to map variable-dimension in-
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Figure 3.5: Algorithm for searching the optimal downsampling ratio. (From

[Räm04].)

put vectors into fixed-dimension vectors prior to quantization. At the decoder, the

fixed-dimension vectors are converted into their original dimensions using the cor-

responding inverse transform. With appropriate selections of the transforms, all

linear techniques for dimension conversion can be represented using the NSTVQ

approach [Shl98].

The selection of the DCT based approach for the update rate and vector dimen-

sion conversions was also further supported by the results obtained in comparative

experiments [Nur01b] that evaluated the performance and complexity of five dif-

ferent dimension conversion techniques in the context of quantizing the variable

dimension spectral vectors in waveform interpolation speech coding, as well as

the good performance observed later, e.g., in the practical use cases documented

in [Nur01c] and [Nur02]. The five methods included in the comparison [Nur01b]

were the simple truncation and zero-padding, the use of frequency bins imple-

mented using the variable-dimension vector quantization technique proposed in

[Das96], band-limited interpolation based conversions implemented using cubic

B-splines [Uns99], DCT-based NSTVQ, and polynomial approximation based

conversion implemented using Chebyshev polynomials as described in [Pre92].

The main outcome of the comparison was that DCT-based NSTVQ provided the

most accurate quantization results in all the tested conditions.
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The use of DCT for update rate conversions, in addition to the use in vector

dimension conversions, was further supported by additional experimentations re-

lated to this particular task. More specifically, as a part of this thesis work, the

performance of the update rate conversion was informally evaluated by expert lis-

teners, and it was confirmed that the method is successful as long as the resulting

distortion is kept low enough, using the approach of adaptive downsampling and

quantization described above. In other words, the perceptual performance was

found to be correlated with the distortion level, regardless of whether the distor-

tion was caused by the combination of adaptive downsampling and quantization

or the quantization alone.

DCT-based dimension conversion can be implemented simply as follows.

First, the discrete cosine transform is applied to the original vector. Then, the

DCT-domain vector is truncated or zero-padded to the desired length. Due to the

truncation or zero-padding, the DCT coefficients also need to be normalized by

the factor
√
L, where L denotes the original variable length. In the case of vector

quantization, the quantization can be performed for the resulting fixed-dimension

DCT-domain vector. After quantization, the vector can be converted back to its

original dimension using inverse DCT. If desired, the process can be implemented

using multiplications with the corresponding transformation matrix and its inverse

transformation matrix, as described in [Lup94].

In the case of update rate conversion, the process is similar but slightly dif-

ferent. First, the vector is formed using the parameter values at different time in-

stants. Another difference is that instead of performing all the further processing

in the DCT domain, the vector is returned into the original domain for further pro-

cessing (quantization and accuracy measurement) but to another dimension. For

example, in case the original update interval was 10 ms and the segment contained

8 update instants (frames), corresponding to a segment of 80 ms, initial vectors

of dimension 8 can be used. Then, when the update is, e.g., halved, inverse DCT

is used for obtaining 4-dimensional vectors in the original domain, corresponding

now to the update interval of 20 ms. Once the desired update rate is found, the

final quantization is carried out, and the decoder can then perform a similar update

rate conversion but now back to the original update rate.

3.2.5 Performance evaluation

A preliminary version of the VLBR codec utilizing the proposed segmental pro-

cessing techniques was evaluated in a listening test. The average bitrate of the

codec was adjusted to a level of about 1 kbps or below. Another codec bitrate of

about 2.4 kbps was also tested. The higher bitrate was obtained in a very simple

manner by using a 15-bit multistage vector quantizer for the harmonic amplitude

information in active frames. More specifically, the variable-dimension amplitude

vectors were quantized as DCT-domain vectors of fixed dimension using the DCT-
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Table 3.2: Bit allocations for the sinusoidal coders evaluated in the listening test.

For the proposed coder, the bit allocations depend on the input and thus the num-

bers given in the table are averages obtained using an exemplary speech file (the

duration of this speech sample was 10 minutes and the speech activity level was

90%).

Proposed Conventional

LSFs 660 800

Pitch 105 170

Voicing 10 50

Energy 151 180

Residual amplitudes 0 / 1346 0

Segmentation 71 0

TOTAL 997 / 2343 1200

based dimension conversion approach described earlier in this section. The simple

squared error was used as the distortion measure, i.e., no perceptual weighting was

used for the amplitude vectors in this first implementation.

For all the other parameters, the VLBR codec versions for the two bitrates

were similar. The quantizer designs in the evaluated implementation were fairly

simple: The segmentation output was stored without compression, the integer

voicing values were stored as such but only for the mixed mode, and the energy

values were quantized in the logarithmic domain. LSFs were quantized using

multistage vector quantization and the perceptually-motivated weighting scheme

[Pal93], also described in Section 3.3.3. Predictive quantization was also utilized

in the voiced and mixed modes. The pitch values were quantized using the sim-

ple approach presented in [Nur06b]. Even though these parameter quantizations

were quite efficient, most of the bitrate savings were offered by the segmentation

process and the method of adaptive downsampling and quantization.

A conventional state-of-the-art proprietary sinusoidal coder operating at 1.2

kbps (using six-frame superframes for efficient quantization) was also included

in the evaluation as a benchmark. The bit allocations for all of these sinusoidal

coders are given in Table 3.2. In addition to these coders, the standardized mixed

excitation linear prediction (MELP) codec [Sup97], the unquantized sinusoidal

coding model described in Section 3.1, and clean direct unprocessed speech sig-

nals were also included in the evaluation.

The listening test was carried out using the absolute category rating (ACR)

[ITU96] procedure with a five-level mean opinion score (MOS) scale. The test

material was taken from a high quality Finnish language database and downsam-

pled to 8 kHz. The test sentences were spoken by four male and four female

speakers. Four sentence pairs were selected from each speaker.
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Table 3.3: Listening test results (MOS scale 1–5). The absolute numbers do not

carry any inherent meaning but the relative differences are meaningful.

Female Male Total

Direct 4.16 4.48 4.32

Sinusoidal model 3.63 4.00 3.82

MELP (2.4 kbps) 2.95 3.04 2.99

Proposed (2.4 kbps) 3.09 3.55 3.32

Proposed (1 kbps) 2.51 3.11 2.81

Conventional (1.2 kbps) 2.28 2.83 2.55

The test results obtained from 24 naive listeners are presented in Table 3.3.

As can be seen from the MOS values, the proposed segmental speech coding ap-

proach outperformed the traditional approach by a wide margin even though many

parts of the implementation were not optimized to perfection. When compared to

the standard 2.4 kbps MELP codec, the proposed codec was already quite near

with the bitrate of 1.0 kbps. With similar bitrates, the proposed codec was signifi-

cantly better.

The simplified sinusoidal modeling approach can also be considered success-

ful: without quantization, the speech quality is relatively close to that of the direct

reference. It should be noted that even though there was no quantization for the

parameters in general, the integer-based representation of voicing values described

earlier in Section 3.1.1 was used instead of harmonic voicing likelihoods to eval-

uate the actual model used at the lowest bitrates. In addition, before parameter

estimation, the speech samples were first processed using a modified IRS [ITU00]

filter, and a low-complexity fixed-point implementation of the signal generation

was used in the evaluation instead of the higher-complexity floating point version,

to obtain results that realistically demonstrate the performance of the model in a

practical application.

It should be noted that in the tested implementation, the footprint of the de-

coder was very small: the worst-case complexity of the fixed-point decoder was

only about 7 WMOPS (weighted million operations per second) and the amount

of memory occupied by the codebooks was only about 7 kilobytes. For compar-

ison, the decoder of the conventional sinusoidal coder used as a benchmark was

more complex and contained codebooks of more than 200 kilobytes in size. The

encoding complexity is naturally higher with the proposed structure but it is still

reasonable with approximately 70 WMOPS.
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3.3 Vector-predictive multi-mode matrix quantization

As discussed in [Gra84], and briefly mentioned in Section 2.3.1, a fundamental

result of Shannon’s rate-distortion theory [Sha59] is that joint quantization of el-

ements is always more efficient, in terms of bitrate and/or coding accuracy, than

quantization of single elements. The result is valid even for uncorrelated or in-

dependent data [Gra84]. In parametric speech coding, this information can be

exploited in two ways: by quantizing vectors instead of scalars and by employ-

ing joint quantization of two or more adjacent speech parameter values or vectors

whenever this is possible (the joint quantization of two or more vectors is referred

to as matrix quantization (MQ) [Tsa85]). In the VLBR codec, and in storage cod-

ing in general, the freedom to use longer encoding delays enables meaningful use

of matrix quantization. As a consequence, either better quantization accuracy can

be achieved while maintaining the bitrate or a lower bitrate can be achieved while

maintaining the quantization accuracy.

In this work originally presented in [Nur03b], the efficiency of the basic matrix

quantization scheme [Tsa85] for joint quantization of adjacent speech parameter

vectors is improved in two ways. First, a low-complexity prediction scheme is

used for exploiting the correlations between successive parameter values or vec-

tors. Second, the quantizer structure is enhanced by allowing the quantizer to

operate in two or more modes, with separate codebooks and predictors for each

mode. Following the safety-net idea presented in [Eri99], a memoryless mode

is included in the quantizer structure. This mainly enhances the performance in

noisy channels but also helps in avoiding coarse quantization errors in applica-

tions where the channel can be assumed to be error-free. Due to the flexibility of

the proposed approach, it can be used, e.g., for realizing all the quantizers of the

VLBR codec. In addition to presenting a quantizer structure providing high quan-

tization accuracy, this section also introduces an efficient algorithm for training

quantizers having the proposed structure.

3.3.1 Proposed quantizer structure

The first step in the proposed approach is to utilize the idea of joint quantization

of J adjacent parameter vectors (for scalar parameters the vector dimension k
equals unity). This is achieved using the matrix quantization approach introduced

in [Tsa85]. Let xl be the lth k-dimensional vector to be quantized. Now, the input

matrices are of the form

Xn = [xnJ+1 . . .xnJ+J ] , (3.8)

where the index n is a non-negative integer. To simplify the implementation, the

matrix quantizer can be realized using an kJ-dimensional vector quantizer for

coding the vectors col(Xn), where col is a column operator that column-wise
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reshapes a matrix into a column vector. Furthermore, to make the proposed quan-

tizer structure applicable to all the quantization tasks in the VLBR codec, the

selection of J = 1 is allowed to enable the compression of isolated parameter

values or vectors. Nevertheless, to show the full benefits, this section focuses on

cases where J > 1.

Low-complexity prediction scheme

A typical approach in predictive vector quantization [Cup85] discussed in Sec-

tion 2.3.3 is to utilize the auto-regressive and/or the moving average prediction

with either scalar predictors or diagonal predictor matrices. Consequently, the lth
prediction vector, x̃l, can be computed according to Equation (2.18). The actual

quantization is performed on the prediction residual vector el = xl − x̃l. For

notational convenience, the rest of this subsection discusses the case of the first-

order AR predictor (with mA = 1 and mB = 0). However, the same principles

are applicable to other predictor types as well. When vector quantization of xl

is extended to quantization of col(Xn), the straightforward extension would be

to use either scalar predictors or diagonal predictor matrices of size kJ-by-kJ .

However, the prediction achieved with these approaches is rather weak because

the time difference between the source of prediction and the target vector is rather

large. Better predictions would be achieved using full-matrix predictors of size

kJ-by-kJ but this approach would result in a significant increase in the computa-

tional complexity, especially at the decoder.

An efficient prediction scheme can be formulated by taking into account the

fact that the kJ-dimensional block to be coded consists of adjacent values of a

k-dimensional speech parameter. The correlation between successive values is

typically quite strong, especially during voiced sounds, but the correlation de-

creases when the time distance between the values is higher. Thus, intuitively, an

efficient predictor can be obtained by designing a predictor that emulates the pre-

dictor operating with the k-dimensional vectors. Let A1 be the diagonal predictor

matrix optimized for the k-dimensional vectors. Provided that the same predictor

is used for the J vectors inside the longer vector, the k-dimensional predictions

can be computed in a closed-loop manner as

x̃l = A1(êl−1 + x̃l−1). (3.9)

Direct usage of this equation would result in excessive computations since the

prediction inside the kJ-dimensional vector depends on the quantization of the

same vector. Thus, the prediction should be recomputed for all the code vectors in

the codebook. To derive a more useful form, Equation (3.9) can be rewritten for

the nth joint vector as

x̃nJ+q = fnJ+q + gnJ+q, (3.10)
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where q runs from 1 to J and

fnJ+q =
1∑

j=q

A1x̂nJ+q−j +

min(q−1,1)∑

j=1

A1fnJ+q−j , (3.11)

and

gnJ+q = 0k +

min(q−1,1)∑

j=1

A1(ênJ+q−j + gnJ+q−j), (3.12)

where 0k is a k-dimensional vector containing zeros. Because now the intra-

matrix prediction in Equation (3.12) can be directly included in the codebook,

the prediction reduces to the inter-matrix prediction in Equation (3.11). Based on

the above discussion, the computation of the prediction residual to be quantized,

En = [enJ+1 . . . enJ+J ], can be reformulated for the nth joint vector as

col(En) = col(Xn)−Acol(X̂n−1), (3.13)

where col is again the column operator that stacks the columns of a matrix into a

column vector and the kJ-by-kJ predictor matrix A has the form

A =




0 . . . 0 A1

0
. . .

... A2
1

...
. . . 0

...

0 . . . 0 AJ
1



, (3.14)

where 0 denotes a k-by-k matrix containing zeros. In the above equation, the

raise to the power 1...J is computed element-wise. This form allows very efficient

predictor optimization since only the k diagonal elements have to be optimized.

It should be noted, however, that it is also possible to optimize all kJ non-zero

elements in A to achieve better prediction accuracy especially when designing a

predictive quantizer for transitions. Even in this case, the predictor optimization is

still computationally efficient when compared to optimization of a full kJ-by-kJ
predictor matrix.

Multi-mode operation

There are some inherent disadvantages in predictive vector quantization. First,

the predictor cannot be optimal for the whole data to be quantized if the statistical

properties of the data change over time. Because of this fact, relatively poor aver-

age prediction accuracy is often achieved in practical speech coding applications.

Second, the effects of bit errors may propagate to several vectors. While there

is no need to prepare for bit errors in the applications discussed in this thesis, in

most applications this is a real concern that needs to be addressed to make the
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method proposed in this section applicable more widely. The situation is espe-

cially problematic in AR prediction since there is no mechanism to limit the bit

error propagation.

In [Eri99], the problems with predictive quantization were addressed using

a safety-net approach in which part of the vectors are coded with a memoryless

quantizer. This effectively reduces the propagation of bit errors as the occasional

use of the memoryless quantizer limits the effects of single bit errors to short

segments. In addition, the safety-net approach allows the predictor to be optimized

only for the parts that contain significant correlation between successive vectors.

In the proposed quantizer structure, a similar technique is used. However, the

number of quantizer modes is not limited to two; the only limitation is that one

of the modes should be a memoryless mode. Furthermore, the mode selection

step can be implemented in two ways: either the mode resulting in the smallest

distortion can be selected as in [Eri99] or a mode information determined prior

to the actual quantization, e.g., a voicing-based mode information, can be used.

The latter approach has a lower encoding complexity whereas the former selection

technique always yields as good or better results in terms of quantization accuracy,

at the expense of spending an additional bit or bits for storing the mode selection.

The selection method can be taken into account in the training phase as will be

discussed in the following subsection.

3.3.2 Quantizer training

Training of a predictive multi-mode quantizer is a challenging task because of the

complex relationships between the different modes, and between the codebooks

and the predictors. Although direct joint optimization is computationally imprac-

tical and there are no known solutions for finding the global optimum, good results

can be achieved using the fairly simple design algorithm introduced in this sec-

tion. The design procedure is partly based on the asymptotic closed-loop design

technique presented in [Kha01b].

Initialization

The initialization step begins with establishing a training data including initial

mode information. If the mode information is readily available, for example from

a voicing classifier, this information should naturally be used for the initial modes.

In other cases, there are no strict rules on how the initial modes should be deter-

mined. One solution is to divide the training data into sets of approximately equal

sizes based on the information obtained by measuring the difference of each vec-

tor relative to its predecessor. For example, in the case of a two-mode quantizer,

the memoryless mode could be selected for vectors with a difference larger than

the median of the measured differences, while the rest of the vectors could be

classified into the predictive mode.
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After the training data and the initial modes have been determined, the ini-

tialization continues with obtaining a set of vectors that will be used as the basis

for the predictions during the first iteration of the actual training algorithm. In the

case of first-order AR prediction, the set to be computed is the initial set of re-

constructed vectors, {X̂}. In practice, the reconstructed vectors can be computed

by quantizing the training data with the initial codebooks and predictors designed

using the basic open-loop design technique discussed in [Gra84]. Each initial

codebook and predictor should be designed using only the training data classified

into that mode. An exception to this rule is that the whole training data can be

used for training the initial codebook for the memoryless mode.

Training algorithm

The most important steps in the actual training algorithm can be summarized as

follows:

Step 1. Compute an initial set of prediction residuals using Equation (3.13). Base

the predictions on the fixed set of reconstructed vectors computed during initial-

ization.

Step 2. Optimize new predictors for all predictive modes by minimizing, within

each mode, the distortion

Dm =
∑

n

d (col (En) ,Q (col (En))), (3.15)

where Dm denotes the distortion for the mth mode, d (·, ·) is a vector-based dis-

tortion measure, Q (·) denotes quantization with the latest codebook, and the sum

is computed over all the vectors in the current mode.

Step 3. Compute an updated set of prediction residuals using Equation (3.13). Em-

ploy the latest predictor within each mode and base the predictions on the fixed

reconstructed vectors. Using these prediction residuals as the training data, design

new codebooks for all the modes. For each predictive mode, use only the training

vectors within that mode.

Step 4. Repeat the two distortion lowering steps (Step 2 and Step 3) until a prede-

termined convergence criterion is satisfied.

Step 5. Recalculate the set of reconstructed vectors as

col
(
X̂n

)
= Acol

(
X̂old

n−1

)
+Q (col (En)) , (3.16)

where A is the latest predictor for the current mode. The prediction is based on

the old, non-updated set of reconstructed vectors and the latest codebooks are used

for coding exactly the same data used for training them.

Step 6. If the mode selection is to be performed during quantization, encode the

entire training data using the most recent quantizer and update the mode informa-

tion accordingly. Otherwise, proceed to Step 7.
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Step 7. Check whether the termination criterion for the algorithm is satisfied. If

not, continue from Step 2 with the new fixed set of reconstructed vectors. Other-

wise, terminate the training procedure.

Remarks on the training procedure

To allow simple analytic optimization in Step 2, it can be assumed that the changes

in the predictors do not affect the quantization in Equation (3.15). Now, a set of

equations can be formed, separately for each mode, by taking partial derivatives

of Equation (3.15) with respect to the predictor coefficients to be optimized and

by setting them to zero. This set of linear equations can then be solved using

Gaussian elimination. As discussed in this section, the predictor optimization step

can be further simplified by optimizing only the k non-zero coefficients of the

diagonal predictor A1 and by constructing the predictor matrix A according to

Equation (3.14).

The codebook optimization is performed on a set of prediction residuals in

a memoryless fashion. Thus, practically any optimization algorithm designed

for training memoryless quantizers, such as the generalized Lloyd algorithm de-

scribed in Section 2.3.1, can directly be applied. Furthermore, if the codebook

size or the search complexity would be too high with a full-search codebook,

structurally constrained codebooks, e.g., multistage codebooks described in Sec-

tion 2.3.2, can be used.

If the quantizer is to be used in noisy channels, it is beneficial to add some in-

dex assignment procedure as an additional step after the training algorithm has ter-

minated. This optional step ensures more robust performance when bit errors are

encountered. Practically any index assignment algorithm can be used to supple-

ment the proposed training procedure. For example, a binary switching algorithm

for achieving a locally optimal index assignment can be found in [Zeg90].

The proposed training procedure inherits the design stability of the asymp-

totic closed-loop algorithm because the predictions are always based on the recon-

structed vectors from the previous iteration. The original ACL technique achieves

monotonic improvement throughout the training process under the assumption

that smaller prediction errors lead to smaller quantization errors and vice versa

[Kha01b]. The same is true for the proposed training algorithm, with the addi-

tional assumption that the new mode selections do not disturb the process. Al-

though neither of the assumptions is strictly valid in all situations, the proposed

training technique is very stable and provides significant improvements over the

basic open-loop design approach.

Finally, it should be noted that even though the discussions and the exper-

iments provided in this section focus on the case of auto-regressive prediction,

both the proposed quantization approach and the proposed training algorithm can

be applied to cases with other types of prediction, such as MA or ARMA predic-

tion, as well. The same is true for the original ACL technique, despite the fact that
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all the early publications on the ACL approach ([Ros98b], [Kha01b], [Kha00],

[Kha01c], and [Kha01a]) only dealt with AR prediction. In particular, the author

demonstrated in [Nur03a] that even though the basic open-loop design technique

[Ger92] cannot be directly used in the case of MA prediction, the asymptotic

closed-loop design methodology can be successfully applied to the training of

MA predictive quantizers.

3.3.3 Performance evaluation

To demonstrate the performance advantage gained by using the proposed quanti-

zation scheme, it was tested in a practical quantization task that is present not only

in the VLBR codec discussed in this thesis but also in the vast majority of other

parametric speech coders, i.e., in the quantization of the linear prediction coeffi-

cients. In the test set-up, 10th-order linear prediction analysis was performed at 20

ms intervals on speech sentences randomly selected from a multilingual database

sampled at 8 kHz. The coefficients were converted into the line spectral frequency

representation to obtain 10-dimensional parameter vectors. A data set of 250 000
vectors was collected for the training phase while a distinct set of 150 000 vectors

was used for testing. The weighted squared error,

d (xn, x̂n) = (xn − x̂n)
⊤
Wn (xn − x̂n) , (3.17)

was used as the distortion measure both in training and in quantization. Diagonal

weighting matrices were used and the weights were derived using the weighting

scheme presented in [Pal93], i.e., the distortion of each LSF was weighted pro-

portionally to the value of the spectrum at the corresponding frequency. More

precisely, the weight for the jth LSF vector element was computed using

wj =
∣∣∣H(ei2πFj/Fs)

∣∣∣
0.3
, (3.18)

where Fj denotes the frequency of the jth LSF and Fs is the sampling frequency.

In addition, as described in [Pal93], the distortions of the ninth and the tenth LSF

are multiplied by the fixed weights of 0.64 and 0.16, respectively.

Quantizer design

The predictive multi-mode quantizer was designed for joint quantization of two

LSF vectors. Two modes were included: a memoryless mode and a mode with

a first order AR predictor. The codebooks in both modes were 39-bit multistage

codebooks with 7 stages of sizes 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, and 3 bits. The quantizer design

was performed using the procedure described in Section 3.3.2. In the quantizer,

the mode was selected by finding the mode resulting in the smallest distortion

and thus new mode selections were also allowed during training. The simulta-

neous joint design algorithm [LeB93] discussed in Section 2.3.2 was used in the
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Table 3.4: Performance of the proposed vector-predictive multi-mode quantizer, a

conventional matrix quantizer and a vector quantizer in an error-free environment.

All the quantizers operate at the fixed bitrate of 20 bits/vector.

Mean SD Max SD WMSE

Multi-mode 0.9613 5.3223 4.66× 10−3

Matrix quantizer 1.0975 5.6322 5.94× 10−3

Vector quantizer 1.2581 5.8965 7.79× 10−3

codebook optimization step. As an additional step, the codebook indices were

reordered using the index assignment algorithm introduced in [Zeg90].

In addition to the proposed quantizer, a basic matrix quantizer and a basic

vector quantizer operating at the same bitrate were also designed to allow com-

parisons. The matrix quantizer was designed for joint quantization of two LSF

vectors and was realized using a 40-bit multistage structure with 7 stages (6, 6,

6, 6, 6, 6, and 4 bits). The 20-bit vector quantizer was trained for quantization

of single vectors and the codebook contained 4 stages (6, 6, 5, and 3 bits). The

training for both quantizers was performed using the simultaneous joint design

algorithm. The index assignment algorithm [Zeg90] was used as the last design

step for both quantizers.

Test results

The three quantizers, all operating at the bitrate of 1.0 kbit/s, were first tested

in an error-free environment. Spectral distortion (SD) was used as the primary

distortion metric in the evaluation. SD is defined in dB as

SD2 =
1

Fu − Fl

∫ Fu

Fl


20 log10

∣∣H(ei2πF/Fs)
∣∣

∣∣∣Ĥ(ei2πF/Fs)
∣∣∣




2

dF, (3.19)

where H(eiω) and Ĥ(eiω) denote the frequency responses of the original and

quantized versions of the synthesis filter H(z) = 1/A(z), respectively, while Fl

and Fu define the lower and upper frequency limits of the integration, and Fs is

the sampling frequency. In addition, the weighted mean squared error (WMSE)

was also computed using Equation (3.17). The spectral distortion was computed

over the frequency band from 0 Hz to 3000 Hz because of the weighting scheme

used in the test.

The results of the first test are presented in Table 3.4. The proposed multi-

mode quantization approach clearly yielded the best quantization accuracy with

both distortion metrics. Furthermore, as expected, the matrix quantizer that used

joint quantization of two vectors outperformed the conventional vector quantizer.
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Figure 3.6: Average spectral distortion obtained with the proposed multi-mode

quantizer and with the basic matrix quantizer at different bit error rates. Both

quantizers operated at the bitrate of 20 bits/vector. (From [Nur03b].)

The differences in the performance of the quantizers were quite clear with both

metrics.

In the second test, the two quantizers that yielded the best results in the first

test (the proposed predictive multi-mode quantizer and the matrix quantizer) were

evaluated in the presence of bit errors. Bit error rates from 0% to 2% were used

in the evaluation. The average spectral distortions measured during this test are

depicted in Figure 3.6. As can be seen from the figure, the proposed approach

maintained the performance advantage in erroneous transmission conditions, de-

spite the fact that the quantizer included an AR predictive mode. Even though

there are practically no bit errors in the application scenarios discussed in this the-

sis, this result is important for highlighting the general usefulness of the proposed

approach.

3.4 Enhanced dynamic codebook reordering

As discussed in Section 2.3.1, vector quantization is one of the most efficient

and powerful tools in the field of data compression, and in fact, it can be shown

that no memoryless quantization technique can outperform vector quantization as

explained in [Ger92]. When the quantizer is allowed to utilize memory, the com-

pression performance can be further improved using many different techniques.
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Examples of such techniques include predictive vector quantization [Cup85] dis-

cussed in Section 2.3.3, finite-state vector quantization [Fos85], and dynamic

codebook reordering (DCR) [DeN96] [Sri98] [Kri05].

In dynamic codebook reordering, when implemented as in [Sri98] and in

[Kri05], the main idea is to dynamically reorder the codebook at each compres-

sion pass based on the selected code vector. Without reordering, the probabilities

for the different indices are quite similar, making lossless coding relatively ineffi-

cient. The reordering exploits the correlation between successive vectors to make

the probability distribution less flat, which in turn reduces the entropy and makes

the lossless compression of the indices more efficient. The conventional dynamic

codebook reordering approach works usually well in the case of simple memory-

less vector quantization, provided that the synchrony between the encoder and the

decoder can be assured, but the technique becomes less efficient when applied to

more advanced quantizer structures.

In the work presented in this section, originally presented in [Nur06a], the aim

is to improve the performance of the dynamic codebook reordering technique in

advanced quantizer structures. Here, the term advanced structure refers to cases

where the structure also includes other parts in addition to a single full-search vec-

tor quantizer. Multistage vector quantization [Jua82] discussed in Section 2.3.2

offers a typical example of such a structure. The proposed enhancements are

described mainly from the viewpoint of MSVQ and predictive multistage vec-

tor quantization (PMSVQ) but the same ideas can be extended to other quantizer

structures as well. The original target application for the proposed technique was

the speech codec introduced in this chapter but the method can also be used in

other data compression related applications, especially in systems that operate on

error-free bit streams. To obtain the benefits of the proposed approach, the loss-

less compression of the quantizer indices needs to be performed separately for the

different quantizers.

3.4.1 Conventional dynamic codebook reordering

To lay the ground for the description of the proposed method, the basic princi-

ples and the practical usage of the conventional dynamic codebook reordering

technique are discussed first. The first part of this subsection deals with general

background information while the second part provides a basic description of the

conventional DCR approach. The problems related to the use of DCR with ad-

vanced quantizer structures are discussed in the last part of this subsection.

Background information

Let x be the input vector to be quantized and let C be the codebook that is avail-

able both at the encoder and at the decoder. As discussed in Section 2.3.1, in

conventional vector quantization the encoder finds from the codebook C the code
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vector that best represents the input vector, i.e., the code vector that is closest to

the vector x according to some distortion measure (e.g., weighted squared error).

The compressed representation is then given by a digital symbol h that represents

the index of the code vector that was selected by the encoder. During decoding,

the dequantized version of the vector can be reconstructed simply by taking from

C the code vector that corresponds to the received codebook index.

Since the number of code vectors in the codebook is always limited, the sym-

bol h belongs to a limited set of symbols, h ∈ ζ. If the number of code vectors,

or equivalently the number of symbols in set ζ, is denoted as N , the number of

bits needed to represent a single symbol h can be computed simply as ⌈log2 (N)⌉.

Through the use of lossless compression techniques, it may be possible to decrease

the average number of bits per symbol and thus to achieve lower rate for the same

distortion level. If it is possible to know or to estimate the probability p(h) for

every h ∈ ζ, the theoretical entropy bound for lossless compression efficiency can

be computed as

H = −
∑

h

p (h) log2 (p (h)), (3.20)

where the sum is computed over all symbols h ∈ ζ. Without any reordering, the

probabilities for the different symbols are usually quite similar, resulting in high

entropy. Consequently, in this case, the lossless compression of the indices can

only bring very limited benefits.

Description of the technique

The conventional dynamic codebook reordering technique was originally designed

to facilitate the compression of the codebook indices [DeN96]. It reduces the en-

tropy of the index data by exploiting the correlation between adjacent vectors. Fol-

lowing the detailed description presented in [Kri05], the encoding at time index

n is performed as follows. First, the codebook search is performed by finding the

code vector cj,n that best represents the input vector xn similarly as described ear-

lier in this subsection. Then, the symbol hn = ψ (j, n) corresponding to the code

vector cj,n is stored or transmitted to the decoder. ψ (j, n) is a simple dynamic

index map [Kri05] that relates the physical code vector index to its reordered in-

dex at time instant n. The dynamic index map is initialized as ψ (l, 0) = l for

l = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, and it is updated during each encoding pass after storing

or transmitting the selected index. The updated order is obtained by sorting the

values

δ (l, n) = d (cl, cj,n) for l = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, (3.21)

in increasing order so that

δ (l0, n) ≤ δ (l1, n) ≤ · · · ≤ δ (lN−1, n) , (3.22)
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where l0, l1, . . . , lN−1 belong to the set of integers between 0 and N − 1. The

distortion measure or dissimilarity measure d(·) in Equation (3.21) can be chosen

freely as long as the computation can be performed both at the encoder and at

the decoder. After the reordering, the updated dynamic index map for the next

encoding pass can be obtained simply as

ψ (j, n+ 1) = lj for l = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1. (3.23)

The decoder performs the reordering similarly as the encoder. The reordering is

carried out during each decompression pass after accessing the codebook. The

mapping between the received symbol and the physical code vector index is ob-

tained using an inverse dynamic index map j = ψ−1 (hn, n) [Kri05]. As all

the information is readily available both at the encoder and at the decoder, the

dynamic index maps can be kept in synchrony without any side information, pro-

vided that the channel used for conveying the indices is error-free. Since usually

the data to be compressed is not completely uncorrelated, the dynamic reordering

makes the probability distribution less flat, which in turn reduces the entropy.

Usage in advanced quantizer structures

In multistage vector quantization, the input vector is quantized in two or more

additive stages. The objective in encoding is to find a code vector combination,

in other words a sum of the selected code vectors at different stages, that mini-

mizes the resulting distortion. The selections are performed using some search

algorithm. The simplest technique is to use sequential search, i.e., the selection is

first performed for the first stage and then for the second stage, and so on. A bet-

ter approach is to utilize joint selection, using e.g. the M-L tree search algorithm

[LeB93]. According to the descriptions given in [Kri05], the correct way to use

the DCR algorithm in the case of MSVQ is to apply it separately to each stage

codebook. Each reordering is performed in the order of increasing dissimilarity

to the code vector selected from that codebook. This approach is very simple and

straightforward but the improvements gained over the case without reordering are

usually rather small. This problem was discussed in [Kri05], where the authors

correctly stated that after the first stage the vectors are more decorrelated, which

makes the technique less efficient. The proposed enhancements described in this

section allow clearly better reordering in the case of multistage vector quantiza-

tion, which significantly improves the performance especially at latter stages.

In predictive vector quantization, a prediction of the input vector is calculated

using information about a finite number of previously quantized vectors, using,

e.g., auto-regressive prediction and/or moving average prediction. Then, the pre-

diction error vector (also referred to as the prediction residual) is quantized instead

of the original input vector. Finally, in decoding, the output is computed by adding

together the prediction and the quantized prediction error. Since both PVQ and
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DCR exploit the correlation between adjacent vectors, the benefit achieved using

both of them at the same time cannot be expected to be very high. Nevertheless,

it is possible to apply dynamic codebook reordering on the indices of PVQ, us-

ing a direct approach similar to the one proposed for MSVQ in [Kri05]. In this

straightforward application of the conventional DCR technique, the reordering is

performed simply using the dissimilarity to the selected codebook entry as the

sorting criterion.

3.4.2 Enhanced dynamic codebook reordering

The proposed enhanced dynamic codebook reordering approach improves the ef-

ficiency of DCR by taking into account the whole quantizer structure and all the

pieces of information that are available from the other parts of the structure. To

maximize the amount of available information, each reordering is delayed to the

last possible moment, in contrast to the conventional DCR where the reordering

is performed immediately after each quantization. In this section, the enhanced

approach is presented from the viewpoint of MSVQ and predictive quantization.

However, using the same ideas, it is possible to generalize the proposed approach

to other quantizer structures as well. For example, it would be possible to extend

the technique for the predictive multi-mode matrix quantizer structure presented

in Section 3.3 and in [Nur03b].

In the proposed approach, the dynamic index map for each stage is first ini-

tialized similarly as described in Section 3.4.1. Then, the encoding at time instant

n is performed as follows:

Step 1. Prediction (optional); As before in this thesis, let x̃n denote the predicted

vector and en denote the prediction residual vector, i.e., en = xn − x̃n.

Step 2. Perform the codebook search for the vector en for all the stages of the

K-stage quantizer structure. Let c
(q)
j,n denote the code vector selected at stage q

for q = 1, 2, . . . ,K.

Step 3. Set q = 1.

Step 4. Dynamic codebook reordering for stage q using for l = 0, 1, ..., N (q) − 1
the measure

δ(q)(l, n) = d

(
q−1∑

m=1

c
(m)
j,n + c

(q)
l + x̃n, x̂n−1

)
, (3.24)

where x̂n−1 can be computed using

x̂n =
K∑

m=1

c
(m)
j,n + x̃n, (3.25)

together with the sorting strategy similar to that given in Equations (3.21), (3.22),

and (3.23). The outcome is the updated dynamic index map ψ(q)
(
j(q), n

)
for
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stage q. Here, j(q) denotes the physical index of the code vector selected at stage

q.

Step 5. Dynamic index mapping for stage q: h
(q)
n = ψ(q)

(
j(q), n

)
.

Step 6. Transmit or store the digital symbol h
(q)
n . The lossless compression can be

performed during this step or later jointly for several symbols at the same time.

Step 7. Set q = q + 1. If q ≤ K, go to Step 4. Otherwise, exit.

If the lossless compression is not carried out in Step 6, it must be handled later, e.g.

after processing the whole vector or after processing a block of vectors, or even

after processing all the input vectors. The optimal timing of the lossless compres-

sion depends on the selected compression algorithm. For example, with Huffman

coding [Huf52] the compression can be done at Step 6 but with arithmetic coding

[Ris76] the compression should be done for a larger block of symbols at the same

time.

The operation of the decoder is modified in a similar manner. The decoding at

time instant n is performed as follows:

Step 1. Prediction (optional); Set q = 1.

Step 2. Dynamic codebook reordering and dynamic index map update for stage q
similarly as in Step 4 of encoding.

Step 3. Inverse mapping for stage q: j(q) = ψ−1
(
h
(q)
n , n

)
.

Step 4. Set q = q + 1. If q ≤ K, go to Step 2. Otherwise, continue to Step 5.

Step 5. Reconstruction: compute x̂n using Equation (3.25). Exit.

As in the case of conventional DCR, all the necessary information is readily avail-

able both at the encoder and at the decoder. Thus, there is no need to include any

side information, unless the channel is erroneous. However, an occasional reset of

the dynamic index maps can be included to allow more convenient access to the

bit stream.

The above descriptions are applicable to both MSVQ and PVQ, and to the

combination of them. If the quantizer structure does not include prediction, x̃n

can be set to zero vector for all n. If there is only one stage (K = 1) and no

prediction, the proposed technique reduces to the conventional DCR approach

(with different timing of the reordering). As will be shown in Section 3.4.3, the

proposed modifications make favorable changes to the probability distributions,

which in turn reduces the entropy and significantly improves the compression

efficiency. This performance advantage can be achieved at a very low cost: with

careful implementation, the additional complexity compared to the conventional

DCR is only one add operation per stage.

3.4.3 Experimental results

To demonstrate the benefits of the proposed approach, some experiments were

carried out in the context of a speech compression related task, more specifically

in the quantization of the line spectral frequency (LSF) vectors derived from the
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Table 3.5: Theoretical bitrates achievable using a 4-stage MSVQ for LSFs (origi-

nally 2200 bps).

No reorder DCR Proposed

Stage 1 566 368 325

Stage 2 582 531 407

Stage 3 497 482 397

Stage 4 497 491 426

Total 2142 1873 1555

Table 3.6: Theoretical bitrates achievable using a 3-stage MSVQ for LSFs (origi-

nally 2200 bps).

No reorder DCR Proposed

Stage 1 774 509 457

Stage 2 687 642 519

Stage 3 694 680 593

Total 2155 1830 1570

time-varying linear prediction coefficients. Since many speech coders utilize lin-

ear prediction, this quantization task is one of the most common tasks in speech

coding, and hence a good example application for the proposed technique. In

the experiments, the training set contained 180 000 10-dimensional LSF vectors

and the test set included a separate set of another 180 000 vectors, all estimated

at 10 ms intervals from a speech database containing 8-kHz speech signals. The

speech database consisted of active speech containing full sentences from many

female and male speakers in several languages.

Table 3.5 illustrates the results from an experiment involving the application

of the proposed approach in MSVQ. The studied quantizer structure included 4

Table 3.7: Theoretical bitrates achievable using a 5-stage MSVQ for LSFs (origi-

nally 2200 bps).

No reorder DCR Proposed

Stage 1 464 300 266

Stage 2 482 440 328

Stage 3 397 379 301

Stage 4 399 390 327

Stage 5 400 395 342

Total 2142 1904 1564
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Table 3.8: Theoretical bitrates achievable using a 5-stage PMSVQ for LSFs (orig-

inally 2200 bps).

No reorder DCR Proposed

Stage 1 448 431 419

Stage 2 476 471 434

Stage 3 398 398 376

Stage 4 399 398 383

Stage 5 400 400 387

Total 2120 2099 1999

stages with 64, 64, 32 and 32 code vectors in their codebooks. The training was

performed using the multistage VQ simultaneous joint design algorithm [LeB93].

Weighted squared error was used both as the dissimilarity measure in the reorder-

ing and as the distortion measure in the M-L tree search. The tree search was run

so that 8 best paths were stored at each stage (i.e., the parameterM in [LeB93] was

set to 8). The weights were computed similarly as in [Pal93] in such a manner that

during the codebook search the weights were derived based on the corresponding

unquantized LSF vector whereas in the reordering the weights were computed

based on the latest quantized LSF vector. Table 3.5 contains a comparison of the

theoretical bit rates achievable using the same codebooks in three cases: using

lossless compression without reordering, using conventional DCR, and using the

proposed enhanced approach. As can be seen from these theoretical bounds ob-

tained through empirical entropy (Equation (3.20)), the proposed approach clearly

outperforms conventional DCR. The reason for the improved performance can be

seen from Figure 3.7 that depicts the empirical index probabilities for the fourth

stage, using the test data and the three different approaches (the same as in Table

3.5). The proposed technique produces the least flat distribution and consequently

the lowest entropy. The difference compared to the conventional DCR is signifi-

cant, especially in the latter stages.

To illustrate the effect that the number of stages has on the performance, re-

sults from two alternative designs are presented in Table 3.6 and Table 3.7. More

specifically, Table 3.6 contains results obtained using a 3-stage quantizer struc-

ture. The performance advantage gained using the proposed approach is a bit

smaller than in the case of the 4-stage quantizer but the gap to the conventional

DCR is still a clear 260 bps. Table 3.7 depicts the theoretical bitrates achievable

in the case of a 5-stage quantizer. Here, the increased number of stages makes the

difference between the conventional DCR and the enhanced DCR larger (now 340

bps).

In Table 3.8, the 5-stage quantizer structure of the previous experiment was

complemented with a predictor. The prediction was performed using a first or-
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Figure 3.7: Index probabilities at the last stage of the 4-stage quantizer. (From

[Nur06a].)

der auto-regressive predictor with a diagonal predictor matrix. The predictor and

the codebooks were jointly optimized using a combination of the multistage VQ

simultaneous joint design algorithm [LeB93] and the asymptotic closed loop de-

sign approach [Kha01b]. The PMSVQ structure contains properties that make it

very challenging from the viewpoint of dynamic codebook reordering. Neverthe-

less, the proposed approach still clearly outperforms the conventional DCR but

the improvement of 100 bps is smaller than in the structure that did not contain

prediction (see Table 3.7).

3.5 Improvement of coding efficiency via preprocessing

The exploitation of the psychoacoustic principles discussed briefly in Section

2.1.2 can ultimately lead a speech coding process into a perceptually optimal state

in which a considerable reduction in the bitrate can be obtained without impairing

the speech quality. Especially at the very low bitrates discussed in this thesis, it

is very advantageous to avoid spending scarce resources for coding perceptually

irrelevant information. The work presented in this section [Läh03b] is aimed at

processing narrowband speech signals in such a manner that the modified signal

contains less perceptually unimportant information than the original, yet keeping

the speech quality essentially unaltered.
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Figure 3.8: Block diagram of the preprocessing function. (From [Läh03b].)

The basic idea behind the inherent existence of perceptual irrelevancy is the

masking phenomenon that is present in all real-world auditory signals. In this

work, the determination of the irrelevant components is based on a psychoacous-

tic model for audio signals proposed by Johnston [Joh88] that offers a simple

approach for modeling simultaneous masking. The performance of the proposed

preprocessing approach is evaluated objectively and using listening tests, both on

its own and when used as a separate preprocessor for standardized speech codecs.

Even though the novel preprocessing method presented in this subsection ap-

proaches the problem from a fresh angle, utilizing the results of psychoacoustic

research in signal compression is not by any means a new idea. Schroeder re-

ported already in 1979 his method of exploiting the auditory masking effects in

speech coders [Sch79] and a part of his work is utilized by Johnston in the mask-

ing threshold calculation. Applications of masking models have been reported

mainly from the field of audio coding, but some interesting experiments have also

been made with speech signals. In the work published in [Luk01a] and [Luk01b],

simultaneous masking was incorporated in the linear prediction, resulting in im-

proved perceptual quality of coded speech. Examples of psychoacoustically as-

sisted speech enhancement methods can be found in [Tso97] and [Vir99].

3.5.1 Proposed approach for perceptual irrelevancy removal

A block diagram of the proposed preprocessing method is shown in Figure 3.8. As

the first step, each input speech frame is multiplied with a Hamming window and

transformed into its frequency domain representation via a fast Fourier transform.

The Johnston’s model [Joh88], now modified to operate on a sampling rate of

8 kHz instead of the original 32 kHz, is used to determine the masking threshold

for each frame of speech. In the experiments presented in this section, the frame

length was set to 320 samples (40 ms) and an overlap of 50% between the frames

was used, and an FFT of 512 samples was found to provide an adequate frequency

resolution for narrowband 8-kHz speech.

After computing FFT, the power spectrum is divided into 18 critical bands

according to [Zwi90] and a masking threshold is evaluated for each band. The

final masking threshold is determined as the maximum of the calculated threshold
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Figure 3.9: Example of masking threshold calculation. (From [Läh03b].)

and the absolute threshold of hearing at each critical band. An example of the

thresholds for a female speech frame is shown in Figure 3.9. The masking thresh-

olds of the frequency bands are compared with the power spectrum components

to produce a binary mask. The mask is set to a value of zero at those frequencies

where the power spectrum is below the masking threshold and a value of one is

used elsewhere.

A straightforward means to remove the masked frequencies would be the mul-

tiplication of the complex spectrum of the input frame by the mask at each fre-

quency. This corresponds to adaptive filtering of the input speech. However, due

to the variation of the filter’s frequency response (i.e., the mask) from frame to

frame, the direct use of the mask would result in an output speech containing

nonharmonic distortion caused by time domain aliasing [Ras99]. Thereby, the

mask is smoothed by convolving it with an appropriate window in the frequency

domain. This procedure is detailed in [Ras99]. The digital prolate spheroidal win-

dow [Ver96] was chosen for this purpose because it is optimal in the sense that it

concentrates most of its energy in the mainlobe and attenuates the aliasing com-

ponents at its sidelobes, leading to a maximized ratio of the desired signal power

to the distortion signal power.

After the mask smoothing, the output segment is adaptively filtered and trans-

formed into time domain using the inverse Fourier transform. The overlapping

sections are normalized so that the effect of the windowing is cancelled. The

computational complexity of the proposed preprocessing technique is affordable
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for many applications: approximately 3.4 million floating point operations per

second are needed, the FFT and its inverse transform being the most complicated

parts.

3.5.2 Performance evaluation in isolation

The performance of the proposed technique was first evaluated in isolation in or-

der to get information about the performance of the preprocessing technique itself,

in such a manner that the speech codec does not affect the results. Both objec-

tive measurements and a listening test were carried out. Due to the key position

of linear prediction in almost all modern speech coding systems, the objective

measurements were computed for LP residuals. In particular, the effect that the

preprocessing has on the entropy and the energy of the residual signal was studied.

The role of the listening test was to verify that the preprocessing does not

cause substantial deterioration of the speech quality. The test was performed us-

ing the comparison category rating (CCR) procedure [ITU96]. In the listening

test, the settings of the preprocessor were maintained as they were during the

objective measurements in which an average of 43% of the spectral components

were deemed masked in each frame.

Objective measurements

As the first step of the objective evaluation, LP analysis was performed on both the

original and the preprocessed speech and the resulting LP residuals were exam-

ined. The LP coefficients were excluded from the tests since it has already been

shown in [Luk01b] that the quantization of the LP coefficients calculated from

the modified speech signal requires no extra bits compared to the LP coefficients

calculated from the original speech.

Using a testing speech signal with the total duration of about 70 minutes, the

energies and entropies of the different LP residuals were computed. The energy

of the residual calculated from the preprocessed speech was, on average, 20.3%

smaller than that of the residual obtained by analyzing the original speech. The

decrease in the energy causes modest loudness differences between the original

and the preprocessed speech, but this effect can be compensated at the decoder

using an additional level control.

The entropy of the residual signal was reduced by 7.2% by using the modified

speech instead of the original speech in the LP analysis and filtering. This result,

together with the evident energy reduction, confirms that the usage of the prepro-

cessing technique in the front end of a speech coder produces a residual signal

that can be compressed more efficiently than the original residual signal.
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Table 3.9: Average scores of the reference samples.

Sample Female 1 Female 2 Male 1 Male 2

Score −2.50 −2.50 −1.92 −1.75

Table 3.10: Results of the CCR test. The table lists the average scores for the

preprocessed speech with respect to the original unprocessed speech ± the 95%

confidence interval.
No level adjustment With level adjustment

Female −0.25± 0.27 0.10± 0.21
Male −0.10± 0.26 −0.08± 0.26
Total −0.18± 0.18 0.01± 0.17

Perceptual evaluation

In the objective measurements described above, the preprocessing function was

kept at constant settings, adjusted so that the preprocessing would be quite aggres-

sive but the output speech would not suffer from substantial deterioration. This

was verified through a CCR listening test. In the CCR test, listeners were pre-

sented with pairs of speech samples and for each pair, they were asked to grade

the quality of the latter sample with respect to the former. The grading was done

using the seven point scale ranging from −3 (much worse) to +3 (much better).

Each sample included in the evaluation consisted of a single sentence. The

test material consisted of Finnish speech filtered using an intermediate reference

system filter. Six female and six male speakers were chosen from a database and

one sentence from each speaker was processed using the proposed technique. Fur-

thermore, another version of each test sample was generated using an additional

level adjustment in order to compensate for the slight loudness decrement caused

by the preprocessing stage.

Four reference sample pairs were also provided by choosing one male and

one female sentence and processing them deliberately in such a manner that they

had much lower quality than the original sentences. This was done with the pre-

processing function using a random mask with 30–50% of the coefficients set to

zero. Furthermore, in samples Male 1 and Female 1 (see Table 3.9) the smoothing

window was not in use.

Each processed sentence in the test had the corresponding original unpro-

cessed version as the quality reference. The pairs were played in random order

through high-quality headphones.

Altogether 24 naive listeners participated in the test. The listeners and the 24

actual test sample pairs were divided into three groups. The four reference pairs

were common to all groups. Thus, each sample pair was listened by eight persons
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Table 3.11: Segmental SNR (in dB) between the input and output of the AMR

codec with original and preprocessed signals. The improvement percentages are

also shown.
female male

kb/s orig prep imp-% orig prep imp-%

4.75 3.17 3.45 8.71 2.75 3.01 9.54

5.15 3.31 3.59 8.56 2.91 3.19 9.55

5.9 3.58 3.91 9.25 3.34 3.66 9.78

6.7 3.72 4.07 9.64 3.52 3.88 10.11

7.4 4.21 4.60 9.21 4.43 4.82 8.80

7.95 3.99 4.38 9.72 4.08 4.46 9.37

10.2 4.67 5.10 9.23 5.21 5.70 9.47

12.2 4.85 5.28 8.76 5.52 5.98 8.43

except for the reference pairs that were evaluated by all the listeners. In Table 3.10,

the three listener groups are combined and the average grades for the processed

samples with and without the additional level adjustment are shown. Table 3.9

presents the average scores given to the four references. Further discussion on the

results is provided in Section 3.5.4.

3.5.3 Performance evaluation with speech codecs

In order to test how actual speech codecs perform with the preprocessed speech

generated using the proposed approach, another set of tests was carried out. Again,

the performance was first evaluated using objective measurements and then in a

listening test. The objective part of the evaluation utilized the standardized adap-

tive multi-rate algebraic CELP codec [Eku99][ETS00] that is also referred to as

the AMR codec. In the listening test, the standardized 2.4 kbps MELP codec

[Sup97] was used as the second codec. Different types of well-known standard-

ized speech codecs were used to demonstrate that the proposed method can be

used with practically any speech codec, without changing the codec implementa-

tion at all.

Objective evaluation using the AMR codec

In the objective part of the evaluation, the standardized AMR codec was used

to code Finnish speech and segmental signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was calculated

between the input and the output of the codec. The test material consisted of about

39 minutes of female and 31 minutes of male speech. Both the original and the

preprocessed speech was coded with each of the eight modes of the codec and the

segmental SNRs were determined.
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Table 3.12: Results of the ACR test with the two standardized codecs.
Condition Female Male

01 MNRU Q = 8 dB 1.23 1.25

02 MNRU Q=14 dB 2.02 2.14

03 MNRU Q=20 dB 2.98 3.04

04 MNRU Q=26 dB 3.70 3.50

05 Direct 4.16 3.66

06 Preprocessed 4.41 4.09

07 AMR 5.15 kb/s original 3.54 3.32

08 AMR 5.15 kb/s preproc. 3.54 3.54

09 AMR 6.70 kb/s original 3.93 3.48

10 AMR 6.70 kb/s preproc. 4.21 3.73

11 AMR 7.95 kb/s preproc. 4.18 3.96

13 AMR 12.2 kb/s original 4.02 3.68

14 AMR 12.2 kb/s preproc. 4.27 3.96

15 MELP 2.4 kb/s original 2.48 2.64

16 MELP 2.4 kb/s preproc. 2.61 2.71

Table 3.11 presents the SNR values and the improvement percentages when

using the preprocessed speech instead of the original as the coder input. It can be

clearly seen that the codec has performed better with the preprocessed than with

the original speech even though no changes or optimizations were made to the

codec that would support the handling of preprocessed speech.

Listening test with speech codecs

To confirm the promising SNR figures, another listening test was arranged, this

time using absolute category rating test [ITU96] and the mean opinion scores

on a five-point scale. The test contained 16 different conditions, including four

modulated noise reference unit (MNRU) conditions with the noise level ranging

from 8 to 26 dB. The remaining conditions tested the quality of the preprocessed

speech and the performance of the AMR codec and the 2.4 kbps MELP codec

with both original and preprocessed speech as the input signal.

The test material was spoken by two male and two female speakers and two

sentences were chosen from each. These eight samples were normalized to

−26 dBov and processed through each of the 16 conditions. Thus, each listener

assessed the quality of 128 samples in random order. Altogether 14 naive listeners

participated in this test. The MOS values for the male and female speakers for all

the conditions are shown in Table 3.12 and the combined MOS values together

with their 95% confidence intervals in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: Combined MOS results with 95% confidence intervals. The condi-

tions are listed in Table 3.12. (From [Läh03b].)

3.5.4 Discussion

The masking model often judges even more than 40% of the frequency compo-

nents of a frame to be zeroed. Nevertheless, the results of the perceptual evalu-

ation indicate that the preprocessing causes very little or no perceptual degrada-

tion. Even without the extra speech level amplification, the quality deterioration

is hardly perceivable. When combined with the additional level adjustment, the

speech quality remains essentially unaltered in the preprocessing, as can be seen

from Table 3.10. The MOS difference between conditions 5 and 6 in the ACR test

even implies a slight enhancement in the speech quality due to the preprocess-

ing, but the magnitude of this particular difference in Table 3.12 should not be

compared with the results of the earlier listening test because of the fundamental

difference between the test methods.

The results of the ACR test demonstrate that the usage of the proposed prepro-

cessing technique in the front end of a speech coder systematically improves the

speech quality, indicating that the preprocessing allows the coding process to bet-

ter focus on the perceptually important content. Both waveform-approximating

and parametric codecs have been tested and the direction of the change has re-

mained the same. It should be noted that these results have been obtained without

any modifications to the standardized speech codecs. In the case of the VLBR

codec, since there is no need to follow any standard, the quantizers of the codec
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can be trained specifically for parameter data estimated from the altered speech

signals.

3.6 Conclusions

This chapter has introduced the VLBR codec and the main techniques behind its

efficiency. The first cornerstone of the codec is its parametric representation based

on simplified sinusoidal excitation modeling. Second, the speech codec exploits

the segmental nature of speech and uses adaptive downsampling and quantization

schemes to maximize the speech quality with respect to the average bitrate. The

quantization efficiency is further enhanced using a predictive multi-mode quanti-

zation approach for joint coding of adjacent speech parameter values or vectors.

The predictive modes of the quantizer structure utilize an efficient low-complexity

prediction scheme whereas one memoryless mode is included to enhance the per-

formance. Enhancements to the conventional dynamic codebook reordering tech-

nique are also proposed to enable further bitrate savings through enhanced lossless

compression of the quantizer indices. Finally, a novel preprocessing method based

on perceptual irrelevancy removal is proposed for making the input signal easier

to compress.

The final bitrate achievable using the complete VLBR codec containing all of

the components described in this chapter depends a lot on the application scenario,

on the target speech quality, on the speech data to be compressed, and whether or

not the codec is trained specifically for the particular data (this issue will be dis-

cussed more closely in Section 4.2). Based on practical experimentations carried

out by expert listeners, relatively good and generally "acceptable" speech quality

can often be achieved at rates of about 0.7-1.0 kbps for active speech (due to the

large amounts of silence in typical speech signals, the average bitrate for the whole

data can be even lower than this). The bitrate can be increased from this very low

level to obtain higher speech quality but the simplified parametric model quickly

becomes a quality bottleneck. In practice, the point of saturation is reached at

latest at bitrates of about 3.0 kbps. After this rate, only very slight improvements

of speech quality can be obtained without changing the parametric model.

After the completion of the research work introduced this chapter, there have

been some partially related advancements in the field of speech coding at bi-

trates below 1.0 kbps. For example, the publications [Ram06], [McC08], [Jah08],

[Ram09], [Unv10], and [Ram12] present results that can be seen interesting. How-

ever, direct comparison to the VLBR codec presented in this thesis is not possible

or meaningful because of the differences in the design constraints, bitrates and in

the overall application scenarios. Thus, the work presented here can be considered

to represent the state of the art and to offer a unique tradeoff between the speech

quality and the bitrate, memory usage, and computational load.
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Chapter 4

VLBR-based concatenative

speech synthesis

Even though there are some network based text-to-speech systems available, on-

device integration is by far the most common approach used when introducing

TTS technology into new devices. As discussed in Section 2.4.3, concatenative

unit selection based synthesis is currently the predominant technology in the com-

mercial TTS systems and applications, despite the recent popularity of statistical

speech synthesis techniques on the research side. As evidenced most concretely

by the transition from diphone synthesis to unit selection synthesis, an increase in

the size of the database generally increases the synthesis quality. Unfortunately,

the size of the database also directly affects the memory consumption and the

computational load. This is problematic in certain environments, such as in the

current low-end mobile devices, where the available memory sizes and compu-

tational resources are still rather limited despite the continuous improvements in

both of these areas. In addition, even on high-end devices, extra computations

may shorten the battery life, and the users may also wish to preserve more mem-

ory for their own purposes instead of having to store large unit selection TTS

databases. This is especially relevant when TTS systems operating on different

languages and perhaps databases from different speakers are pre-installed on a

device. Thus, there is still a clear demand for solutions that reduce the footprint

and the computational complexity of unit selection based TTS systems.

In the literature related to the use of unit selection synthesis on embedded

devices, or more generally to the reduction of the memory footprint of unit selec-

tion databases, the most typical approach is to use different methods for pruning

seldomly-used or redundant units from the database. Examples of such database

reduction methods can be found, e.g., in [Rut02], [Nuk06], and [Tsi08]. These

approaches are valid but the database should be kept large enough to maintain the

naturalness. In the work reported in this thesis, the practical constraints dictated

that the unit selection databases would have to be compressed using bitrates of
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about 1–2 kbps to fit them in the available memory space, even after database

pruning.

Speech coding techniques have been used for compressing the databases in the

literature but the bitrates are typically rather high. For example, bitrates of 25.6–

51.2 kbps were reported in [Sch02], [Fék06] talked about the bitrate of 32 kbps,

and [Kar09] used CELP-based codecs with compression ratios between 7 and 10,

corresponding to 12.8–18.3 kbps with 8-kHz signals. In [Sar08], standardized

speech codecs with bitrates from 4.75 kbps to 13 kbps were used for compressing

the databases. The lowest bitrates are reported in [Cha02b] that used MFCC and

sinusoidal model based compression at 3.8–7.3 kbps, and in [Kai07] that com-

pressed the databases using an asynchronous interpolation model at 3.4 kbps. An-

other potentially low-bit-rate solution was reported in [Hua97] but the total bitrate

was not mentioned. However, the mixed excitation model used at least 1.6 kbps

for the LP coefficients alone, and pitch, voicing and excitation data needs to be

stored in addition to that. Thus, it can be concluded that the other reported solu-

tions, even at the time of writing this thesis, do not fulfill the memory requirements

that were faced in the work.

Based on the concrete need to obtain low footprints for the unit selection based

text-to-speech systems, and the good results obtained in the VLBR codec devel-

opment discussed in Chapter 3, the logical next step was to integrate the VLBR

codec into concatenative unit selection-based TTS systems. The first section of

this chapter discusses the different practical issues that need to be considered when

performing this integration, as well as some of the beneficial properties of the re-

sulting VLBR-based synthesis solution. Also, the most important experimental

findings observed during the work are discussed. Section 4.2 introduces the con-

cept of dynamic quantizers and the related possibility to retrain the codec or some

of its quantizers specifically for a given TTS database to obtain further reductions

in the memory consumption. Finally, in Section 4.3, a novel and highly efficient

solution for computing the concatenation costs in unit selection based TTS is pre-

sented.

The discussions in the first two sections of this chapter are loosely based on the

patent applications [Nur07b] and [Nur11b], as well as on the recent publication

[Nur13a], but a significant amount of new information is provided as well. The

third section is based on [Din08].

4.1 Use of VLBR for the compression of TTS databases

The task of compressing text-to-speech databases bears a lot of similarities to the

task of compressing speech data for storage purposes. In both cases, efficient

compression is desired but excessive degradation of speech quality needs to be

avoided. Thus, the VLBR codec described in Chapter 3 is readily a potential

candidate for handling efficient compression of TTS databases.
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This section deals with the topic of integrating the VLBR codec into concate-

native TTS systems in a seamless manner. The discussion is not tied to any partic-

ular TTS system but instead different implementation alternatives are considered

and different practical aspects of the integration are discussed. The experimental

findings presented in this section confirm that the VLBR codec can be success-

fully used for efficient compression of TTS databases and for generating speech

output based on the compressed speech units. The topic of database pruning is

considered to be outside the scope of this thesis, and is left outside the discussion.

It should nevertheless be noted that in practical applications, best results can be

obtained using a combination of database pruning and compression.

Before the work presented in this section was carried out, the use of sinu-

soidal model based parameterizations in concatenative synthesis had already been

confirmed to be a good solution in a number of studies, e.g., in [Cre97], [Sty00],

[Sty01], and [O’B01]. However, as mentioned in the beginning of this chapter,

extremely high compression ratios had not been studied before in the context of

unit selection synthesis. Considering the database compression ratios and the bi-

trates reported in the literature, significant memory savings can be obtained by

compressing the databases and handling the synthesis using the proposed VLBR-

based approach.

4.1.1 Overview of VLBR-based concatenative synthesis

A simplified block diagram demonstrating the use of the VLBR codec in a TTS

system is shown in Figure 4.1. The complete TTS process starts with the process-

ing of an input text by a TTS front-end, continues with the selection of the units

and proper handling of the unit database compressed using the VLBR codec. Fi-

nally, the process ends with parametric concatenation and the actual generation

of the synthesized speech signal. The database related issues are discussed in

Section 4.1.2 whereas the other parts of the process are covered in the following

subsections.

TTS front-end

The details on the operation of the TTS front-end and on its output are out of the

scope of this thesis but on a general level, a text-to-speech front-end is used for an-

alyzing the input text and for generating a description of how the input text should

be spoken. As discussed in Section 2.4.1, the output of the TTS front-end contains

a narrow phonetic transcription, i.e., the phonetic representation of the input text

and some additional information related to the desired prosody. Various types of

narrow phonetic transcriptions could be used, depending on the implementation

of the TTS system. Typically, some kind of linguistic analysis is used for deriving

features that describe the context in which each phoneme appears. These features
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Figure 4.1: Simplified block diagram demonstrating the use of the VLBR codec

in a concatenative TTS system. The database is compressed using the principles

described in this section.

can then be used in the computation of the target cost in the unit selection pro-

cess to roughly obtain the desired prosody. The TTS front-end can also contain

a specific module for generating a target prosody that is used for guiding the unit

selection and/or the signal generation/modification.

Unit selection and optional partial decoding

The VLBR parameters can be used as additional information in the unit selection.

Also, if the codec parameters are used in the selection, it may no longer be neces-

sary to store side information such as pitch contours or spectral content at the unit

boundaries for the purpose of unit selection since this information is already avail-

able in the bitstream, leading to further memory savings. Naturally, these potential

memory savings come at the expense of additional computation load caused by the

need to decode the bitstream. However, due to the parametric coding approach,

it is straightforward to decode only the relevant parameters, e.g., a pitch contour

without a need to decode the whole parametric representation or the actual speech

segment. In the block diagram presented in Figure 4.1 this is referred to as par-

tial decoding. It is worth noting that bitstream decoding is not computationally

intensive since typically only table lookups and simple computations are needed.
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The use of the VLBR parameters can be particularly convenient in the compu-

tation of the concatenation costs. Depending on TTS system and the requirements

of the application, it could be possible to compute the concatenation costs directly

based on the LSFs (and possibly some other parameters if desired). Furthermore,

it is possible to approximate concatenation costs using directly the quantizer in-

dices as will be shown in Section 4.3. This makes the calculation of the concate-

nation costs computationally very efficient.

Removal of unnecessary acoustic context

As will be discussed in Section 4.1.2, the segmental parametric data retrieved

from the database may contain parameters outside the actual TTS unit, either due

to the segment boundary locations or due to the desire to include certain amount

of acoustic context for each unit. If present, these extra parameters need to be re-

moved before or during the concatenation and parametric synthesis. The removal

can be performed already when processing the bitstream or after the bitstream has

been decoded into parameter tracks, assuming that the acoustic context is not used

in parameter smoothing.

Parametric concatenation and modifications

The concatenation is performed in the parametric domain using the VLBR pa-

rameters simply by combining the parameters representing different units into

continuous parameter streams. At the unit boundaries, the parameter values can

be smoothed as an optional step to achieve better continuity. The smoothing can

be applied to all or to some of the parameters, or even using some alternative pa-

rameters derived from the VLBR parameters. The smoothing algorithm itself can

also be realized in many ways. A relatively thorough discussion covering several

smoothing methods can be found in [Cha02a]. From the viewpoint of this the-

sis and parameter stream concatenation, it is enough to note that the smoothing

methods can be considered to belong to three distinct categories:

1) Smoothing that happens inside the unit boundary based on the parameter

values in the neighboring concatenated unit, i.e., on the other side of the con-

catenation boundary. An example of this type of smoothing approach is provided

in [Mac96] where weighted versions of the feature values/vectors from one side

of the boundary are added to the feature values/vectors on the other side of the

boundary, and vice versa. With the weights used in [Mac96], this corresponds to

simple linear interpolation of the features in the boundary regions. In this scenario,

no additional acoustic context is needed for the smoothing.

2) Smoothing that uses the method of optimal coupling [Con97]. In optimal

coupling, the unit boundaries are allowed to move within a small region in or-

der to find the best fit with the adjacent units. Performing additional parametric

smoothing together with optimal coupling is not mandatory since the continuity
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can be improved already by the optimization of the boundary locations. When op-

timal coupling is used, a certain amount of acoustic context needs to be decoded

into the parametric form and kept in memory until the final boundary locations

are found. Another alternative would be to perform optimal coupling after gen-

erating the excitation signal or even in speech domain, i.e., the acoustic context

would be synthesized, too, and the extra portions from the excitation or the speech

signal would be removed once the final boundary locations are known. This ap-

proach, however, would result in heavier signal processing needs and increased

complexity, and the resulting speech quality could be compromised as well.

3) Smoothing that utilizes the acoustic contexts. In this alternative, a certain

amount of acoustic context is decoded in addition to each unit. At each boundary,

weighted versions of the feature values or vectors of the neighboring unit’s context

are added to the feature values of the current unit. For good results, it is required

that the contexts have a good match, i.e., the units on the different side of the

boundary had fairly similar neighboring units as their original context.

The methods 1 and 3 can be combined with the method 2. The selection of the

smoothing method is not trivial as different types of smoothing would typically

be optimal in different kinds of scenarios. The effects that parameter smoothing

has on the resulting speech quality in VLBR-based concatenative synthesis are

discussed in Section 4.1.3.

In addition to the optional smoothing at the unit boundaries, it is also possible

to perform other kinds of parametric processing during the concatenation. For

example, voice conversion could be performed on VLBR parameters at this stage.

This option will be the main topic of Chapter 5. In addition to voice conversion,

parametric processing could also be used, for example, to make the synthesis re-

sult match a desired modeled prosody. Duration modifications should be treated

separately during the signal generation as will be discussed in the next subsection

but other prosodic changes can be handled by manipulating the parameter values,

e.g., the pitch values.

Regardless of the type of parametric modifications, it is important to note that

for the time instants at which the pitch values are modified, the residual amplitude

spectra need to be modified as well to take into account the changed number of

pitch harmonics. This involves, together with possible additional spectral modi-

fications, resampling of the amplitude spectra at the new fundamental frequency

and its integer multiples using interpolation.

Speech synthesis and duration modifications

The actual speech synthesis is performed using the VLBR decoder. The concate-

nated parametric representation is used as the input and the decoder produces the

speech output. The use of the VLBR decoder for generating synthesized speech

signals does not require any large modifications to the decoder itself: the only
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requirement is the separation of the bitstream processing, dequantizations and the

speech signal generation, according to the considerations discussed in this chapter.

The actual signal generation is performed similarly as in the case of speech

coding for storage applications. As discussed earlier, this approach described

in Section 3.1.3 also allows straightforward high-quality duration modification

during speech synthesis. Thus, the durations in the speech output can be easily

modified to fit the desired durations, if necessary.

4.1.2 Database compression

The VLBR codec can be used for the compression of basically any kind of TTS-

related speech databases. However, to make the compression as efficient as pos-

sible, the organization of the database needs to be taken into account during the

compression and retrieval of speech units.

Database organization and compression

In general, TTS databases are usually organized using one of the following two

alternatives: 1) similar units are grouped together or 2) the database is organized

as sentences. This leads to two different main approaches for the implementation:

1) Compression of non-continuous units: In this case, the compression is per-

formed using the original recorded sentences in such a way that the natural acous-

tic context is also given as input into the encoder to enhance the quality and con-

tinuity of the speech output. Parts of the natural context can also be included in

the bitstream of each unit, if desired due to the possible reasons described in the

previous section. The VLBR segment boundaries are forced into the locations of

the (possibly context-extended) unit boundaries. After the compression, the com-

pressed database is organized into its final form (e.g., the bitstreams generated

from the different instances of the same diphone are grouped together for storage,

etc).

2) Compression of continuous speech data: In this case, complete sentences

are given as input into the encoder. The VLBR segment boundaries can either

be forced into the locations of the (possibly context-extended) unit boundaries or

they can be placed according to the results of the speech analysis and segmentation

performed by the VLBR encoder. In the former alternative, the retrieval time and

complexity is minimized while the latter alternative maximizes the compression

efficiency.

Since the bitrate of the VLBR codec is variable it is necessary to also store

detailed location information for each unit, in addition to the actual bitstreams, but

the most efficient storage and organization of this side information depends on the

implementation of the TTS system and its unit selection algorithm, as well as on

the speech database. The durations of the units and the durations of the possible

extra context portions also need to be stored either explicitly or implicitly. Other
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kinds of side information data can be stored as well, for example to facilitate

efficient unit selection. The detailed content and format of the side information

data is for the most part not specifically linked to the VLBR codec, and can be

considered to be outside the scope of this thesis.

Unit retrieval and decoding

The unit retrieval can be implemented in two different ways, depending on the

database compression method:

1) Retrieval of non-continuous units: In this alternative, the non-continuous

unit is retrieved directly based on the location information. The retrieved unit is

decoded as such. The possible additional acoustic context can be deleted after

decoding, at latest during the concatenation as described earlier in this section.

2) Retrieval of units from continuous speech data: In this alternative, it may

be necessary to decode additional data if the segment boundaries are not forced

to match with the (possibly context-extended) unit boundaries. After decoding,

the possible additional parameter values or vectors at the beginning of the first

segment and at the end of the last segment of the unit should be deleted prior to

the concatenation.

Codec retraining

Since the total size of the quantizer codebooks used in the VLBR codec is much

smaller than the total size of a typical TTS database (less than 100 kilobytes vs.

at least several megabytes), the codec can be retrained specifically for every TTS

database in order to achieve the best compression ratio and speech quality. The

retraining can be performed using conventional training methods with the uncom-

pressed TTS database as the training material. The speaker-specific quantizer

designs and codebooks can be stored as one part of the compressed TTS database,

as will be discussed more thoroughly in Section 4.2.

4.1.3 Experimental findings and discussion

The VLBR-based synthesis approach has been implemented and integrated into

several different concatenative TTS systems operating on different languages and

with different types of speech units ranging from half phonemes to full sylla-

bles. A published example of such a system is the Mandarin Chinese TTS system

[Tia06]. The codec integrations and the related database compressions, not dis-

cussed before in any publications, followed the guidelines given in this section

and were always relatively straightforward.

One of the main findings in the practical experiments carried out as a part of

the thesis work was that for the best results, the VLBR codec should be tuned

specifically for the different speakers, database sizes and languages, as will be
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discussed more closely in Section 4.2. This does not only involve quantizer code-

book trainings but the bit allocations could be changed as well: To achieve a

perceptually similar speech quality level, a slightly higher or a slightly lower av-

erage bitrate might be needed for some particular database compared to another

database. Also, as always in speech coding and synthesis, special attention might

be needed in the quantization of certain parameters with certain languages. For

example, with tonal languages such as Mandarin Chinese, the pitch parameter

should be stored quite accurately. The use of dynamic quantizer structures pre-

sented in Section 4.2 offers a convenient mechanism for enabling such speaker,

database and language specific optimizations. The optimizations can be carried

out by experts manually but it would also be possible to use automatic optimiza-

tions with pre-specified objective distortion limits.

Another main finding concerns the concatenation of the speech units and the

optional parameter smoothing. Different variations of the three smoothing meth-

ods discussed earlier in this section were implemented and evaluated by expert

listeners but the main outcome of these experiments was that the improvements

offered by the smoothing were inconsistent at best: Sometimes the smoothing im-

proved the speech quality but in some other cases the same method resulted in a

clear quality degradation, even with the same database. This result was expected

and in line with the findings presented in [Cha98b] and [Cha02a].

It should be noted that the use of VLBR for synthesis offers inherent mecha-

nisms for avoiding discontinuities and for enhancing the smoothness at the con-

catenation boundaries, even without any additional smoothing, and this might

be sufficient for taking care of the most critical smoothing needs. The first in-

herent continuity-enhancing mechanism is the use of modeled linearly evolving

and/or random phases instead of estimated phases. While this necessarily causes

small modeling errors, it also effectively avoids phase discontinuities at the unit

boundaries. The second inherent mechanism for enhancing the smoothness at the

concatenation boundaries is offered by the use of interpolation for obtaining pa-

rameter values in a pitch-synchronous manner during the signal generation. This

interpolation in a way provides automatic smoothing in regions placed between

the parameter values or vectors coming from different units.

Due to the above findings and considerations, no additional smoothing was

used for treating the unit boundaries. The final major experimental finding con-

cerning the basic VLBR-based concatenative synthesis also deals with the topic of

parametric concatenation but from a slightly different angle. More concretely, ex-

pert listeners compared VLBR-based synthesis results against the corresponding

synthesis results obtained using the same TTS systems, languages and databases

but with concatenation of uncompressed waveforms. The focus was placed on

studying the successfulness of the concatenation process. The conclusion of this

part of the study was that VLBR-based concatenation itself does not seem to in-

troduce new artifacts. In other words, the artifacts present in the synthesis results
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were always either also present in the version generated using the uncompressed

database or were caused by the compression, not by the concatenation (this was

confirmed by listening to the original TTS database sentences after VLBR com-

pression). Based on these findings, it is safe to conclude that the quality bottle-

necks in VLBR-based synthesis are the parametric model, the bitrate used for the

compression and the quality of the original TTS database, including its annota-

tions (naturally together with the performance of the unit selection algorithm).

When used with large TTS databases and manually-tuned unit boundary an-

notations, together with database-specific retraining, VLBR-based concatenation

performs very well and is capable of producing intelligible and relatively good

overall speech quality even at database compression bitrates of about 1.0 kbps

and even slightly below that. Higher bitrates can be used for obtaining higher

speech quality but it should be noted that the simplified parametric model quickly

becomes the limiting factor, and to obtain meaningful benefits from bitrates higher

than about 3.0 kbps, the parametric speech model used in VLBR should be im-

proved or changed, similarly as in the case of storage applications.

4.2 Dynamic quantizers and codec retraining

In the area of speech coding, some research has been carried out related to speaker-

specific compression (see, e.g., [Rou82], [Rou83], [Shi88], and [Cer98]) but the

vector quantizers and their codebooks have traditionally been fixed in terms of

their structure and size. For example, the codebooks of standardized speech coders

used in mobile devices are typically stored in the read-only memory, with the

obvious exception of adaptive codebooks. In addition, the bit allocations are also

typically static, even in codecs that can operate on multiple bitrates.

In this section, the simple but effective concept of dynamic quantizer struc-

tures, originally described in the patent [Nur11b], is presented. The main idea

in this work is to make the quantizer designs and the codebooks fully dynamic

and configurable at run time. This enables easy reconfiguration of the codec as

well as retraining and optimization of the quantizers specifically for different use

cases. The use of dynamic quantizers and quantizer retrainings enhances the com-

pression efficiency, for example in the compression of text-to-speech databases.

The memory saving benefit achievable using quantizer retraining is demonstrated

using LSF quantization as a practical example.

4.2.1 Making the quantizers dynamic

Flexible retraining of the VLBR codec is obtained through the use of dynamic

quantizer structures. In practice, to enable full retraining of the VLBR codec in

a wide sense, all the quantizers need to be fully reconfigurable. To realize this,

the design of the VLBR codec and especially the quantizer designs needs to be
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considered. To recap, the most important properties of the overall quantization

approach used in the VLBR codec are the following:

1) The compression uses different processing for different types of input. As

described in Section 3.2, different bit allocations and quantizer designs are used

for the different segment types.

2) All the quantizers can be realized using the vector-predictive multi-mode

matrix quantizer structure presented in Section 3.3.

3) According to the principles presented in Section 3.3.1, there may be several

predictive and/or memoryless quantizer modes for a certain type of speech data

(possibly with different types of predictors).

4) The sub-quantizers can contain codebooks with one or more stages.

The quantizers are considered dynamic if all of the above aspects can be reconfig-

ured at run time.

The dynamic quantizer data can be represented in a compact manner as a bit-

stream consisting of two parts, a configuration header specifying the quantizer

designs and the actual quantizer data including the codebooks and possible pre-

dictors. The bitstream is used as an additional input during the initialization of

the codec. In addition, default settings and quantizers are stored as a part of the

codec itself, to allow partial reconfiguration and even usage without separate re-

initialization.

In the case of concatenative TTS, each compressed database is complemented

with the above-mentioned dynamic quantizer bitstream. The bitstream begins with

the configuration header that fully specifies which of the quantizers are reconfig-

ured and what are the new quantizer structures. Then, the actual quantizer data

is only included for the listed quantizers. This solution allows the greatest possi-

ble flexibility and compression efficiency: the quantizer structures can be freely

selected based on the concrete needs and optimization (e.g., differently for dif-

ferent languages and speakers) but at the same time it is possible to include in

the reconfiguration bitstream only the new quantizers that make the overall com-

pression more efficient, considering the overhead needed for storing the quantizer

data. A practical example of a configuration header structure is given in the patent

[Nur11b].

The quantizer data and the configurations are allocated fully dynamically into

the codec memory. Together with the above considerations, this allows each sub-

quantizer to be updated individually. Furthermore, to save memory, the quan-

tizer data can be shared between different quantizers. In particular, a compression

scheme for a given parameter may use the same codebooks and/or predictors for

different segment types (voiced, unvoiced, mixed) with single memory instance.

The codebook and predictor data can also be shared between different speakers,

for example to realize gender-specific quantizers.
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4.2.2 Practical experiments: Is speaker-specific retraining useful?

With the above solution involving dynamic quantizer structures, it is possible to

reconfigure only those quantizers or codebooks that can offer enhanced compres-

sion efficiency even when the additional memory needed for the quantizer data is

also taken into account. Thus, it is safe to state that proper use of codec retrain-

ing never makes the compression less efficient. However, an important question

remains: Can speaker-specific retraining lead to significant memory savings?

Experimental set-up

To study the issue of codec or quantizer retraining, several LSF quantizers were

specifically retrained for two TTS databases and similar quantizers trained for a

generic training set served as a reference. The two TTS databases used in the

study were the publicly available CMU Arctic US English voices slt and rms,

i.e., a female voice and a male voice. For the first part of the test, LSF data

sets consisting of 145 654 and 177 612 vectors were obtained for slt and rms,

respectively, using LP analysis with a 20-ms update interval and a voice activity

detector for discarding silent frames. For the second part of the test, similar LSF

sets were generated but with the update interval of 10 ms. The generic training set

was generated similarly using speech from multiple speakers and languages. The

total size of the set was 203 250 vectors, including 6000 vectors from slt and rms.

To make the experimental results relevant more widely than just for the case

of the VLBR codec, no segmentation or adaptive downsampling was used and the

same quantizer was used for quantizing the whole data instead of using different

processing for different segment types. Furthermore, all the quantizers included

in the experiment were multistage vector quantizers, trained using the simulta-

neous joint design algorithm described in Section 2.3.2. Different bitrates from

10 bits/vector to 26 bits/vector were included in the test.

In the first part of the experiment, the evaluation focused on comparing the

performance of multistage vector quantizers with the maximum codebook size of

64 vectors/stage. The performance of the quantizers was evaluated using spectral

distortion defined in Equation (3.19). Similarly as in Section 3.3.3, the weighting

scheme defined in [Pal93] was used both during the training and the quantiza-

tions. The experiment was repeated with the maximum codebook size of 256 vec-

tors/stage.

The second part of the experiment studied the effect that the size of the speech

database has on the achievable memory saving. The 26 bits/vector MSVQ with

the maximum codebook size of 64 vectors/stage and trained with the generic data

set was selected as the benchmark, and now the task was to find with different

database sizes a similar specifically-trained quantizer that achieves or exceeds

the quantization accuracy of the benchmark quantizer. When such quantizer was

found, the total memory saving was calculated, so that the memory needed for
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Table 4.1: Performance of multistage LSF vector quantizers of different sizes (us-

ing at most 6 bits per stage) for the databases slt and rms, measured using spectral

distortion in dB. The left column for each speaker presents the results obtained

using database-specific retraining whereas the right column contains the results

obtained using quantizers trained with generic multi-speaker data. Gray back-

ground is used for highlighting some cases where roughly similar or slightly bet-

ter performance was achieved using the proposed retraining than with the generic

quantizers despite the drop in the bitrate.

slt rms

Bits Stage sizes slt gen rms gen

10 { 64, 16 } 2.21 2.73 2.29 2.83

11 { 64, 32 } 2.06 2.54 2.12 2.62

12 { 64, 64 } 1.92 2.37 1.98 2.45

13 { 64, 64, 2 } 1.81 2.24 1.86 2.33

14 { 64, 64, 4 } 1.70 2.11 1.75 2.19

15 { 64, 64, 8 } 1.60 1.98 1.65 2.07

16 { 64, 64, 16 } 1.50 1.86 1.54 1.93

17 { 64, 64, 32 } 1.41 1.76 1.44 1.82

18 { 64, 64, 64 } 1.32 1.65 1.36 1.69

19 { 64, 64, 64, 2 } 1.24 1.57 1.28 1.62

20 { 64, 64, 64, 4 } 1.18 1.48 1.21 1.53

21 { 64, 64, 64, 8 } 1.11 1.40 1.14 1.43

22 { 64, 64, 64, 16 } 1.04 1.32 1.07 1.35

23 { 64, 64, 64, 32 } 0.98 1.25 1.01 1.27

24 { 64, 64, 64, 64 } 0.93 1.18 0.95 1.20

25 { 64, 64, 64, 64, 2 } 0.88 1.11 0.90 1.13

26 { 64, 64, 64, 64, 4 } 0.83 1.06 0.85 1.08

storing the new codebooks was taken into account as well. The databases of dif-

ferent size were obtained by using different-sized subsets of the full databases.

Experimental results

The results given in Table 4.1 for the maximum codebook size of 64 vectors/stage

indicate that training the quantizers specifically for a given TTS database improves

the quantization accuracy significantly, compared to the case where the quantizers

are trained using generic speech data, even when training material from the par-

ticular speaker is included in the training set. Due to the improved accuracy, the

quantization bitrate can be reduced without causing any quality degradation. With

higher bitrates, the performance advantage is about 15% or 4 bits/vector, i.e., an

equal or lower SD can be obtained using a 22-bit quantizer trained specifically
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Figure 4.2: Concrete memory savings for databases of different size (for the

speakers slt and rms).

for the database instead of using a 26-bit quantizer trained using generic data. At

lower rates, the relative bitrate advantage is increased to about 23% but in terms

of bits/vector, the difference is only 3 bits per vector. These results are highlighted

in the table using gray background color for marking equal or slightly improved

performance at higher and lower bitrates. Even though the numerical SD values

are slightly different for slt and rms, the bitrate advantages are identical.

When the experiment was repeated with the maximum codebook size of 256,

the results were perfectly in line with the results reported above. The numerical

SD values obtained in this second run were slightly better than in the first run due

to the less strict limitation on the maximum codebook size. Nevertheless, the rela-

tive and absolute bitrate advantages were identical in both cases, i.e., 4 bits/vector

were saved at higher rates while the advantage at lower rates was 3 bits/vector.

Due to the similarity with the results presented in Table 4.1, these results obtained

with the larger maximum codebook sizes are not shown in detail.

The results obtained in the second part of the experiment are summarized for

both speakers in Figure 4.2. The figure depicts the concrete memory saving ob-

tained for the different database sizes using the retraining of the LSF quantizer,

while matching or exceeding the quantization accuracy of the benchmark quan-

tizer operating at 26 bits/vector. The memory savings are given as percentage

values, relative to the total memory required for storing all the LSF related data

for the different database sizes. The memory needed for storing the additional
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LSF codebook data is taken into account. As expected, the relative benefit de-

pends on the database size. With larger databases, the benefit is more significant

because the memory required by the codebook still stays the same. In this exper-

iment, the relative memory saving curves were basically identical, smooth, and

continuous because the size of the database did not happen to affect the quantizer

size in these cases but more generally changes in the quantizer bit usage could

cause small discontinuities in the curve (i.e., sometimes a smaller database can be

compressed using a smaller-sized quantizer).

It should be noted that even though the bitrate advantages achieved in these

experiments were very consistent, the bitrate savings that can be achieved in the

compression of TTS databases do depend on the database/speaker and on the

quantizer design. Also, the performance advantage depends on the parameter to

be quantized. In the case of LSFs, the difference is quite clear, as demonstrated in

this section, but for example with the gain parameter, the performance advantage

is in practice very small or even non-existent because the energy level is typically

normalized as a part of preprocessing.

As a final note concerning the results, the possible changes in the recording

conditions have their own effect on the results. In the experiments discussed here,

the recordings were not carried out in fixed conditions, and there were differences,

e.g., in room acoustics, microphones, and background noise levels. As a conse-

quence, the performance advantage obtained using database specific training was

slightly larger than it would have been if all the databases were recorded in identi-

cal conditions. However, based on separate comparisons performed on databases

recorded in identical conditions vs. databases recorded in different conditions, it

seems that the extra benefit in the case of LSF quantization is at most 1 bit per

vector or even smaller. Also, when dealing with multilingual TTS systems and

multiple voices, it is likely that the recording conditions in all databases are not

strictly fixed. Thus, the results provided in this section can be considered valid

and representative of a realistic scenario.

4.3 Compression-motivated method for computing con-

catenation costs

As discussed in Section 2.4.3, the concatenation costs play an important role in

unit selection based synthesis [Hun96]. The resulting calculations also clearly

form the most computationally intensive part of the entire synthesis process. Pre-

selection techniques, such as [Nis07], reduce the complexity by reducing the size

of the search space. Similarly, database reduction techniques, such as the one

proposed in [Tsi08], also make the search space smaller and thus reduce the com-

putational load.
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In this section, a very efficient novel solution, originally presented in [Din08],

is introduced for the calculation of the concatenation costs. In the proposed tech-

nique, the multistage vector quantization approach discussed in Section 2.3.2 is

used for compressing the acoustic features describing the boundaries of each unit.

The multistage codebooks of the quantizer are specially trained for the feature

vector data, using the MSVQ simultaneous joint design algorithm [LeB93] pre-

sented in Section 2.3.2. In addition, the idea of pseudo-gray coding [Zeg90] is

utilized for approximating Euclidean distances between features directly based on

their multistage indices. Binary switching algorithm adapted for the multistage

structure is used as a locally optimal solution to rearrange codebook indices.

The proposed scheme is evaluated in a TTS system. Based on the listening test

results, the use of the proposed approximative solution for computing concate-

nation costs does not seem to degrade the speech quality despite the significant

reduction of the computational complexity, even when used with uncompressed

speech databases. In addition, the memory needed for storing the feature data

at unit boundaries may be reduced as well. These properties make the proposed

technique especially suitable for implementations designed for use on embedded

devices such as mobile terminals. It is worth noting, however, that if the method

is used together with the dynamic codebook reordering technique discussed in

Section 3.4, the original indices need to be used in the computation instead of the

reordered ones.

4.3.1 Concatenation cost calculation in unit selection TTS

As a reminder from Section 2.4.3, the front end of a TTS system converts the in-

put text into a target sequence, {t1, t2, . . . , tT }, where T denotes the total number

of units to be concatenated to form the output speech, and U = {u1, u2, . . . , uT }
denotes a candidate sequence selected from the entire speech database. The se-

lection of the units is carried out using the target cost Ct and concatenation cost

Cc [Hun96], and in particular the minimization of the sum of these two costs,

C = Ct + Cc, computed over the entire sequence. Weighting can be used for

adjusting the relative importances of the target cost and the concatenation cost.

This section focuses on the calculation of the concatenation cost part. The

function of the concatenation cost is to measure the perceptual cost that is intro-

duced when two speech units are concatenated together. The measurement uses a

set of features that represent the perceptually essential aspects of speech to calcu-

late the distance. Considering that U is a candidate sequence, the concatenation

cost for the whole candidate sequence can be computed as

Cc =
T∑

j=2

Cc(uj−1, uj), (4.1)

where Cc(uj−1, uj) is the concatenation cost of adjoining units.
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During the design of a unit selection based text-to-speech system, a set of

acoustic features to be used for calculating the acoustic distance at the joined

boundaries of two adjacent units is selected. Let fj and f j denote the acoustic

feature vector representing the first frame and the last frame of the unit uj , respec-

tively. The concatenation cost can be rewritten as

Cc(uj−1, uj) = dc(f j−1, fj). (4.2)

The concatenation cost function is denoted as dc. Optimally, the feature set and

the concatenation cost function should be carefully designed by analyzing and

maximizing the correlation between the perceptual concatenation quality, evalu-

ated through listening tests, and the corresponding cost measurements carried out

using the feature set and the cost function. A typical feature set could include

energy, pitch, and/or other features, such as line spectral frequencies or cepstral

coefficients, and a typical concatenation cost function is the squared error or the

weighted squared error, computed similarly as in the case of vector quantization

(see Equation (2.9) and Equation (2.10)). The different features can be combined

into one feature vector and the relative importances or scaling differences can be

taken into account using weights for the different vector components.

4.3.2 Computational load of concatenation cost calculation

The main aspects affecting the computational load related to the traditional calcu-

lation of the concatenation cost are the size of the database, the cost function, and

typically also the feature set and its dimension. The size of the database affects

the computational load through the number of possible instances for each unit.

In principle, all the instances of a certain unit can be regarded as potential candi-

dates for that unit. Thus, if full search is used, the concatenation cost calculation

needs to be repeated for all the candidates and pairs. Due to this high number

of repetitions, increases in the size of the database beyond the compact sizes of

diphone synthesis databases quickly make the related calculations the dominant

factor defining the overall computational load of the TTS system.

The second factor affecting the computational load is the cost function. Typ-

ically, the cost is computed separately for each vector element and then summed

together over the vector length. Often, weighting is also applied. With this kind of

cost functions, regardless of the details, the complexity is proportional to the di-

mension of the feature vector. As mentioned above, the dimension of the feature

set or the feature vector used in the calculation is system-dependent. A typical

example could be the feature set used in the practical experiments reported in

this section that consisted of 16 elements, including 14 mel-frequency cepstral

coefficients plus one value for the energy and one for the pitch. Thus, with this

feature set and the cost function of weighted squared error, it can be concluded

that the conventional concatenation cost computation for a single boundary be-

tween a single pair of candidate units requires 16 subtractions, 32 multiplications
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and 16 additions. Since this needs to be repeated for all the concatenation bound-

aries of all or at least many of the potential candidate sequences, any reduction in

the complexity can significantly lower the total computational load.

One additional aspect affecting the complexity is the format in which the fea-

ture vectors are stored and the cost of the related data access. With compressed

databases, the speech data itself can be retrieved and decoded only after the unit

sequence is decided. However, the feature data related to the boundaries of the

units will be accessed frequently during the unit selection.

For each candidate unit, at least one acoustic feature vector has to be stored

(one is usually enough since the same feature vector can represent the right bound-

ary of the first unit and the left boundary of the second neighboring unit). To

improve the efficiency of storage, it is possible to store this information in a com-

pressed format. It is, for example, possible to use vector quantization techniques

for compressing the feature vectors. The quantizer indices can then be used to

represent the acoustic features. In the conventional concatenation cost calculation,

these indices have to be decoded into the original feature domain at run time for

measuring the cost. Even when the decoding is implemented using simple table-

lookups, the decoding procedure requires additional processing effort. Thus, the

basic compression or quantization based solutions reduce the memory needed for

storing the feature vector data but increase the overall computational load.

In a typical TTS system, the speech database is fixed and does not change

during run time. Consequently, it would be possible to pre-calculate the concate-

nation costs. Thus, one solution for reducing the run-time complexity would be to

store a pre-calculated cost table covering the transitions between all the possible

unit pairs. With large database sizes, this is not feasible due to the required table

size. With compressed feature vectors, the size of the table could be smaller since

the costs would only be stored for code vector pairs instead of feature vector pairs.

However, considering the fact that the size of the codebook is typically not small,

a large amount of memory would still be needed at run time. Thus, pre-calculating

and storing a distance table for the whole codebook space is usually not feasible,

unless the quantization is very coarse or the database is small.

4.3.3 Proposed concatenation cost calculation technique

The main idea of the proposed concatenation cost calculation technique is to com-

press the acoustic features and to approximate the distances based on the code-

book indices. It is not possible to directly approximate concatenation costs based

on the codebook indices but this is made feasible through the use of three sep-

arate ideas. In particular, the overall technique involves the combination of a

specifically-trained multistage vector quantizer, pseudo-gray coding, and the use

of weighted multistage Hamming distances. These aspects are discussed more

thoroughly in the following.
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Multistage vector quantization

As a part of the proposed approach, the feature vectors used for the calculation of

the concatenation costs are compressed using multistage vector quantization. The

concatenation cost function can be used as the distortion measure in the quantiza-

tion. This makes the quantizer and the quantization results readily relevant from

the viewpoint of concatenation cost calculation. As a further optional optimiza-

tion step, if fixed weights are used for the different vector elements, the weights

can be taken into account by scaling the corresponding feature values accordingly.

This can enable, e.g., the use of the squared error instead of the weighted squared

error as the cost function and distortion measure.

The multistage codebooks are trained on the feature vector data using the

MSVQ simultaneous joint design algorithm [LeB93]. This design algorithm de-

scribed in Section 2.3.2 jointly optimizes all the code vectors at all the stages in

an iterative manner. A special aspect of the training is that the training can be

performed specifically for a given TTS database, and thus the training set and the

data set to be compressed are identical. Thus, it is possible to let the training run

as long as the overall distortion decreases without any fear of over-training, and

the overall distortion directly measures the accuracy of the compressed feature

data representation.

There are two main reasons for the use of MSVQ and the particular training

algorithm. Firstly, the important energy ordering property, mentioned in Section

2.3.2 and guaranteed by the use of the simultaneous joint design algorithm, makes

direct comparison of the multistage indices partially feasible. For example, a unit

pair having identical indices at the first stage at their concatenation boundaries

is more likely to be cost-wise closer to each other than a pair with no identical

indices or a pair having identical indices at the last stage but different indices at

the first stage. Secondly, MSVQ also offers high precision with reasonable search

complexity and codebook sizes, i.e., it allows efficient storage of the feature vector

data.

Pseudo-gray coding

Pseudo-gray codes [Zeg90] have been traditionally used as protection when deal-

ing with noisy channels. As a practical example, the training procedure introduced

in Section 3.3.2 utilizes index assignment based on pseudo-gray codes as an op-

tional step. A pseudo-gray code is an assignment of n-bit binary indices to 2n

points in a Euclidean space so that the Hamming distance [Ham50] between two

points corresponds closely to their Euclidean distance. In other words, the binary

indices are assigned to code vectors in a way that reduces the average quantiza-

tion distortion introduced in the reproduced vectors when a transmitted index is

corrupted by channel noise [Zeg90].
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In the unit selection scenario, a large database practically always contains

several candidate units that would be available for representing a certain speech

unit. Even for a specified context, there are usually several instances that would be

suitable or at least good enough to be used. Thus, obtaining high speech quality is

often possible even when the selection fails at finding the truly optimal candidate

sequence, as long as the chosen units are close to the desired target. Selecting

among a set of "good" candidates can be thought to be analogous to transmitting

indices through a noisy channel. Thus, the use of pseudo-gray coding, together

with the previously-mentioned considerations regarding the distortion measure,

could make the Hamming distances between the feature vector codebook indices

to roughly correspond to the concatenation costs.

Under pseudo-gray coding, the code vectors are arranged in such a manner

that any pair of code vectors whose indices have a low Hamming distance are

on average close to each other in the original feature vector domain, too. The

search for the optimal codebook rearrangement would in theory involve trying

every possible index assignment. With the quantizer structures and sizes used in

practical implementations, this task requires enormous computational complexity.

Thus, binary switching algorithm (BSA) [Zeg90] is often used as a sub-optimal

solution to the pseudo-gray coding problem. BSA involves iteratively switching

the position of two code vectors to reduce the distortion. The choice of which pair

of vectors to switch in the codebook at each iteration is determined by a heuristic

ordering process. Each code vector is assigned a cost, and the code vectors are

sorted in a decreasing order of their cost values. The vector with the largest cost

is selected as a candidate to be switched first. If no code vector can decrease the

distortion when switching it with any other code vector, the algorithm has reached

a local optimum. With the proposed multistage quantization approach, the binary

switching algorithm can be run separately at each stage, as a final step after the

actual quantizer training.

Weighted Hamming distance as concatenation cost

After the quantization, the feature vector data for all the instances can be regarded

as being converted into indices, i.e., each original feature vector fj is represented

using the corresponding index Ij . Even for feature vectors having a high dimen-

sion, the corresponding index can be represented using a small number of bits.

Consequently, during run time, much less information has to be read. Naturally,

the same is true for the storage space requirement. The traditional solution involv-

ing compressed feature data is to decode the feature data from the index domain

to the original feature domain first. Let f̂j denote the reconstructed feature vector

decoded from Ij . Thus,

f̂j ≈ β(Ij), (4.3)
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where β denotes decoding using the corresponding codebook C as described in

Section 2.3.1. Then in the case where the features at the boundaries of all the units

are compressed using above method, the concatenation cost could be

Cc = dc(f j−1, fj) ≈ dc(f̂ j−1, f̂j) = dc(β(Ij−1), β(Ij)). (4.4)

After using the pseudo-gray coding approach to rearrange the codebook, the dis-

tance measurement can be performed directly in the index domain in an approxi-

mate manner. Thus, the concatenation cost becomes

Cc ≈ dc(f̂ j−1, f̂j) = dc(β(Ij−1), β(Ij)) ≈ dI(Ij−1), β(Ij)), (4.5)

where dI denotes the distance measure operating in the index domain. The actual

decoding procedure is not needed, and it is not even necessary to store the code-

books, if the only purpose is to use the proposed approach for the fast calculation

of the concatenation costs.

When the multistage VQ is used, the concatenation cost can be approximated

using the sum of the index distances at the different stages. The distances at the

different stages can be weighted differently, i.e.,

Cc ≈ dc(f̂ j−1, f̂j) ≈
K∑

m=1

w(m)
c dI(I

(m)
j−1), β(I

(m)
j )), (4.6)

wherem denotes the stage,K is the total number of stages, andw
(m)
c is the weight

for mth stage. Due to the use of pseudo-gray coding, the Hamming distances

between stage indices can be used to approximately calculate the distance between

two vectors,

Cc ≈ dc(f̂ j−1, f̂j) ≈
K∑

m=1

w(m)
c Ham(I

(m)
j−1), β(I

(m)
j )), (4.7)

where the operator Ham denotes the Hamming distance and the stage weights

w
(1)
c , w

(2)
c . . . , w

(K)
c can be used for adjusting the distance scales at the different

stages of the MSVQ. For example, due to the energy ordering property of the

training algorithm described in Section 2.3.2, the weight of the first stage should

be bigger than the weights at the latter stages. The Hamming distances cannot

directly take this into account and thus the weighting scheme is needed. The

weights can be optimized using the actual feature vector data as the training data,

to ensure that the approximate similarity between the proposed concatenation cost

and the original concatenation cost is maximized.

In the unit selection algorithm, the weight between concatenation cost and

target cost can be re-adjusted when this new concatenation cost module is adapted.

The reason for this is the fact that the overall scaling might be different and after
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the proposed change the concatenation costs are only approximations instead of

the exact measurements.

Depending on the implementation, it may be possible to simplify the above

cost calculation even further in the implementation phase. In a big database, many

instances exist for a certain unit. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that an accept-

able instance should have a similar first stage code. Consequently, if the Hamming

distance at the first stage is high enough, no further action at the other stages is

needed: it is certain that the instance is not a good one. It should be noted, how-

ever, that this simplification may not be needed in practice since it is also possible

to compute the total cost over all the stages simultaneously using precalculation.

4.3.4 Experiments

Experimental conditions

The main purpose of the experiments presented in this section is to quantify the

effect that the use of the proposed approximate technique has on the quality of

the synthesized speech. The new concatenation cost technique was implemented

under the publicly available Festival text-to-speech framework [Cla04]. An im-

plementation based on the original Festival was taken as the baseline, and the new

concatenation cost calculation technique was implemented as described earlier in

this section.

A speech database with the total duration of about 9 hours was used in the

experiments. In the baseline system, 16-dimensional features were used for the

calculating the concatenation costs. As mentioned before, each feature vector

included 14 MFCCs, one value for the pitch, and one value for the energy. The

baseline system was built using the multisyn method presented in [Cla07]. The

target costs were calculated using context information, and the concatenation cost

were calculated based on the 16 features.

The proposed system was similar to the baseline reference, except for the

new concatenation cost calculation. The original concatenation cost function was

used as the distortion measure in the MSVQ codebook training. A three-stage

codebook was trained using the simultaneous joint design algorithm. Altogether

16 bits were used to quantize each of the 16-dimensional features vectors. The bit

allocations for the three stages were 7 bits, 5 bits, and 4 bits. The weights for the

three stages in Equation (4.7) were set empirically. Larger weights were set for

the early stages, as suggested both by the energy ordering property of the training

algorithm and the bit allocations.

Memory saving and reduction in computational complexity

For the 9-hour voice, the total number of units was about 330 000. Originally, 4

bytes were used for representing each feature element. Thus, the total memory
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Table 4.2: Memory usage in kilobytes using the conventional uncompressed ap-

proach and the proposed approach.

Uncompressed Proposed

Memory usage (in kilobytes) 20 625 645

Table 4.3: Pair-wise comparison between the baseline and the proposed approach:

the average score and the 95% confidence interval.

Average score Confidence interval

Baseline vs. Proposed −0.014 0.1157

usage for the concatenation cost related features was roughly 330 000 × 16 × 4,

i.e., more than 20 megabytes in the original uncompressed form. With the pro-

posed approach, each instance needs two bytes for representing the entire feature

vector. Thus, the related memory usage is about 645 kilobytes, as summarized in

Table 4.2.

The computational complexity is also reduced significantly. In the baseline

system, the computation involves 16-dimensional vectors, and for each element,

the computation includes a subtraction, a multiplication and an addition, alto-

gether at least 48 arithmetic operations, in addition to the requirement of reading

all the 16 vector elements from the memory for each vector. For the new con-

catenation cost calculation, mostly only simple bit operations are needed after

reading for each vector the single two-byte word that includes the MSVQ indices.

The computation of a single weighted Hamming distance at one stage can be per-

formed using only one exclusive or (XOR) operation and a simple table lookup.

The exact computational load for the entire cost calculation procedure depends

on the implementational details but in the simplest case, with the aid of a pre-

calculated table, only one XOR operation and one table lookup can take care of

the entire computation of the concatenation cost, over all the stages. In any case,

both the data access needs and the computational complexity are drastically re-

duced.

Quality comparison

In order to evaluate the quality achievable using the proposed approach, a simple

listening test was carried out. The test sentences were selected from texts related

to news and novels. Altogether 12 listeners participated in the test including two

parts, a pair comparison test and a mean opinion score (MOS) evaluation.

The pair comparison test was carried out to identify any obvious quality degra-

dations caused by the use of the new concatenation cost calculation. The listeners
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Table 4.4: MOS evaluation between the baseline and the proposed scheme, in-

cluding 95% confidence intervals.

Baseline Proposed

MOS 3.333 3.375

Confidence interval 0.120 0.119

were asked to judge the relative quality level of the samples in each sample pair.

The order of the samples was randomized, but in the results, the score of 1 was

used in the cases where the baseline was considered better than the new method,

the score −1 for the opposite case, and the score of 0 for the case where the qual-

ity levels were considered equal. Based on the results presented in Table 4.3, it

is easy to conclude that the proposed concatenation cost approximately preserves

the speech quality of the original method, despite the significant reductions in the

memory requirements and in the computational load.

To further study the performance of the proposed technique, a MOS test was

also carried out. Table 4.4 shows the MOS scores and the 95% confidence inter-

vals for two systems. Again, it is easy to see that the proposed approach offers

similar performance as the original concatenation cost calculation.

4.4 Conclusions

The VLBR-based concatenative synthesis discussed in this chapter offers a very

efficient method for compressing text-to-speech databases, enabling the imple-

mentation of low-footprint concatenative TTS systems. In addition to the effi-

ciency of compression, the proposed approach also facilitates the treatment of the

unit boundaries and enables efficient parametric modifications. This chapter has

also discussed the concept of dynamic quantizer structures, and the related topic

of codec or quantizer retraining. The proposed approach enables flexible run-time

quantizer updates and can be used for minimizing the bitrate needed for obtain-

ing a given quality level or for maximizing the speech coder output quality for a

given bitrate. Finally, a highly efficient technique for the calculation of the con-

catenation costs in unit selection based synthesis has also been proposed. The

novel method, implementable using the implementations readily available in the

VLBR codec, is based on the use of multistage codebooks optimized using the si-

multaneous joint design algorithm, pseudo-gray coding and weighted multistage

Hamming distances.

The findings obtained through experiments with different TTS systems, lan-

guages and databases confirm that the VLBR codec can be successfully used

for the compression of TTS databases and for generating speech output in low-

footprint concatenative TTS systems. The best compression ratios can be obtained
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by retraining the codec specifically for each unit selection database. The memory

footprint and/or the computational load can be further reduced using the proposed

method for concatenation cost computation, also in concatenative synthesizers

that do not use the VLBR codec for the compression of the databases.
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Chapter 5

VLBR-based voice conversion

The work presented in Chapter 3 enabled highly efficient compression of all types

of clean speech signals, including, e.g., audiobooks, and in particular, as discussed

in Chapter 4, the speech databases needed in unit selection based text-to-speech

systems. Even though the framework was readily capable of handling speech

modifications such as high-quality playback speed alterations, the speaker identity

was preserved during the playback, and the creation of new TTS voices required

recording and annotation of additional large TTS databases. Thus, the idea of

including voice conversion functionality for cost-efficient creation of new voices

was seen highly attractive.

As mentioned in Section 2.5, most of the existing voice conversion systems

operate on parametric representations of speech. Parameterizations based on the

sinusoidal modeling approach had also been studied before (e.g., in the classical

paper [Sty98]), so it seemed likely that the VLBR codec’s parameterization would

be at least moderately suitable for voice conversion. What was not known, how-

ever, was how the simplifications of the parametric model presented in Section

3.1 and the quantizations would affect the outcome. To the author’s knowledge,

the combination of a very-low-bit-rate speech codec and voice conversion had not

been studied earlier.

Section 5.1 presents the first version of a VLBR-based voice conversion sys-

tem. This first attempt deals mostly with direct application of the Gaussian mix-

ture modeling based conversion approach [Kai98] to the VLBR framework, and

the main focus is placed on spectral conversion. Short-term spectral conversion

addressed in the first section has also in general gained a lot of research inter-

est but the conversion of prosodic features such as F0 movements and speaking

rhythm has been studied less actively. Section 5.2 introduces a novel method for

prosody conversion that also enhances the naturalness of the output speech. The

third and the fourth sections of this chapter present further enhancements to the

VLBR-based voice conversion system. In Section 5.3, a novel approach for data

clustering and mode selection is introduced. The proposed approach is shown to
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enhance the conversion accuracy compared to the direct usage of voicing-based

modes. Section 5.4 demonstrates that the voice conversion process causes un-

wanted changes to the perceived level of voicing and proposes a method for ex-

plicitly controlling the voicing level. The use of this technique makes the output

of the VLBR-based voice conversion system less noisy.

The discussions provided in this chapter are mostly based on the publications

[Hel07a], [Nur06d], [Nur06c], [Nur06e], [Nur07c], [Nur08a], and [Nur11a].

5.1 VLBR-based voice conversion system

The initial version of a VLBR based voice conversion system, originally published

in [Nur06c], directly utilizes the VLBR codec presented in Chapter 3 and in par-

ticular the parametric model described in Section 3.1, and operates on parallel

aligned training materials from the source and the target speakers. The conversion

of the parameters is performed using the widely popular GMM-based approach

[Kai98] that is generally considered the reference approach that new techniques

are often compared against in the voice conversion literature. Like the vast ma-

jority of the published voice conversion techniques, the initial conversion system

presented in this section focuses on the spectral aspects of conversion, includ-

ing instantaneous pitch, and it does not modify the duration and timing related

prosodic features or intonation contours at all. The prosodic aspects, however,

were studied as a part of further research, and the most promising results are

presented in Section 5.2. The unique feature of the voice conversion scheme pre-

sented in this section is that it also enables very efficient speech coding seamlessly

within a single framework.

5.1.1 Training data alignment

The training of the GMM-based models utilizes aligned parametric data from the

source and target voices. In the system presented and evaluated in this section, the

alignment is achieved in two steps. First, both the source and the target speech

signals are segmented to obtain coarse information about the alignment and then

a fine-level alignment of the speech frames is performed within each segment.

This two-step approach was selected to be able to conveniently use manually la-

beled phoneme boundaries if such information is available. Even though phoneme

boundary information is sometimes readily available, for example for unit selec-

tion databases, the use of the manual labels is kept optional because the require-

ment for any manual processing would be impractical in many real-world applica-

tions. Manual labeling of phoneme boundaries is also time-consuming and prone

to human errors.

In principle, the coarse first-level segmentation of the training speech data

could be conducted using very simple techniques, for example by measuring
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spectral changes without taking into account any knowledge about the underlying

phoneme sequence. Also, it would be possible to use the segmentation provided

by the VLBR codec. However, to make the segmentation process fully compati-

ble with the approach of manual phoneme boundary labeling, it is convenient to

exploit the information about the phonetic content and to perform the segmenta-

tion using HMM based models. This not only enables the combination of manual

and automatic labeling, i.e., cases in which either the source speech or the target

speech is manually labeled and the other one is automatically segmented, but also

helps in achieving better performance. Naturally, this approach requires that the

phonetic content of the training material is known.

The first step in HMM-based segmentation is to extract a sequence of fea-

ture vectors from the speech signal. The extraction is performed frame by frame,

using similar frames as in the parameter estimation procedure described in Sec-

tion 3.1. The features could consist of, e.g., VLBR parameters such as the LSFs

but in practice it is better to use additional features such as mel-frequency cep-

stral coefficients. As mentioned above, the phoneme sequence associated with

the corresponding speech is assumed known, and given this phoneme sequence,

a compound HMM model is built up by sequentially concatenating the phoneme

HMM models. Next, the frame-based feature vectors are associated with the states

of the compound HMM model using Viterbi search to find the best path [Rab93].

By keeping track of the states, a backtracking procedure can be used to decode

the maximum likelihood state sequence. The phoneme boundaries in time are

then recovered by following the transition change from one phoneme HMM to

another.

The phoneme-level alignment obtained using either pre-defined labels or the

procedure above is further refined by performing frame-level alignment. In the

first implementation discussed in this section, simple interpolation based align-

ment was used. Furthermore, both the simultaneous and the non-simultaneous

silent segments were discarded from the training data.

5.1.2 Model training and the conversion function

The alignment procedure described in Section 5.1.1 results in a combination of

aligned source and target vectors z =
[
x⊤y⊤

]⊤
that can be used to train a con-

version model. In the work described in this section, the training was imple-

mented using the popular approach proposed in [Kai98] that makes use of the

aligned data z to estimate the GMM parameters (α,µ,Σ) of the joint distribution

p(x,y) [Kai98]. This is accomplished iteratively through the well-known expec-

tation maximization (EM) algorithm [Dem77]. In the above notation, x and y

correspond to the source and target feature vectors, respectively.

The conversion of the speech parameters follows a scheme where the trained

GMM parameterizes a linear function that minimizes the mean squared error
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(MSE) between the converted source and the target vectors. The conversion func-

tion is, as shown in [Kai98],

F (x) = E(y|x) =
G∑

m=1

pm(x)

[
µ
(y)
m +Σ(yx)

m

(
Σ(xx)

m

)−1 (
x− µ

(x)
m

)]
, (5.1)

where

pm(x) =
αmN

(
x;µ

(x)
m ,Σ

(xx)
m

)

G∑

j=1

αjN
(
x;µ

(x)
j ,Σ

(xx)
j

) . (5.2)

The symbol G denotes the number of Gaussian components used in the model-

ing and αm denotes the prior probability of the mth Gaussian component. The

covariance matrices are formed as

Σm =

[
Σ

(xx)
m Σ

(xy)
m

Σ
(yx)
m Σ

(yy)
m

]
, (5.3)

and

µm =

[
µ
(x)
m

µ
(y)
m

]
(5.4)

is the mean vector of the mth Gaussian component of the GMM.

5.1.3 Conversion of the VLBR parameters

In the development of the first version of a VLBR-based voice conversion system,

the emphasis was placed on the conversion of the pitch and the LSFs because these

parameters were found in the first experiments to be particularly important from

the perception point of view. Other parameters such as voicing and the residual

spectrum were partially used as complementary information and were exploited in

the model training but no explicit conversion was performed for these parameters.

The conversion of the LSF vectors is performed using an extended vector

that also contains the derivative of the LSF vector, to take some dynamic context

information into account. This combined feature vector is transformed through

GMM modeling, using Equation (5.1). Only the true LSF part is retained after

conversion. The conversion utilizes several modes, each containing its own GMM

model with 8 Gaussian components. The number of components was selected

based on practical experimentation. In the first implementation described in this

section, the modes were decided in a data-driven manner based on the voicing

parameter, i.e., the LSF data is clustered during the model training into separate

sets using the corresponding voicing information, and similar voicing-based mode

selections are used during the conversion phase. The motivation for using voicing-

based modes is similar as in the case of the segmental speech coding approach
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presented in Section 3.2, i.e., different types of speech signals typically benefit

from different type of processing. Also, because the VLBR codec already operates

on different segment types, the same voicing-based segmentation decisions can be

directly used in VLBR-based voice conversion.

The pitch parameter is transformed through the associated GMM in the fre-

quency domain using Equation (5.1). During unvoiced parts, the fixed pitch value

is left unchanged. The GMM with 8 Gaussian components used for the pitch

conversion is trained on aligned data, with the additional requirement of having

matched voicing between the source and the target data.

After the conversion of the pitch parameter, the residual amplitude spectrum

is processed accordingly. The reason for this processing is the fact that the length

of the amplitude spectrum vector depends on the pitch value at the correspond-

ing time instant, as discussed earlier in this thesis. This means that the residual

spectrum, although essentially unchanged, will be re-sampled to fit the dimension

dictated by the converted pitch at that time.

Once the parameters have been converted as described above, they are used

together to re-synthesize the transformed waveform. The signal generation part

of the VLBR decoder can be used as such for synthesizing the waveform in a

pitch-synchronous manner.

5.1.4 Performance evaluation

The initial VLBR-based voice conversion system described in this section was

evaluated in listening tests in the context of the second TC-STAR [TC-13] eval-

uation campaign. The evaluation covered aspects related to both speaker identity

and speech quality. The evaluation was carried out by an independent evaluation

agency.

Test set-up

The data set used in the testing included UK English speech data from four dif-

ferent speakers (two female and two male speakers). The training set included

159 sentences per speaker and a distinct testing set consisted of 9 sentences per

speaker. The same sentences were recorded from all the speakers.

Among the 12 possible conversion directions, 4 were chosen as the directions

included in the test. For the selected directions, the test organizer provided the

recorded source sentences used in the test. These source sentences were con-

verted using the voice conversion system to the voices of the target speakers. The

converted signals were evaluated by 20 native non-expert listeners.

The listening test included two parts. In the first part, the listeners were asked

to evaluate the speaker identity without considering the speech quality using the

5-level scale summarized in Table 5.1. The true target signals recorded from the

target speakers, available only for the test organizer, were used as the reference.
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Table 5.1: Scale used for evaluation of speaker identity. The listeners were asked

to evaluate whether the two samples in the given pair were spoken by the same

person or not. The real target speaker was used as the reference speaker.

Grade Meaning

5 Definitely identical

4 Probably identical

3 Not sure

2 Probably different

1 Definitely different

Table 5.2: Scale used in the evaluation of speech quality

Grade Meaning

5 Excellent

4 Good

3 Fair

2 Poor

1 Bad

In the second part, the listeners evaluated the perceptual quality of the converted

speech using the mean opinion score (MOS) grades shown in Table 5.2.

Results and discussion

The results are summarized in Table 5.3 and Table 5.4. Table 5.3 contains the

results from the first part of the listening test, focusing on the evaluation of speaker

identity. The results from the speech quality evaluation are summarized in Table

5.4.

When looking at the evaluation results, the first observation that can be made

is that there were large differences between the different conversion directions.

Moreover, despite the moderate average scores, the person identity conversion was

Table 5.3: Results from the first part of the evaluation (speaker identity, with the

target speaker used as the reference in every sample pair). F denotes a female

and M a male speaker. The column Average shows the combined score for all the

directions.
Direction F1 to F2 F1 to M2 M1 to F2 M1 to M2 Average

Score 3.10 3.05 2.20 1.77 2.53
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Table 5.4: Results achieved from the second part of the evaluation (speech qual-

ity).

MOS score

Achieved score 2.09
Reference 1 (source) 4.80
Reference 2 (target) 4.78

sometimes perceived very successful, as indicated by the more detailed sentence-

level results not shown here. This can be regarded as a good result due to two main

reasons. First, the initial system that participated in the evaluation was a rather el-

ementary system that only converted the LSFs and the pitch parameter. Moreover,

the conversion was performed in a frame-wise manner without considering the

frame-to-frame evolvement of the parameters or the intonation contours.

As can be seen from Table 5.4, a rather low score was achieved in the speech

quality evaluation. There are a couple of clear reasons for this. First, the system

produced 8-kHz output signals while all the other signals included in the listen-

ing test (e.g., the reference samples and the samples from the other TC-STAR

participants) had a sampling rate of 16 kHz. Second, the source signals also con-

tained some non-speech elements such as audible breathing and the parametric

speech and conversion models created many audible artifacts to the correspond-

ing places in the output signals. Third, the frame-by-frame conversion made the

converted parameter contours, including the pitch contours, a bit noisy and this

was also audible in the output signals. Also, it is known that the GMM-based

conversion approach has its shortcomings related to overfitting and oversmooth-

ing, as discussed, e.g., in [Nur12]. Finally, the fact that not all the parameters were

converted also had its impact on the quality.

It should also be noted that the use of the simple interpolation based alignment

had a small negative impact on the output quality. Furthermore, it was also found

later on, as a part of the research whose main findings were reported in [Hel08b],

that the use of the two-step alignment procedure described in Section 5.1.1 is un-

necessary and sometimes even counterproductive due to the sometimes erroneous

phoneme boundary locations that limit the frame-level alignment. The main out-

come of the study [Hel08b] was that even though the alignment of the training

data significantly affects the voice conversion quality, it is possible to obtain the

same quality as with hand-marked labels using only simple voice activity detec-

tion, dynamic time warping (DTW) and certain additional considerations. This

effectively renders the phoneme boundary information unnecessary at best, and,

as mentioned above, detrimental at worst.

Several techniques that enhance the performance of the initial VLBR-based

system are presented in Sections 5.2–5.4. In those discussions, the alignment is
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handled using the dynamic time warping based approach but otherwise the system

presented in this section is used as the baseline voice conversion system.

5.2 Prosody conversion

Speech prosody is affected not only by the content of a given sentence but also

by speaker-specific variations. For the same sentence, different people generally

produce different prosody. This was studied as a preparatory step before starting

the main work described in this section. The results, published in [Hel07b], re-

vealed that even the "pure prosody", represented using a delexicalized signal con-

sisting of only one sinusoid whose energy and frequency follow the energy and

F0 levels of the original speech signal, contains sufficient amounts of speaker-

specific information that enables listeners to successfully identify people that they

know. Moreover, it was clear that the identification did not happen based on av-

erage F0 levels alone since the result was valid even when the identification was

done between speakers of the same gender having almost identical average F0 lev-

els. Similar findings confirming the importance of the prosodic information were

obtained in a recent study [Mor12]. Some earlier studies, such as [Rem97] and

[Fel97], have also confirmed that listeners can identify people they know based on

sinewave signals but in those studies the signals contained 3-4 sinewaves related

to the formants.

Since speech prosody was confirmed to contain acoustic cues related to speaker

identity but there were only a few published studies that addressed the topic of

prosody conversion, the next step of the work was to develop a method for con-

verting the prosodic aspects of speech. The outcome of the work was the novel

prosody conversion method published originally in [Nur11a] and [Hel07a]. The

work was carried out in the context of VLBR-based voice conversion but the so-

lution is applicable to other types of voice conversion systems as well.

The goal in the work described in this section was to obtain high-quality

prosody conversion results with only a relatively small set of training data. To

make the goal tangible, a few clarifications are needed. First, even though the

studies mentioned in the beginning of this section confirm that the prosody con-

tains speaker-specific information, it is also true that the same person can utter the

same sentence with quite different prosodies if her/his speech is recorded several

times. Due to this reason, the goal was the generation of "believable" prosody, i.e.,

prosody that the target speaker could use in a certain context. The second remark

concerns the fact that the prosody models used in TTS systems are usually trained

using a very large database (consisting of, e.g., 10 hours of speech). In voice con-

version, the size of the training set has to be much smaller, in the order of some

minutes of speech, e.g., to enable online training of new conversion models. Con-

sequently, the aim in this work is not to build a sophisticated prosody model for

conversion purposes but only to capture some major tendencies from the data.
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In the method introduced in this section, a syllable-level codebook containing

paired source and target F0 contours is built. The F0 information is compressed

using discrete cosine transform coefficients that enable fast comparison and make

it possible to avoid the use of dynamic time warping based techniques for align-

ment. The codebook source contours that are close enough to the source contour

under conversion are regarded as candidates and the final decision is made based

on a classification and regression tree (CART) trained on linguistic and durational

features. The performance of the method is evaluated in a listening test.

5.2.1 Conventional methods for prosody conversion

Most of the publications in the area of voice conversion (e.g., [Kai01] and [Err07],

among many other publications) neglect detailed prosodic modeling and simply

adjust the F0 level and range of every source F0 value f (x) to match those of the

target using

f (y) =
f (x) − µ(x)

σ(x)
σ(y) + µ(y), (5.5)

where µ(x), σ(x), µ(y), and σ(y) represent mean and standard deviation of the

F0 values for the source and the target, respectively. Typically, this approach,

referred to in this section as the mean-variance (MV) scaling method, is used in

logarithmic domain. The MV method retains the shapes of source F0 contours

and cannot model local changes in F0.

A more sophisticated mapping function can be obtained by representing pitch

values with Gaussian mixture models as described in Section 5.1. This approach

essentially utilizes a weighted sum of different mapping functions. The resulting

GMM based pitch prediction approach serves as the reference approach in the

listening test presented in this section.

There are not many proposals in the literature for converting the F0 contours

or other prosodic features in more detail. Nevertheless, [Cha98a] describes three

F0 prediction methods: the MV method presented in Equation (5.5), a similar

approach but using a cubic fit to the data, and a third method based on an utter-

ance level codebook. These three methods and a voiced contour codebook were

evaluated in [Ina03]. A closely-related idea of voiced contour codebook was also

presented in [Tur03] but instead of picking only one contour like in [Ina03], the

resulting contour was formed by using a weighted average of all contours accord-

ing to the distance between a codebook source contour and the voiced contour to

be transformed. In [Gil03], sentence-initial and sentence-final F0 values as well

as hand-marked accents were modeled using separate means and standard devia-

tions.

Since the publication of the proposed approach, two more recent prosody con-

version techniques have been introduced, both designed for use with non-parallel

training data. The first one presented in [Lol08] involves the use of maximum
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likelihood linear regression for obtaining syllable-level conversion of F0 and du-

ration. The second technique introduced in [Wu10] uses the combination of text-

independent alignment, GMM modeling of the F0 values and the delta F0 features,

and histogram equalization to perform the F0 conversion.

5.2.2 Overview of the proposed method

Firstly, a decision was made to model prosody at the syllable level. Syllables are

in principle linguistically determined units but the use of syllable-level processing

can also be considered prosodically justified. The reason for this is that prosodic

events take place in synchrony with syllables or groups of syllables. For exam-

ple, the tone sequence theory on intonation modeling studies prosodic events and

tones that cover a single syllable or group of syllables [Dut97, Chapter 6]. An-

other benefit of syllable-level operation is the related robustness. According to the

sonority principle in English [Rad99] (that is also applicable to many other lan-

guages), the syllable nucleus constitutes a sonority peak. In practice, the level of

voicing behaves in a roughly similar manner and thus it is relatively easy to cap-

ture continuous syllable F0 contours for the codebook using the VLBR codec’s

parametric model introduced in Section 3.1.

The prosodic codebook is generated by first collecting syllable-aligned F0

contours using parallel training sentences from the source and the target speakers.

The F0 contours are transformed into DCT coefficients and this information is

stored in the codebook as source-target vector pairs. Linguistic and durational

information is also stored for each entry. As a second part of the training process,

a CART is trained using the codebook as the training data. The role of the CART

is to help in the selection process.

During conversion, the source contour to be converted is first transformed into

DCT domain and compared to the codebook keys (the source contour sides of the

contour pairs). The codebook entries whose source contours are close enough to

the contour to be converted are chosen as candidates for the final selection that

is performed using the CART. The target contour side of the selected entry is

inverse discrete cosine transformed and given a new F0 level value based on the

mean level of the current syllable predicted with the MV method. These steps are

described in more detail in the following subsections.

The F0 contours stored in the codebook are actual contours estimated directly

from the speech data without any clustering or averaging of contours. In addition,

only one target contour is chosen as the output in order to avoid the risk of obtain-

ing a flat contour as a result of weighted averaging. The linguistic context is taken

into account in the selection to avoid producing linguistically incorrect contours.
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5.2.3 Model training and usage

Similarly as in the case of the other voice conversion models discussed in this

chapter, the proposed model has to be trained using a training data set before

being able to actually use the model in conversion. This section addresses issues

related both the training phase and the usage. The discussion of the model training

is split into two parts. The first of them describes the codebook creation process

and the second one deals with the topic of CART training. The last part of this

subsection introduces the actual prosody conversion process.

Codebook creation

The first step in the codebook creation process is to obtain the syllable-length F0

contours using a pitch estimation algorithm and parallel training materials from

the source and the target speakers, including information on the boundary loca-

tions and the linguistic content. These pieces of information are typically readily

available for the recorded sentences stored in TTS databases. In the main target

application for the proposed approach, involving the conversion of TTS voices to

cost-efficiently generate new voices, a set of unit selection database sentences can

be used as the source side training material. Then, it is sufficient to only record

the target material where the target speaker utters the same sentences, and to use

alignment to be able to use the same boundary labels and linguistic information

for the target materials. During conversion, similar linguistic information can be

obtained from the TTS front end. Thus, in the target application, the use of the lin-

guistic data does not typically require any additional annotation work or training

of new models.

After the initial pitch/F0 estimation, the resulting source and target contours of

each syllable can be further smoothed, if necessary, and possible F0 outliers at the

syllable boundaries can be removed. The syllables containing voiced contours that

have a duration too short for meaningful contour representation are discarded. For

all the other syllables, the process is continued by applying DCT on the contours.

The main motivations behind the use of DCT are exactly the same as in the

case of update rate and vector dimension conversions discussed in Section 3.2.4.

The implementations developed for the vector dimension conversions can be di-

rectly reused in the generation of the pitch contour codebook. The DCT-domain

truncations or zero-paddings and the related normalizations are exactly the same

as in Section 3.2.4, and the contours are stored as fixed-dimension DCT vectors.

One issue worth noticing is that the first DCT coefficient does not have to be stored

in the codebook since it represents the mean F0 level that is handled separately.

In addition to the DCT domain contours, simple linguistic information and

durational features are stored in the codebook for each entry. The set of linguistic

information can be decided based on the application scenario. When the proposed

prosody conversion is used in a TTS system, many kinds of linguistic informa-
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tion is readily available without training specific models. In the implementation

evaluated in this section, the feature set consisted of features that can be easily ob-

tained from the TTS system and that have also been popular data-driven prosody

generation techniques. In particular, the following items were included: lexical

stress, local position in the word {initial, mid, final, monosyllabic}, global posi-

tion in the phrase {initial, final, first in a prosodic phrase (predicted using simple

punctuation rules), none}, Van Santen-Hirschberg classification for onset as well

as coda {unvoiced, voiced but no sonorants, sonorant}, and the type of the word

the syllable belongs to {content, function}. In addition to the linguistic informa-

tion related to a specific syllable, the information related to the previous and the

next syllable can also be taken into account. As the duration related features, the

total duration of the syllable for the source and the target, respectively, and the

duration of the F0 contour of the source and the target, respectively, were stored

in the codebook for each entry. The duration of the syllable and the duration of

the F0 contour were typically different since the unvoiced frames for which the

VLBR codec’s pitch estimator gives a fixed pitch value were excluded from the

pitch contours.

CART training

In the training of the CART, the design goal is to build a tree that can output

an optimality score based on the linguistic and durational similarity. The process

begins with the generation of the training data. As a preliminary step, two distance

matrices are computed based on the codebook. The elements of a source-side

distance matrix R(x) are computed as

r
(x)
jm = (h

(x)
j − h(x)

m )⊤(h
(x)
j − h(x)

m ) j,m = 1, 2, . . . , S, (5.6)

where h
(x)
j is the fixed-length DCT-domain vector corresponding to the jth source-

side pitch contour stored in the codebook and S denotes the total number of

syllable-sized contour pairs in the codebook. As can be seen from the equation,

the element r
(x)
jm gives the squared distance between the source contours j and m.

A similar distance matrix R(y) is computed using

r
(y)
jm = (h

(y)
j − h(y)

m )⊤(h
(y)
j − h(y)

m ) j,m = 1, 2, . . . , S, (5.7)

for the DCT-domain target contours h
(y)
j .

As the next step, the actual training data is formed from the codebook data

as follows. All the entries in the codebook are taken into consideration, one by

one. For the jth entry, this means that the source contour of this entry is compared

against the source contours of the other entries based on the elements of matrix

R(x) from r
(x)
j1 to r

(x)
jS except for r

(x)
jj . If r

(x)
jm is below a certain threshold, i.e., a
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r
(x)
jm < τj , the corresponding entrym is considered a potential candidate for being

a good substitute for the entry j. In the implementation evaluated in this section,

the threshold τj was made adaptive on the source contour of the entry j in such

a way that a certain percentage deviation from the closest match was allowed in

terms of contour distance.

For each of the potential candidates, the corresponding target distance r
(y)
jm is

obtained. Based on r
(y)
jm, the entry m is considered either a possibly optimal, a

neutral or a non-optimal candidate as an substitute for the entry j. The codebook

entries having a distance below an experimentally tuned threshold κo are consid-

ered possibly optimal choices and the entries having a distance above a second

experimentally set threshold κn represent the non-optimal case. The neutral cases

having a distance between these thresholds are not used in the training since they

fall into an uncertain region. For the possibly optimal and non-optimal entries,

the linguistic information is compared against the linguistic information of the

entry j, resulting in a binary vector. In the binary vector, each zero means that

there was a match in the corresponding feature (for example both entries, m and

j, were monosyllabic), while the value one means that the corresponding features

were not the same. In addition to the binary distances, the absolute differences of

the syllable durations and the F0 contour durations are also computed and stored

for usage as the training data. After repeating the above procedure for all the en-

tries in the codebook, the generated training data consists of a reasonably large

amount of data from the two classes (possibly optimal and non-optimal) with the

corresponding linguistic and durational information.

The actual training of the classification and regression tree aims at finding

which features are important in the final candidate selection. There can be many

codebook entries that have quite similar source contours but clearly different target

contours, and thus finding out how much the duration and the context affect the

situation is important. In the training of the CART used in the prosody conversion

model evaluated in this section, a CART with Gini impurity measure [Dud01] was

used. The CART was pruned according to the results of 10-fold cross-validation

in order to prevent over-fitting and the terminal nodes were pruned if they ended

up having only a small number of observations.

Conversion of F0 contours and durations

The conversion process starts with the detection of syllable boundaries. When

used in a TTS system, this information is readily available from the TTS front

end. Next, a syllable-length F0 source contour to be converted is formed. Again,

the unvoiced and silent portions are ignored. Once the F0 contour is available

for processing, the discrete cosine transform is applied and the resulting vector

is zero-padded or truncated to a fixed length and normalized similarly as in the

codebook generation phase.
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For the syllables that do not contain sufficiently many F0 values for obtaining

a meaningful contour representation, the MV scaling method of Equation (5.5)

is used for the F0 prediction. Otherwise, the process starts similarly as in the

training: Some codebook entries become potential candidates based on the small-

enough difference between the source contours. The computation is performed

similarly as in Equation (5.6) but now instead of calculating the squared distance

between different entries stored in the codebook, the squared distance is computed

between the source contour to be converted and the source-side of the different

entries stored in the codebook.

The threshold for accepting candidates is determined based on the smallest

difference, allowing again a certain percentage deviation, similarly as in the train-

ing phase. If the adaptively calculated threshold is above a pre-specified limit,

indicating a poor match, the MV scaling method is used for converting the F0

contour. In all other cases, the linguistic information between the syllable whose

F0 contour is to be converted and the candidates is matched, resulting in a binary

vector similarly as in the training phase. In addition, the absolute differences in

the syllable duration as well as in the F0 contour duration are calculated. This

information is used as an input to the CART, and the candidate leading to the tree

node producing the highest probability for the possibly optimal class is chosen as

the selected codebook entry. If there are two or more candidates producing the

highest probability, the candidate whose source-side contour’s difference to the

contour to be converted is the smallest is selected.

After selecting the most appropriate entry from the codebook using the CART

as described above, the final contour is produced by taking the inverse DCT of

the corresponding target contour. The length in the DCT domain is zero-padded

or truncated to match the length of the F0 contour to be converted, together with

appropriate scaling in order to obtain a contour having the correct length (the

possible duration change is handled separately, in the example implementation

using the playback speed alteration technique presented in Section 3.1.3). Next,

the mean F0 level is added to the contour.

If the original F0 contour is continuous across the boundary of two syllables,

the converted contours are also made continuous by adding a bias value to the

second syllable. The bias is determined as the difference between the last point of

the first syllable and the first point of the second syllable. Since this can result in

major changes in the standard deviation of F0 calculated over the two syllables,

the standard deviation is scaled back to the level where it was before the change.

In addition, the F0 level is also set again for both of the syllables, now calculated

jointly.

Conventionally, the durations are either left unconverted or they are modeled

using simple utterance-level scaling. In the proposed conversion technique, the

durations are converted through syllable-level scaling using regression coefficients

calculated from all the source and target syllable durations. This results in more
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detailed modifications than the simple utterance-level scaling. Alternatively, the

duration scaling ratios could be predicted by building a CART using the linguistic

features. A third alternative would be to use directly the target syllable duration

that corresponds to the chosen index. As mentioned above, in the implementation

evaluated in this section, the durations are modified using the playback speed

alteration technique presented in Section 3.1.3

5.2.4 Performance evaluation

The proposed prosody conversion technique was implemented and integrated into

the VLBR-based voice conversion system presented in Section 5.1. The perfor-

mance of the technique was also evaluated in this context. Even though the method

is mainly designed for use in unit selection based text-to-speech systems, the test-

ing was carried out with recorded sentences instead of synthesized sentences to

ensure that the synthesis process does not affect the results.

How to evaluate prosody conversion?

It is not straightforward to evaluate a prosody conversion technique. There are no

generally accepted objective measures for evaluating prosody conversion so the

only choice is to organize a listening test but what should be evaluated and how? In

the literature, no evaluations were carried in [Cey02] nor in [Cha98a]. In [Ina03],

the converted pitch was transplanted to the real target utterance using dynamic

time warping. Although the intention to prevent the spectral conversion from

affecting the result is logical, tentative experiments with this approach indicated

that it is not easy for the listeners to notice the prosodic differences. In addition

to the F0 contours, there are many other prosodic aspects (e.g., durations and

prosodic voice quality) that remain unchanged with this approach and the real

differences can be difficult to hear.

In [Tur03], better prosodic modeling improved the similarity to the target in

a real voice conversion system but the confidence score and the quality score de-

creased. A sophisticated voice conversion system should retain its quality re-

gardless of whether the conventional MV scaling method or some more advanced

approach is used, and thus it was decided that it is the best to evaluate the proposed

prosody conversion in connection with the spectral conversion, i.e., in the VLBR-

based voice conversion system. Moreover, as discussed in the beginning of this

section, there are no strictly right or wrong F0 contours for the target speaker, the

goal should be to achieve acceptable and believable prosody, and this should be

reflected in the listening test.
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Experimental set-up

As mentioned above, the experiments were carried out using the VLBR-based

voice conversion system described in Section 5.1. The language used in the ex-

periments was US English. A female voice recorded for TTS purposes served as

the source database and several matching sentences were collected from a male

speaker. This target speaker was allowed to speak more freely from the prosodic

point of view.

An interesting observation related to the voices used in the test is that the mean

F0 level for the source (female) was 176 Hz and for the target (male) 118 Hz and

standard deviations were 18.1 Hz and 15.5 Hz, respectively. However, the mean

syllable-wise standard deviation of the syllables used in the codebook were 6.7 Hz

and 7.1 Hz for the source and the target, respectively. Thus, it is straightforward to

see that simple global modifications of standard deviation do not produce optimal

results.

The performance of the proposed approach was compared against the perfor-

mance of the GMM-based pitch conversion model used in Section 5.1. Since the

GMM-based model and cubic conversion functions were reported in [Ina03] to

result in quite similar performance as the MV scaling method, the most sophis-

ticated approach of these, i.e. the GMM-based technique, was chosen for the

experiment. This conventional pitch conversion model was implemented using

GMM-based modeling with 8 Gaussian components.

A training set of 90 parallel sentences was used for the training of both the con-

version models of the VLBR-based conversion system and the proposed prosody

conversion approach. A set of 25 sentences, not included in the training set, was

used for testing. F0 was measured at 10-ms intervals and 8 DCT coefficients were

used to represent the contour in the transformed domain.

The converted F0 values mimicking the target F0 were generated using the

two techniques, the GMM-based modeling and the proposed approach. The spec-

tral part of the conversion was handled in both cases using identical models and

techniques. With the GMM-based method, the durations were not modified as

the utterance-level scaling factors were extremely close to 1 for all the test sen-

tences. With the proposed method, the durations were modified using the pro-

posed syllable-level scaling. An interesting observation was that at the syllable

level, 22% of the syllable instances had a scaling ratio falling outside of the range

from 0.9 to 1.15.

Test arrangement

Altogether 19 listeners participated in the test. Nativeness was not required as the

test was designed in such a way that also non-native listeners with good English

skills can easily judge the relevant issues from the speech samples. The exper-

iment contained two parts, referred to as Test 1 and Test 2. In addition, at the
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Table 5.5: Preference votes given to the proposed approach and to the GMM-

based approach, and the "no preference" votes (equal).

Method Proposed GMM Equal

Test 1 67.0% (318) 22.7% (108) 10.3% (49)

Test 2 70.3% (334) 17.1% (81) 12.6% (60)

beginning of the test, the subjects were asked to listen to several speech samples

from the real target speaker (not including the test sentences) and to pay special

attention to the speaking style.

In the first part of the test, the listeners heard two versions of the sentences,

in which the prosody was converted using the two different techniques, the GMM

approach and the proposed approach. The listeners were asked to choose the

sample that best mimicked the target speaker’s speaking style. They were guided

to choose the sample whose prosody could be closer to the prosody that the target

speaker could use. They were asked not to care about quality of the spectral

conversion. The subjects could also choose "equal" and it was possible to listen

to the samples as many times as necessary.

The VLBR-based voice conversion system was found to lead to somewhat

robotic voice quality in the experiments described in Section 5.1. The impact that

the prosody may have to this phenomenon was studied in the second part of the

listening test. The same sentences were played again and the listeners were asked

to indicate which sample sounded less robotic. Again, it was possible to respond

that the samples were equally robotic.

Results

The percentages of preference votes that the two methods received as well as the

total number of votes are shown in Table 5.5 for both Test 1 and Test 2. In the

first part of the test (Test 1), the results clearly indicate that the proposed approach

was found to achieve better prosody conversion than the GMM-based approach.

In the second part (Test 2), the proposed technique was found to contribute to the

voice quality by making it less robotic. According to a two-tailed t-test, there

was a significant difference between the performances of the proposed method

and the GMM method (p = 2.9 × 10−14) for Test 1. Since there was also the

third alternative of samples being equally good, the performance of the proposed

method was also compared against the summed votes of both the equal choice and

the GMM method votes. The results were still very clearly statistically significant

(p = 9.8 × 10−10). For Test 2, a similar analysis was performed and the results

were also clearly significant (p = 7.3 × 10−19 and p = 2.3 × 10−13) for the

proposed approach to sound less robotic.
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5.3 Data clustering and mode selection

One of the common challenges in several areas of speech processing research is

caused by the complexity of speech signals. The signals are generated through

complicated speech production mechanisms and consequently the signals possess

highly variable statistical properties. Moreover, each person has their own unique

physical properties related to speech production. As a result, it is very challenging

to develop speech processing techniques that would perform consistently on all

input speech signals. For example, nearly stationary voiced regions should usually

be treated differently than plosives. Numerous different approaches have been

proposed to tackle this problem in different areas of speech processing research,

usually based on some heuristic solutions. Nevertheless, no universal solution

exists for the problem.

Voice conversion is one of the speech related research topics in which the

signal processing techniques have to operate with different kinds of speech sig-

nals and speech signal regions. Different techniques for the conversion itself are

discussed elsewhere in this chapter as well as in Section 2.5. For the particular

problem of handling different types of speech segments, the solutions proposed in

the literature include the use of acoustic similarity based classification and regres-

sion trees [Dux04], phoneme-tied codebooks [Kan05], K-means based clustering

[Sün04a], and phoneme-based modeling [Kum03].

This section introduces a novel solution for handling different types of speech

segments in a completely data-driven way using different modes, originally pub-

lished in [Nur06e]. When applied in voice conversion, the proposed approach for

data clustering and mode selection is based on the idea that for the training of the

multiple processing schemes the data is split into different clusters using cluster-

ing on the target data. In this way, the intra-cluster behavior of the data becomes

easy to model. For the mode selection, a different approach has to be used since

the target data itself is not available. The solution proposed in this section is to

train a classifier that aims to recognize the correct target based cluster using only

source-related data features.

5.3.1 Proposed approach for data clustering and mode selection

The proposed approach for data clustering and mode selection starts from the idea

that the data should preferably be clustered into different operating modes in the

most relevant manner from the viewpoint of effective processing in the particular

application. In the case of voice conversion, the most relevant clustering would

be based on data that is not yet available during usage, i.e., since the target is to

minimize the potential conversion error, the most effective approach would be to

cluster the combined data from the source and the target side into different pro-

cessing modes based on the target data. This choice ensures a minimized potential

conversion error within each mode or cluster. However, the corresponding mode
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selections would not be possible during usage since the target data is not available

at that time. Nevertheless, in the proposed approach, the training data is initially

clustered using the most relevant clustering approach. Then, the next step is to

train a mode selector that aims at finding the correct cluster based on the data that

is available during usage. This data can include in addition to the conventionally

available data any auxiliary features that can be made available. Finally, a separate

processing scheme is trained and used for each mode.

Training

When applied in the voice conversion task, the proposed approach first finds B
clusters solely based on the target data features y. For example, if the aim is to

convert vectors containing line spectral frequency data, the initial clustering is

performed based on target LSF vectors only. The clustering can be performed,

e.g., using the well-known K-means algorithm to obtain the clusters y(1), y(2),

. . . , y(B).

After obtaining the initial grouping, the next step is to train a mode selector

with the aim to recognize the target based clusters using only data from the source

speaker. To facilitate the classification task, auxiliary features derived from the

source data can be used in addition to the source vectors x. In principle, this aux-

iliary data denoted as o can include any/all the features that one can extract from

the source data. For example, the auxiliary feature set could include acoustic pa-

rameters such as pitch, voicing and energy as well as other parameters such as

phoneme information, linguistic location, linguistic duration and part-of-speech.

Given the initial target-based clusters, the extended aligned data set, denoted now

as z =
[
x⊤o⊤y⊤

]⊤
, can be straightforwardly split into the same B groups, z(1),

z(2), . . . , z(B). Based on this grouping, it is possible to train a classifier aiming to

find the correct cluster using only the source related data vector
[
x⊤o⊤

]⊤
. In the

experiments described in this section, the classifier was implemented using a sim-

ple linear discriminative function D
([

x⊤o⊤
]⊤)

but it would also be possible to

use other techniques such as non-linear discriminative functions, neural networks

or support vector machines. The exact selection of the auxiliary feature set is not a

highly critical issue in the sense that the features with no additional discriminative

information will receive a very low or even a zero weight in the training while the

more relevant features will receive a larger weight.

Once the mode selector or the classifier is available, a separate conversion

scheme is trained for every mode with a training data set belonging to that mode.

It is possible to either use the training data sets based on the initial clustering that

was made based only on the target data or to re-cluster the data using the trained

classifier to obtain re-grouped training data sets. The latter approach provides

enhanced robustness against classification errors, and thus it should preferably be

followed in cases where the classification error rate is not very low.
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Thus, the training algorithm can be summarized as follows:

Step 1. Define and extract an auxiliary feature set o from the source training data

set.

Step 2. Align the source related data and the target data to form extended com-

bined feature vectors z =
[
x⊤o⊤y⊤

]⊤
.

Step 3. Split the target data y into B clusters using, e.g., the K-means algorithm.

Step 4. Group the extended vectors z into the same B clusters based on the clus-

tered target data y.

Step 5. Train a mode classifier that aims at finding the correct target based cluster

using only the source related features x and o.

Step 6. Train B separate models for the different modes. Use as the training data

the data classified to the corresponding cluster.

Conversion

During the usage of the multi-mode processing system, the conversion system

must first obtain the source vector to be converted and the corresponding auxiliary

vector. This data is used as an input to the classifier that selects the mode. Finally,

the conversion of the vector is handled using the conversion scheme corresponding

to the selected mode.

The following concrete steps summarize the conversion algorithm:

Step 1. Extract the auxiliary feature vector o from the source data.

Step 2. Select the correct mode using the source related vectors o and x as input;

Step 3. Use the selected model to convert the source feature vector x;

Remarks on the properties of the proposed approach

The proposed approach summarized above has many beneficial properties. First,

the approach is fully data-driven and there is no need to rely on any heuristic so-

lutions. Second, the method is very flexible in the sense that it is for example very

easy to change the number of modes/clusters. Third, there is no requirement to

utilize any linguistic information but if such information is available it can very

easily be used to support the mode selection. Finally, the proposed method of-

fers very good performance. The performance advantage is demonstrated in the

next subsection using practical experiments but the good performance can also

be explained from another point of view. Figure 5.1 depicts the distribution of

the first two LSFs in a small set of target LSF vectors, selected randomly from a

larger voice conversion training set. The line illustrates the boundary between the

two clusters obtained through K-means clustering of the target data, whereas the

circles and crosses demonstrate the clustering decisions based on the widely used

voiced/unvoiced classification. Provided that the mode selection is made correctly,
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Figure 5.1: K-means based clustering of target data vs. voiced/unvoiced clus-

tering. The line illustrates the division between the two K-means based clusters

while o and x denote voiced and unvoiced data, respectively. It is easy to see

that there is significantly less variability within each cluster when the clustering is

performed using target data instead of voicing decisions. (From [Nur06e].)

it is evident that in the case of target data based clustering the distribution of any

conversion errors will be much narrower than in the case of voiced/unvoiced clus-

tering. While it is in general not possible to achieve a 100% mode classification

rate, the proposed approach still successfully mimics this optimal case, leading to

clear measurable improvements.

5.3.2 Experimental results

The proposed data clustering and mode selection approach was tested in the voice

conversion system introduced in Section 5.1. To highlight the performance ad-

vantage achievable using the novel clustering method, it was compared against

the common approach of voiced/unvoiced clustering that also offers good perfor-

mance and that was used in Section 5.1. The comparison was carried out through

the measurement of the average mean squared error between the converted and

the target vectors.

Test set-up

The two different conversion schemes, the first based on the proposed approach

and the second based on the traditional voiced/unvoiced clustering used in Section

5.1, were implemented for the conversion of LSF vectors. In the implementation

of the proposed approach, several source-speech related features were used to

form the auxiliary data vector o. More specifically, the auxiliary data included the
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Table 5.6: Comparison between the conversion MSE achieved using the con-

ventional voiced/unvoiced clustering and the proposed data-driven clustering

schemes.
Training set Testing set

Voiced/unvoiced clustering 23 058 23 559
Proposed 21 015 21 833
Proposed (perfect classifier) 15 295 15 770

first and second derivatives of the LSF vectors, the pitch parameter, the energy pa-

rameter, the residual amplitude spectrum and the voicing information for the spec-

trum. The number of modes was set to two to enable easy comparison with the

voiced/unvoiced approach, and the mode selector was implemented using a sim-

ple linear discriminative function. In the case of the traditional voiced/unvoiced

clustering, a single voicing decision for each frame was made based on the voic-

ing threshold estimate given by the VLBR codec, obtained using the approach

presented in Section 3.1.2.

Both conversion schemes were trained and tested using the same training and

testing data sets. A data set containing 90 sentences (29 880 frames) from a source

speaker and a target speaker was used for the training while a distinct set of 99

sentences (32 700 frames) was reserved for the testing phase. In both sets, the

source and target vectors were aligned using dynamic time warping, supported

with phoneme-level segmentation. All the conversions were handled using the

Gaussian mixture modeling based approach. A separate GMM with 16 Gaussian

components was trained for each mode.

Since the mode classifier was implemented in a very simple way, a third con-

version scheme was also implemented that directly utilized the perfect classifica-

tion based on the target data. In general, of course, the implementation of such

a perfect classifier is not possible. Nevertheless, this third conversion scheme

can be used for demonstrating the theoretical performance bound that cannot be

exceeded with the proposed approach provided that the initial clustering and the

conversion schemes are kept unchanged.

Results

The results achieved in the test are summarized in Table 5.6. For the scheme

based on the conventional voiced/unvoiced clustering, the total mean squared error

between the converted LSFs and the corresponding target LSFs was 23 058 for

the training set and 23 559 for the testing set. For the proposed scheme, when

implemented as described above, the total MSE scores of 21 015 and 21 833 for

the training set and the testing set, respectively. In the ideal hypothetical case with

100% classification rate, providing the performance bound for the given initial
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clusters, the total MSE figures were found to be 15 295 and 15 770 for the training

and the testing set, respectively.

As is clearly evident from the results, the proposed method outperforms the

conventional voicing based approach with a clear margin, despite the fact that

the simple mode classifier only achieved a classification error rate of 12.4%.

Moreover, the performance advantage was achieved even though the traditional

voiced/unvoiced classification used as a reference also offered a very natural, the-

oretically appealing and efficient clustering scheme. For example, it was found

earlier, while carrying out preliminary experiments during the preparation of the

first version of the VLBR based conversion system presented in Section 5.1, that

this voiced/unvoiced scheme already clearly outperforms an implementation with

only one GMM model but twice the number of mixtures. If the proposed approach

was compared against some arbitrary clustering scheme, the improvement might

have been even larger.

5.4 Voicing level control

In voice conversion, and in many other speech processing applications, the speech

signal is modified in a manner that causes changes in the spectrum. Typical exam-

ples of such cases outside the field of voice conversion include the coarse quanti-

zation of the linear prediction coefficients in very low bit rate speech coding and

the spectral smoothing at the concatenation boundaries in concatenative text-to-

speech synthesis. The modifications performed on speech signals or their spectra

may also cause unwanted changes in the effective degree of voicing if there is

no explicit control on voicing. The changes in voicing, in turn, may degrade the

perceptual quality of the processed speech.

In this section, the problem of unwanted changes in the degree of voicing

is studied and an explicit control of voicing is proposed to tackle this problem.

The proposed approach for voicing control, previously published in [Nur07c], is

implemented and experimented with in a VLBR-based voice conversion system

that is based on the implementation presented in Section 5.1 but that includes the

improvements presented in Section 5.2 and in Section 5.3. The voicing control is

found to offer more natural and stable voicing levels and a clear improvement in

speech quality.

5.4.1 Unwanted changes in voicing

As discussed earlier in this thesis, e.g., in Chapter 2, many speech processing

techniques utilize linear prediction. For this reason, and to make the discussions

easy to follow, it is assumed in this section that the spectral envelope of the vocal

tract contribution is modeled using linear prediction. Moreover, it is assumed

that the excitation is modeled using the parametric representation introduced in
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Section 3.1. Nevertheless, it should be noted that this approach was chosen only

for convenience and that the voicing related phenomenon discussed in this section

is not only present in this particular speech model or in voice conversion.

To illustrate the unwanted changes in voicing, let us assume that the origi-

nal LP coefficients are modified from {aj} to {a′j} as a result of some speech

processing technique. The modification could happen, e.g., due to very coarse

quantization in very low bit rate speech coding, due to spectral smoothing in con-

catenative TTS or due to a voice conversion related transformation. As a result of

this modification, the spectral envelope changes accordingly. Assuming that the

filter remains stable (that can be guaranteed, e.g., by performing the modification

in the line spectral frequency domain), the old and the new spectral envelopes can

be directly computed based on the gth order LP synthesis filter using

H
(
eiω
)
=

1

1−∑g
j=1 aje

−ijω
, (5.8)

and by using the same equation with the modified coefficients {a′j} to obtain

H ′(eiω). In the experiments, g was set to 10.

The effect that the spectral modification has on voicing can be studied by

measuring the energies of the voiced and unvoiced contributions in the spectrum

before and after the modification. The average energy of the voiced part for a

single frame, denoted as EV , can be estimated by sampling the spectrum at the

frequencies of the sinusoids, ωm, as

EV =
L∑

m=1

(∣∣H
(
eiωm

)∣∣ vmAm

)2
. (5.9)

Similarly, the energy of the unvoiced contribution, EU , can be computed as

EU =
L∑

m=1

(∣∣H
(
eiωm

)∣∣ (1− vm)Am

)2
. (5.10)

The notations in both of the above equations are similar as in Section 3.1, i.e.,

vm denotes the degree of voicing for the mth sinusoidal component ranging from

0 to 1, Am is the amplitude of the mth sinusoid, and L denotes the number of

harmonics. The corresponding energies after the spectral modifications, E′
V and

E′
U , can be obtained using similar calculations as in Equation (5.9) and Equation

(5.10) but by substituting H(eiω) with H ′(eiω) to take into account the changes

in the LP coefficients. It should also be noted that if the spectral modifications

would cause changes in other parameters than the LP coefficients, these changes

should also be taken into account when computing E′
V and E′

U .

It is usual in speech processing systems to carefully control the behavior of

the overall energy but it is not common to explicitly control the relative contribu-

tions of the voiced and unvoiced components to the overall energy. However, if
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there is no explicit control on voicing, the spectral modifications often change the

perceived level of voicing in a clearly audible way. This is caused by the fact that

the relative contribution of the voiced (or the unvoiced) component to the overall

energy is often changed due to the spectral modification, i.e.,

E′
V

E′
V + E′

U

6= EV

EV + EU
. (5.11)

The perceptual effect of the unwanted changes in voicing can in practice be ob-

served as audible changes in the amplitude of the spectrally shaped noise gener-

ated to model the noise-like unvoiced contribution. This effect is discussed more

closely and demonstrated using a practical example and experimental results in

Section 5.4.3.

5.4.2 Voicing control

The unwanted changes in voicing can be corrected by controlling in an explicit

way the overall level of voicing, calculated as the ratio between the energy of the

voiced contribution and the total energy, EV /(EV + EU ). The detailed imple-

mentation of the voicing control depends on the speech model used in the target

application. In addition, even with a fixed speech model, there are different alter-

natives regarding the implementation.

In the case of the speech model discussed in this thesis, one possible solution

could be to establish a frequency-dependent function for modifying the degree of

voicing for the different sinusoids. For example, in the simplest case,

v′m = f
(
vm, ωm, EV , E

′
V

)
. (5.12)

The exact function can be designed in many ways and the parameters used in

defining the modified degree of voicing, v′m , could also be different than the

ones given in Equation (5.12). Nevertheless, the aim is to modify the voicing

of the sinusoids in such a manner that if computations similar to Equation (5.9)

and Equation (5.10) would be applied again for calculating the energies after the

voicing control, Ê′
V and Ê′

U , we would now have

E′
V

E′
V + E′

U

=
EV

EV + EU
. (5.13)

Alternatively, it may be desired to only go towards this goal without fully satis-

fying it, or the target level of voicing might be decided using other techniques.

For example, in voice conversion, there could be a separate conversion model for

finding out the target levels for the relative contributions of the voiced and un-

voiced components based on the non-converted voicing values and possibly some

other parameters, with the aim of modeling the speaker-dependencies in voicing.
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The frequency-dependent operation sketched above can be used, for example, for

focusing the increase in voicing more to low frequencies and/or the decrease in

voicing more to high frequencies, which may be perceptually justified. However,

a much simpler but still effective solution can be obtained by treating all sinu-

soids in the same manner. It is easy to see that the objective can be approximately

achieved e.g. using the following simplified function,

v′m = min

(
vm

√
EV

E′
V

, 1

)
. (5.14)

In cases where E′
V = 0, the voicing can be left unmodified.

Assuming that there is also a mechanism for ensuring that the overall en-

ergy stays unchanged, and that the voicing values vm are continuous values in

the range from 0 to 1, the simplified solution presented in Equation (5.14) effec-

tively controls the level of voicing. If the voicing decisions are hard as, e.g., in

the multi-band excitation (MBE) model [Gri88], i.e., vm is always either 0 or 1,

the best solution would be to change the voicing values of some sinusoids to ap-

proximately satisfy the condition in Equation (5.13). Similar approach but with

continuous voicing values could be used to complement the simplified solution in

Equation (5.14) to fully satisfy Equation (5.13). Another solution could be ob-

tained by also modifying the amplitudes of the sinusoids in addition or instead of

modifying the degree of voicing of the sinusoids.

5.4.3 Experiments on voicing control

In voice conversion, the spectral changes are coming from multiple sources be-

cause many, if not all, parameters are converted. However, the voicing control can

still be implemented as proposed earlier in this section, provided that the changes

in all parameters are taken into account when applying the equations introduced

in this section. The voicing control can operate directly on the voicing values

without changing any other parameter values.

A practical example case demonstrating the need for controlling the voicing

is given in Figure 5.2. The figure depicts the overall level of voicing, EV /(EV +
EU ), for each 10-ms frame of an example sentence before and after voice conver-

sion, obtained using the VLBR codec’s speech model presented in Section 3.1 and

the voice conversion techniques presented earlier in this chapter. As can be seen

from the figure, the effective voicing level has clearly changed in the conversion

even though the parameter values related to the degree of voicing have not been

converted at all. The figure also shows that the effective level of voicing is often

decreased in the conversion, leading to a higher contribution of the noise-like ex-

citation that can be perceptually observed as increased noise. Moreover, since the

difference in the level of voicing before and after the conversion is not constant,
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Figure 5.2: Level of voicing before (dashed line) and after conversion (solid line).

(From [Nur07c].)

Table 5.7: Direction of the change in the overall level of voicing after voice con-

version in the test material (percentage of frames). The voicing values are not

changed in the conversion but the effective degree of voicing changes due to the

spectral modifications.

Increased voicing Decreased voicing No change

Voicing after conversion 26.4% 47.9% 25.7%

the increase in noise is also non-constant, leading to a pumping-like perceptual

effect that is clearly audible with careful listening.

The unwanted changes in voicing were also studied objectively using a larger

test set consisting of 42 sentences. The overall level of voicing was measured

before and after voice conversion for all the 10-ms frames of these sentences. As

summarized in Table 5.7, in 47.9% of the frames, the voice conversion decreased

the level of voicing, while an increase in the level of voicing occurred in 26.4%

of the frames. In the rest of the frames, the level of voicing did not change due

to the fact that the whole spectrum was considered either fully voiced or fully

unvoiced both before and after conversion. The average level of voicing in the

whole training set including all the frames was decreased due to the conversion

by about 2.8%. These experimental results on a larger test set support the findings
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observed in the sentence illustrated in Figure 5.2: the voice conversion system

on average decreases the level of voicing, which as a direct consequence of the

properties of the parametric speech model leads to an increased level of noise in

the output.

The proposed scheme for voicing control can efficiently correct the level of

voicing in such a manner that the voicing change caused by the voice conversion

system is always fully compensated. The perceptual effect of having the voicing

control available was evaluated using four expert listeners. The listeners heard

converted speech samples with and without voicing control and were asked to

evaluate the quality differences between the two samples. Repeated listening was

possible without any restrictions. The language used in the samples was English

and the voice conversion was performed between genders.

The speech quality in the samples produced using voicing control was always

observed better or equal to the quality of the conventional samples. The voicing

control was found to remove part of the noise generated during the conversion.

This is quite natural since the voicing control slightly reduces the contribution

of the noise-like component, and it makes the behavior of that component more

stable and ensures that it is better in line with the expected degree of voicing.

5.5 Conclusions

This chapter has introduced the VLBR-based voice conversion system and further

enhancements to the baseline system. As the first enhancement to the baseline

Gaussian mixture model based system, this chapter has introduced a novel tech-

nique for converting the prosody based on a prosodic codebook. The proposed

approach not only improves the conversion of the prosodic features but was also

found to help the overall system in achieving less robotic sound quality. Moreover,

a novel approach for data clustering and mode selection has also been introduced

and used for enhancing the performance of the VLBR-based voice conversion sys-

tem. Finally, the effect that spectral modifications have on the degree of voicing

has been discussed. The unwanted changes in voicing that can be corrected using

the proposed simple but effective scheme based on explicit control of the voicing

level.

One of the main benefits of the proposed VLBR-based voice conversion sys-

tem is the obvious fact that the approach also offers the possibility for very effi-

cient speech compression. At the same time, this main strength can also be re-

garded as the main weakness because the complete system contains more sources

of errors than typical voice conversion systems, i.e., the complete system suffers

also from quantization errors in addition to the modeling and conversion errors.

This naturally limits the achievable speech quality and dictates that if voice con-

version is used, e.g., in VLBR-based synthesis, the bitrate should be higher than

usual to avoid excessive degradation of quality.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and future work

This thesis has introduced a new segmental parametric speech codec referred to as

the VLBR codec, presented techniques for enhancing its compression efficiency,

and extended the codec into a framework suitable for memory-efficient concate-

native speech synthesis and voice conversion. The VLBR codec based on sinu-

soidal modeling of speech is capable of achieving relatively high speech quality

at bitrates of about 1 kbps or below. The coding efficiency is firstly enhanced

through the use of model simplifications, mode-based segmental processing, and

the method of adaptive downsampling and quantization. The performance is fur-

ther enhanced using a new multi-mode matrix quantizer structure that utilizes a

low-complexity vector-based prediction scheme. Lossless compression of the

quantizer indices is made more efficient by enhancements proposed to the conven-

tional dynamic codebook reordering approach. Finally, the input signal is made

easier to compress using a novel preprocessing technique based on perceptual ir-

relevancy removal.

The work on the VLBR codec was extended into the field of speech synthe-

sis, focusing mainly on the compression of text-to-speech databases. A VLBR-

based concatenative synthesizer, applicable to different types of TTS front ends

and database designs, is presented. Moreover, the simple concept of dynamic

quantizer structures is introduced. This approach further improves the compres-

sion efficiency of the VLBR codec in the context of TTS database compression

by allowing convenient retraining and run-time updating of the codec and/or its

quantizers. In addition, a compression-motivated method for highly efficient com-

putation of concatenation costs in unit selection synthesis is introduced.

The VLBR codec and the VLBR based concatenative synthesizer are also

complemented with voice conversion functionality. The main motivation in this

work is to enable cost-efficient and flexible generation of new TTS voices in

VLBR-based speech synthesis. First, a voice conversion system based on a com-

bination of the VLBR codec and the basic GMM-based conversion approach is

presented. Second, a new method for prosody conversion is introduced and inte-
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grated into the VLBR-based voice conversion system. Third, the performance of

the system is further enhanced using a novel method for data clustering and mode

selection, as well as through explicit control of the perceived level of voicing.

When combined together, the methods presented in this thesis offer a power-

ful and complete framework for speech compression, speech synthesis and voice

conversion. The combined system can be used in different ways and configura-

tions, depending on the application scenario. For example, the VLBR codec itself

can be utilized for efficient compression of audio books, and when supported with

the speech synthesis related methods, the combined system can be used for re-

ducing the footprint and the computational load of concatenative text-to-speech

synthesizers to levels required in some embedded applications. The VLBR-based

voice conversion techniques can be used to complement the codec both in stor-

age applications and in concatenative speech synthesis. It is also possible to only

utilize the voice conversion functionality, e.g., in games or other entertainment

applications. Compared to the use of separate systems for compression, synthe-

sis, and voice conversion, the integrated solution, for example, avoids unnecessary

repeated analysis steps and the related cumulation of estimation inaccuracies. In

addition, it can be ensured that the overall result is not compromised by isolated

optimization of the different parts.

As for future studies, there are still a number of open issues that require fur-

ther investigation. First, even though many parts of the work presented in this

thesis have already been in commercial usage, finding the optimal complete set-

up is still a very challenging task. Many of the techniques presented in this thesis

can be included into or omitted from the overall system and there are numerous

set-up parameters and design choices that can be modified, etc. Furthermore, yet

another degree of difficulty is caused by the fact that the optimal set-up depends

on the speech data to be processed. Better and more complete methods for auto-

matic fine-tuning of the complete system, e.g., for different TTS voices could be

developed. Psychoacoustic models could be used in these fine-tuning methods, as

well as otherwise for further improving the different parts of the overall system.

Concerning the VLBR codec, there is still room for further improvement de-

spite the high compression efficiency, especially when the complete framework

is considered. The combination of the actual compression techniques used in

the codec is already quite efficient, and further improvements would most likely

require increases in the memory usage and/or computational load, but the para-

metric model could clearly be improved. The use of the simplified model was

perfectly justified in the initial phases of the work when the target was to achieve

reasonably good speech quality at the lowest possible bitrates but it also limits the

achievable quality, especially from the viewpoint of speech synthesis and voice

conversion. It could be possible to use a more accurate model without compro-

mising the compression efficiency too much. Less simplified sinusoidal models

or waveform interpolation based models could be studied. In addition to improv-
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ing the parametric speech model, the implementation of the segmentation process

could be improved as well. Also, the bandwidth of the signal could be extended

from 8 kHz to 16 kHz and beyond.

The preliminary results related to the use of the VLBR framework in HMM-

based statistical synthesis and in hybrid synthesis, left outside the scope of this the-

sis but reported in [Sil09], [Sil10], and [Nur13b], can be considered very promis-

ing and to also open up an especially interesting area of future research. The use of

the same framework and parameterization for both the coded unit selection based

parts and for the HMM-synthesized parts can be expected to yield good results

but the final selection of the parameterization is still an open question. It is clear

that the parametric representation should be modified so that it would best fit the

needs of both speech synthesis and compression, and most likely making the vocal

tract model more accurate would help but further research is needed to figure out a

detailed solution. Another possible direction would be to go towards models that

are better in line with the human speech production. The use of glottal inverse fil-

tering could be considered one possible direction. Promising results have already

been obtained using this approach in statistical synthesis [Rai10] but the method’s

suitability for efficient compression is not evident and modifications to the basic

method might be needed. Yet another attractive area of future research relates to

the development of a fully functional hybrid synthesizer: it would be important to

study more closely whether hybrid synthesis really is the way to go, as it currently

seems, or could further improvements in the area of statistical speech synthesis,

and in the related parameterizations, make it the best choice for the TTS systems

of tomorrow.

The VLBR-based voice conversion system presented in this thesis offers a

relatively good approach for voice conversion, provided that the bitrate is high

enough for reaching a meaningful speech quality level even after voice conversion.

However, the approach also has its weaknesses. First, the conventional GMM-

based voice conversion technique used in the system suffers from the well-known

problems of overfitting, oversmoothing, and the limitation to time-independent

framewise conversion, as described, e.g., in [Nur12]. Second, the size of the

training set needs to be relatively large for the best results. Third, the training

data needs to be parallel but still the accuracy of the alignment may be a bottle-

neck limiting the quality. These, as well as several other voice conversion related

issues, have been studied in closely related research activities that are deemed

to be outside the scope of this thesis despite containing several contributions

from the author, due to the reasons mentioned in Chapter 1. Nevertheless, the

work reported, e.g., in [Hel08a], [Hel10], [Nur08b], [Nur10b], [Pop09], [Pop11],

[Pop12], [Sil13], [Tao10], [Tia08], and [Tia12] has resulted in ideas or findings

that can be used for enhancing the performance of the proposed VLBR-based

voice conversion system in certain usage scenarios or as potentially beneficial al-

ternative methods for handling the conversion.
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Despite the above out-of-the-scope work, there are still subtopics that require

further research, not only in connection with VLBR-based voice conversion but

also more widely in the field of voice conversion. Firstly, the topic of training data

alignment would definitely deserve additional studying because any inaccuracies

in the alignment directly affect the performance of the voice conversion system,

regardless of the conversion techniques used in the system. Intuitively, more accu-

rate alignment between the source and the target materials would allow building of

better voice conversion models. In particular, the soft alignment method [Tia09]

offers one possible area of future research, and better techniques for handling

non-parallel and cross-lingual training materials should also be developed.

From the viewpoint of practical applications of voice conversion, another im-

portant area of research relates to the use of real-world recordings instead of voice

data recorded in a quiet recording studio. For example, if the target is to allow

the user of a mobile phone to create new TTS voices by providing a small amount

training speech material from the intended target speaker (such as, e.g., the spouse

of the user), the voice conversion system should be able to deal with any type of

recorded speech signals, potentially recorded in different types of noisy environ-

ments. The collection of such data could be facilitated using the basic framework

proposed in the patent [Nur10a].

The topic of parameterization has already been touched upon several times in

this chapter but it should still be noted that improvements in the parameterization

could potentially also offer enhancements in the voice conversion quality. Finally,

deeper understanding on the underlying issues related to speaker identity percep-

tion could significantly advance the field. For example, it would be interesting

to study how highly-skilled impersonators or imitators change their voice during

their performance and how dependent their success is, for example, on the choice

of words or on the use, and possibly even over-use, of certain mannerisms.
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